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I. HIGH TEMPERATURE CER._IIC MATERIALS

I.I Introduction

Ceramic materials are applicable to thermionic diodes in

several distinct areas such as seals, radiative coatings, and electri-

cal insulative coatings. Many different forms and kinds of refractory

materials are available and it is highly probable that more than one

material would be suitable for any particular application. Further-

more, the state-of-the-art in ceramic materials is ra_idly developing

and new materials may solve current compatibility, corrosion, ex-

pansion and other problems in the near future.

The following sections summarize the current state of

knowledge concerning refractory ceramic oxides useful in thermionic

diodes. Many com[.mrcial refractories are multiphase and usually

contain an appreciable fraction of a glassy constituent which aids in

the densification process. Oxide glasses and refractory oxide com-

positions containing a glass or low melting liquid as one constituent

can be used only to moderate temperatures and will not be considered

in this discussion. Another class of refractories excluded from

discussion are those ceramfcs that contain a large proportion of

spinel, periclase, fosterite phases, and silica, which are subject

to severe cesium vapor corrosion and offer no significant advantages

over the more pure forms of ceramic oxides discussed in this chapter.

Additional material on the use of ceramics in a vacuum tight

seal structure will be included in the chapter on ceramic-metal seals,

including the geometrical and thermal expansion requirements for

good seal structure.

2210-Final 1-1
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i.I.I Ceramic Material Application in a Thermionic Diode

The possible applications of ceramics in a thermionic

diode structure are outlined in Figure I-I and are described as follows:

I. The electrical insulator between the collector and emitter

structures is a vacuum-tight ceramic seal similar in many_

respects to seals used in electronic vacuum tubes except that

the ceramic material will be exposed to cesium vapor corrosion

and may operate normally at a higher temperature than is"

encountered in electron tubes. The ceramic material is brazed

in a vacuum-tight fashion to the emitter and collector structure.

2. The external portion of the ceramic seal, which is used as

a stress reliever for the internal portion of the ceramic

seal, may be used as an electrical insulator for attachment

of the thermionic diode to a generator structure.

3. A ceramic separator used to maintain a given distance between

the emitter and collector.

4. A ceramic coating or sheath on the emitter structure used as

an electrical insulator and to separate the diode from other

diodes and/or generator structure.

5. A high emissivity coating for the radiator structure.

1.1.2 Desirable Ceramic Material Properties

Many properties must be considered in the selection

of ceramic materials for the applications outlined in Figure I-I. The

vacuum-tight seal structure, offers perhaps, the most problems to date,

due to cesium vapor corrosion of the ceramic and ceramic-to-metal seal,

the necessity for matching almost exactly the thermal expansion charac-

teristics of the refractory metal diode components, and the requirement

of high resistance to thermal shock. The properties of interest for

the ceramic seal structure are listed below:

I. Impervious to leakage

2. Ability to form vacuum-tight ceramic-to-metal seal

3. Mechanically strong

2210-Final 1-2
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4. Resistant to cesium vapor corrosion

5. Nonreactive with adjacent metals

6. Low vapor pressure

7. Highly resistant to thermal shock, both cooling and heating

8. High thermal conductivity

9. Low electrical conductivity

I0. Low creep rates at temperatures and stresses encountered

during normal operation

II. Thermal expansion characteristics which match adjacent

metal structures

12. Low impurity content

13. Ability to be outgassed

14. Available in the structures of interest at relatively

low cost

Most of the properties listed above are applicable

towards other ceramic structures of the thermionic diode. The other

possible internal ceramic structure, the collector to emitter separator

(Number 3 in Figure l-l) must have all the above properties (at higher

temperatures) with the exception that low thermal conductivity is

desirable and a different type of thermal expansion matching may be

required.

The external ceramics used for electrical insulation

and radiative _:oatings may be applied by flame spraying or other proc-

esses. The properties of the coating may be significantly different

from the bulk specimen, and should be carefully examined.

Safety is an additional factor in some materials; for

example, beryllium oxide may, under high temperature conditions, produce

toxic beryllium vapor.

1.1.3 Initial Material Selection and Availabilit_

High refractoriness is possessed by a rather large

group of oxides, but of these, perhaps less than a dozen may be selected

on a basis of utility at very high temperatures.

2210-Final 1-4



Current practice in the ceramic electron tube industry

relies almost exclusively upon fosterite-titanium, zircon-zirconium,

and alumina-columbium or alumina-tantalum for matching ceramlc-metal

seals. When tube designs require the use of other metals, alumina is

called upon to serve as a ceramic member even though the expansion

p
mismatch maybe great.

The oxides of use may be divided into two general

groups: the single oxides, which contain only one metallic element,

and complex oxides, which contain two or more different metallic

elements whose oxides may exist together either as compounds or solid

solutions. The compound oxides generally are identified by more specific

terms than merely oxides, and of importance among refractory compound

oxides are aluminates, chromates, phosphates, silicates, titanates,

and zirconates. Of _hese, aluminates and chromites having formula

RO.R203 are called spinels. Modern refractories are made of both the

single and complex oxides, but refractories that withstand the highest

temperature consist primarily of the single oxides.

The ceramic field traditionally has associated itself

with the concept of plasticity, whlch was imparted by clays, and

with silicate chemistry. In the postwar period, however, rapid

progress was made in ceramic bodies that possessed no silica or clay

in their structure. These new refractories are processed at high

temperatures, even up to fusion. The pure dense particles form a

skeleton that is resistant to shrinkage at high temperatures. The

particles are bonded, in most cases, by fine particles of the same

pure material, and the mixtures are compacted and _ired at high temper-

atures, usually above 1600°C. In firing, these materials do noe form

glassy bonds, but center or recrystall[ze at solid reactions. These

materials frequently are called pure oxide heavy refractories. It is

chiefly with this type of refractory that the present chapter is

concerned.

2210-Final 1-5



A variety of ceramic and intermetallic materials that

have to date not found permanent application is available but need more

extensive study; these include the borides, berylides, carbides,

nitrides, and silicides. An excellent review of the state-of-the-art

of these materials is given in Ref. 6. In complete data, limited

availability, and various physical limitations exclude these materials

from consideration in this discussion. The future cor_nercial status

for each of these materials can he surmmarized with the expression:

'_otential applications are being explored."

1.2 Comparison of Ceramic Properties

Investigators to date have confined their attention almost ex-

clusively to determining the properties of the single oxides_ A1203_

BeO_ MgO_ ZrO2_ and T|_ 2. AI203 has received tlle most attention.

Among the mixed oxides_ refractory'silicates_ aluminates_ titanates_

niobates, zirconates, and phosphates have been investigated. A

comprehensive su,,_mary of the accu::_ulated data on the thermal and

electrical properties (thro,_ 1057) ol refractory si_gle at_d _ixed

oxides is available in Ref. I; Ref. 2 is an excellent and thorough

accumulation of the available data (throu_l 1960) on mechanical

properties of oxide materials and provides additional reference

material on thermal and electrical properties. References I through

9 contain worthwhile comparisons of ceramic materials. Test resulta

obtained from various sources are difficult to compare because micro-

structure, porosity, chemical composition, and other conditions and

properties are generally not _iI defined. Only in rare cases is such

complete information available. Nevertheless, a fairly accurate

picture of thermal, electrical, med_anical, and other properties of

oxide ceramics emerges.

The characteristics of oxide refractories depend not only on

chemical composition but to a large extent on the physical structure

as well. Most favorable characteristics for many purposes are obtained

in single crystals or dense, single phase crystalline solids. Materials

2210-Final I-6



in this form will be the major consideration in the present review,
since in this state we obtain the maximumchemical inertness, the best

high temperature strength, and the best thermal conductivity. For

application as separators and thermal insulators, however, it maybe
desirable to have a more porous or coarse physical structure, as dis-

p
cussed later.

The constituents of a ceramic structure generally comprise:
I. Crystals

2. A glassy phase

3. Pores, holes or voids madeup of closed pores that are

vacuum-tight, or interconnecting (open) pores that are

not vacuumtight.

Until recently, ceramics were universally sintered, using a

little glassy phase. For example, a 99 percent alumina body consisted
of single crystals _f w-alumina (99 percent by weight) with the remainder

J

being SIO2, CaO and MgO. An alumina structure, in general, Is easier

to make if the percentage of glass forming constituents added to the

finely ground alumina is increased. Ninety-four percent alumina

bodies comprise w-alumina, SiO2, MgO, CaO, Fe203 and traces of other

elements. These form a liquid phase at maturing temperatures and

assist the sintering process. On cooling, the phase dlagrams indicate

that the primary phase is _-AI203 with secondary crystallization of

mullite (3A1203-SiO2) anorthite (CaO'AI203-2Si02) (which form a euteetic

at 1550°C).plus smaller amounts of spinel (MgO, FeO - A1203) and other

trace compounds which can lower the melting point to 1400°C. The

cooling of the 94 percent alumina bodies is too rapid to allow signll

ficant crystallization to proceed, resulting in a glassy matrix

surrounding the alumina crystals.

1.2.1 Property Sur_nary

• In Table I-I are collected a variety of data from

Kingery (Ref. 3) that are typical of oxide refractories as normally

prepared sintered products of nominally high purity characterized by

22 lO-Ftnal 1-7



TABLE _-I PROPER!

Sapphire crystal

Sintered alumina

$intered beryllia

Sintered calcia

Chrome-alumina cermet

Composition

99.9 AI203

99.8 A1203

99.8 BeO

99.8 CaO

77 Cr,

(Haynes-Stellite LT-1) I 23 At203

qintered magnesia

Sintered mullite

qintered forsterlte

_intered spinel

qintered titania"

Sintered thorla

_intered yttrla

Sintered urania

;intered _tabilized

zirconia

Sintered zircon

Silica glass

Hullite porcelain

High alumina porcelain

99.;_ MgO

72 A1 0

23 Si_23

99.5 Ng2Si04

q9.8 HgAt204

99.5 TiO 2

99.8 Th02

99.8 _/203

99.8 UO 2

92 ZrO_,

4 HfO_ _,

4 CaO z

99.5 ZrS iO4

99.8 SiO 2

70 AI203 ,

27 S[O2,

3 MO + M20

90-95 AI203,

4-7 SiO 2

I-4 MO + M20

2210-Final
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Pot os ity

(vot. _)

0

3-7

3-7

5-10

2

3-7

3-10

4-12

3-10

3-7

3-7

2-5

3-10

3-10

5-15

0

2-10

2-5

t

Fusion

Temp.

(°c)

2030

2030

2570

2600

Hax

Norma 1

Use

Temp.

(°c)

1950

1900

1900

Density,

Bulk(b),

True(t),

(_m/cc)

3.97(t)

3.97(t)

3.03(t)

2000 i:3.32(t)

Specific
He a t

Ca pac ity

(cal/gm/

oc)
20-1000°C

0.26

0.2_

0.50

0.23

1850 1300

2800 1900

1800 1750

1835 1750

2135 1850

1840 1600

3050 2500

2410 2000

28O0 22OO

255O 22OO

2420 1800

1710 IIO0

1750 1400

1800 t500

I

5.9(b)

3.58(t)

3.03(t)

3.22(t)

3.58(t)

4.24(t)

lO.5O(t)

4.50(0

10.96(t)

5.c(t)

4.7(t)

2.20(t)

2.8(b)

3.75(b)

O.16

0.25

0.25

0.23

0.25

0.20

0.06

0.13

0.06

O. 14

0.16

O. 18

0.25

0.2fl



ES OF REFRACTORY OXIDES (REF. 3)

Linear

Expansion

10-6 in/

in/°c)

_O-lOO0°C

8.6

8.6

13.0

8.9

!3,5

5.3

10.6

8.3

S.7

4.0

9.3

_0.0

I0_0

4.2

0.5

5.5

[

7.8

Thermal Conductivity

-I Oc-t cm-2 cn,)(cal ,ec

at IO0°C at 1000°C

O.072 O.019

O.069 0.014

0.500 0.046

0.033 O.O17

0.08 0.05

0.082 O.0!6

0.013 0.008

Modulus of Rupture (MR)

or

Tensile Stren:.;th (T_)

(p_i)

at 20°C at 1000°C

Modulus of

Elasticity

106 psi

55

53

45

37.5

30.5

21

0.0lO 0.005

0.033 O .013

0.015 0.008

0.022 0.007

(0.02) "'"

0.020 0.007

0.005 0.005

O.015 0.008

0.004 O.O12

0.007 0.00(,

0.05 0.015

10,000(qR) ---

12,3 O0 (,,n_) 11,000 C,IR)

8, OO0 (:,IR) ¢,, 000 (:,m)

12, O00 (:.LR) 7 ,oo0(:m)

12,000 (Ha) 18,00C C.IR)

20, ooot _r,) 15 ,Ooo(_)

12,000(:IR) 6,000(:m)

15,500 (:tR) ---

to,oooOm) _,oooOm)

50,O00(MR)

3& .5

21

25

22

30

10.5

I0

53

Thermal

Stre_

Resistance

Very good

Good

Excellent

Fair-poor

Excellent

Fair-poor

Good

Fair-poor

Fair

Fair-poor

Fair-poor

Fair-poor

Fair-poor

Fair-good

Good

Excellent

Good

Very _ood

l.-Ta



a porosity of approximately 5 percent. These values are typical, rather

than an indication of the optimum that can be obtained by present

techniques. They are not representative of the wide variety of results

that can be obtained by what sometimes seem minor variations in com-

position, fabrication methods, or resulting microstructures. Nevertheless,

they indicate the range usually obtained and some useful conclusions

can be drawn.

As tabulated, the best thermal stress resistance can be

obtained from sapphire crystal, sintered alumina, slntered beryllia,

a zircon structure, and several high alumina content ceramic materials

containing silica. Structures containing a large amount of silica are

eliminated from further discussion due to poor compatibility with

cesium vapor. Therefore, on the basis of thermal stress resistance

alumina and beryl]ia bodies appear best. Sapphire crystal seal

structures are difficult to fabricate d_e to the directionality of

thermal expansion; i.e., expansion along one axis of the crystal is

very low while expansion along the second axis is comparable to poly-

crystalline alumina. The cermet material mentioned in Table I-I has

not been used successfully in fabricating ceramic-metal seals and

will not be discussed further.

Table I-II is a sun_ary of data from several manu-

facturers' catalogs regarding oxide materials of interest. While

much data are missing, it is evident from thevarious alumina ceramics

that the amount of SiO 2 and other "auxiliary" constituents has a

strong effect on material properties.

Table I-II is only a representative sample and is

not intended to serve as a complete catalog of manufacturers' products.

1.2.2 Compatibility with Cesium

Very little experimental data is available regarding

the compatibility of ceramic oxide materials with cesium gas. Some data

were recently made available by Slivka (Ref. 41) which demonstrate the

suitability of certain ceramic oxides with cesium.

2210-Final 1-8



Corrosion may take place by several fairly common

mechanisms. One is a relatively uniform solution attack on the solid

surface by the gaseous corrodant. Another con_non meth6d of attack

is direct alloying, the interaction between liquid and solid to form

surface films or typical diffusion layers of intermetallic compounds

and solid solutions as shown in Fig. 1-2. These may form a loosely

adherent scale or, if held tightly, may serve as a barrier to slow down

additional diffusion.

Selective reaction of the alkali _apor with minor

constituents of the solid may result in intergranular penetration or in

the depletion of a dissolved component of the solid. Selective grain-

boundary attack can drastically alter the physical properties of a

material without appreciably changing its weight or appearance. This
b

type of attack is often accelerated by the _plication of stress to
o

the solid during exposure to the alkali vapor. (See Fig. 1-3)

Another type of attack results from corrosion by

comtaminants rather than by the alkali vapor itself. Such contaminants

may include oxygen, nitrogen or alkali vapors other than cesium,

which may result from inadequate outgassing procedures, comtaminants

in the cesium reservoir or other factors.

Experimental data to date do not differentiate between

the above types of corrosion. Static methods of testing, as indicated

in Fig. I-4, have been generally used; i.e., samples are weighed before

and after exposure and the results are reported or are converted to

equivalent changes in thickness. (See Fig. I-5) This method is widely

used in the study of corrosion in aqueous and atmospheric environments.

It is well suited to evaluation of corrosion provided that the corros-

ion is known to involve uniform removal of material from the solid

surface. It is also useful where uniform buildup of an adherent

coating by diffusion penetration and reaction occurs. But if the

corrosion i_ intergranular, if a nonadherent-diffusion-reaction

2210-Final
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FIG. I-2

EXAMPLE OF CESIUM ATTACK ALONG SEAL

BOUNDARY.
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FIG. L-3

CESIUM CORROSION OF CONVERTER SEAL

DEMONSTRATING PREFERENTIAL ATTACK

IN STRESS CONCENTRATED AREAS.
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product results, or if difficulty is encountered in cleaning the solid

s,_nple, weight-change data may be meaningless or even misleading.

Results of liquid-metal testing procedures are

frequently reported as corrosion rates, i.e., weight change or linear

penetration per unit of time. These data must be properly qualified

to avoid misleading conclusions. Inmost l_quid-metal testing proce-

dures, the ratio cf container surface to volume of liquid is relatively

large; therefore, the concentration tends to approach saturation quite

rapidly and the corrosion rate is not constant. If diffusion coatings

are formed, the corrosion rates will also decrease with time and build

up of the coating. To regard the total attack over all extended

period as an average rate can thus result in serious misinterpretation.

Microscopic examination of metallographicail}, prepared

cross-sections is, perhaps, the best single tool for the general study

of cesium corrosion attack since differentiation can be made between

intergranular penetration, a formation of diffusion layers, and the

actual removal of materials as a function of depth of penetration (see

Fig. i-6) or thickness of material buildup or removal. Metallographic

examination is presently being used in several research programs directed

toward corrosion evaluation in relation to ion engine and thermlonic

diode programs (Ref. 13, 14, and 15). Figure 1-7 illustrates a typical

cross section of cesium corrosion on a ceramic material.

Several ceramic oxide materials have been subjected

to static testing in sodium with a vi_ to their possible use as valve

seats, bearings, and insulators. Beryllia, zirconia, magnesia,

alumina, molybdenum disilicide, and numerous metal-ceramics, which are

thermodynamically stable to sodium, resist sodium attack if they are

sufficiently dense, but are penetrated and disintegrated if porous.

The temperature of the test, the character of the ceramic binder, and

such factors as particle size and firing temperature also influence

the attack. High density material produced by hot pressing or fusion

may be susceptible to spalling rather than penetration attack. Table

2210-Flnal 1-14
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I-III shows the results of selected static tests on a number of

ceramic materials investigated at Knolles Atomic Power Laboratory

using aged and filtered sodium. Table l-IV shows the relative

resistance of materials to liquid Na, NaK, and K as a function of

temperature according to static corrosion tests conducted at Argonee

National Laboratories. The effect of impurities in the molten alkali

metal is unknown and could result in increased corrosion. Oxygen

and other contaminants in a liquid sodium test are likely to result

in severe attack of ceramic materials. Burger (Ref. 19) indicates

that pure alumina, magnesium, titania, zirconia, etc., are unaffected

by e_posure to sodium. The difficulties which arise in sodium are

primarily mechanical in nature. Many of these ceramic bodies are

not I00 percent dense,with the result that when they are exposed to

sodium they soak it up; then subsequent thermal cycling produces

cracking. Mapy of the binders, especially silicates, react with sodium.

The dense, fired, pure oxides perform most satisfactorily.

Wagner and Coriell (Ref. Ii) exposed several di-

electrics under c_ntro]led conditions to cesium gas at sample tempera-

tures ranging from 1200°C to 1475°C and pressures of 20 and ii0 mm Hg.

Once the cesium pressure had been established, a sample was heated to

the desired temperature. The results of the test can be summarized

as follows:

I. The only specimen that appeared to be totally unaffected

by the.test was a fused alumina sample.

2. All sintered samples appeared discolored at the conclusion

of the test. The discoloration appeared to be less dependent

on purity than on porosity.

3 The extent of the reactions that caused the discoloration

was so slight that no evidence of reaction could be found

by use of x ray, metallographic, or polarizing microscope

techniques.

2210-Final
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TABLE 1-Ill

RESISTANCE OF SELECTED CERAMICS TO ATTACK BY AGED

AND FILTERED SODII_I _REF. 17_

MOLE COMPOSITIONS

Artificial Periclase Crystal

BeO

Stabilized ZrO 2

iBeO: IAI203

IMgO: 4ZrO 2 •

iNgO: 8BeO: IAI203

76BeO: 4A 1203 :20Z rO 2 (+2W tT_ aO)

3MgO: 90BeO: IZrO 2

CORROS ION RATE

mg/cm 2 month

500°c 750°C

-0 .a -0.25

0.14

2.7

0.0003

-0.091 -14.6

-0.44 -I .6

-0.64 0.54

-0.68 0.96

ABSORPTION

0.18

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.03
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Q

4. It was concluded that cesium probably reacted with the

impurities of the parent material but could only be observed

when the surface hreas available for reaction were relatively

large.

5. The only material that showed evidence of reaction was the

niobium carbide specimen in which the surface was pitted

at the conclusion of the experiment.

Reed (Ref. 18) reports the results of corrosion

expe_i_.nts utilizing liquid sodium in a range 800 to 1500°C using

. alumana, zirconia, and other materials, The results .ire tabulated

i_ Table I-V. Morganite sintered alumina bodies (6 percent porosity)

disintegrated into small black grains, whereas synthetic sapphire

alumina remained clear and was little affected. This difference is

probably due to the higher purity and lower porosity of the sapphire

specimen. Synthetic spinel was dissolved completely. Some corrosion

was evident for single crystal sodium carbide. The affect of specimen

porosity and/or purity is again evident fr_,m the effect on magnesia.

Sintered magnesia (12 percent porosity) also turned black and swelled.

in sodium whereas the single crystal material remained clear and

showed practically no weight change. Sintered zirc_,nia (23 percent

porosity) also turned black and swelled. C;_t molybdenum disilicide

and sintered thoria showed essentially no corrosion in sodium. I

Burger, et al (Ref. 19) investigated the effects

of cesium vapor attack on a 95 percent AI203 body (GE2548), by measure-

ment of the leakage resistance across the ceramic as a function of

cesium vapor temperature, ceramic temperature, voltage, and time of

exposure. _/hile insufficient data were collected to provide definite

rates of attack, some observations are of interest. Figure I_8

illustrates the typical effect of time and ceramic temperature on

leakage resistance. For all cesium temperatures there exists a certain

ceramic temperature for which the leakage resistance is a maximum. This

2210-Final 1-20
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The most stable of any group of compounds are those

with the largest negative free energy of formation from the elements.

The most stable oxides are: CaO, Y203, La203 and ThO 2. In practice,

calcium oxide is disadvantageous to use since it hydrates rapidly in

air. However, it can be manufactured as dense prod_lcts and maintained

for long times in a completely dry atmosphere. Lanthamum oxide shows

rapid hydration and also exhibits a polymorphic conversion that makes

fabrication difficult. Yttria and thoria are the most stable oxide

refractories suitable for general use. The high cost of ytt_ia has

limited its general use although it has satisfactory properties. As

a result, thoria, in spite orbits moderately high cost and slight

radioactivity, is the most widely suitable material in cases where

maximum chemical stability is required.

Refractory oxides can react with Lhe atmosphere, with

one another, or with adjacent materials. In general, the oxides are

stable up to their melting points in dry air and oxidizing atmospheres.

In reducing atmospheres and atmospheres containing carbon and sulphur,

reactions may occur.

For operation in fuel fired converters under atmos-

pheric conditions, all refractory oxides of interest would need

protection of some type.

Oxide materials are generally stable _n contact with

carbides and refractory metals, but at sufficiently high temperatures

all react. Some reaction temperatures between refractory oxides and

metals involving gross changes are collected in Table I-VI (Ref. 3).

Some data regarding the extend of reaction between metals and oxides

at 1800°C are given in Table I-VII (Ref. 3),

The behavior of tungsten, molybdenum, and tantalum

at high temperatures in combination with some refractory oxide materials

is shown in Table 1-VIII, which indicates the threshold temperature

levels beyond which reaction may constitute a materials problem. It

should be noted that even thoria begins to react with tungsten when
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TABLE I-VI

REACTION TEMPERATURES FOR REFRACTORY COMBINATIONS IN VACUO (REF.:,,3_

W Mo C A1203 I BeO MgO SiO 2 ThO 2 ZrO 2

W .... 2300 1500 >200'0 2100 2000 1600 2300 2100

Mo 2300 .... 1600 2000 1900 1800 1500 2200 2150

C 1500 1600 .... 1800 2300 1800 1400 1950 1800

TABLE l-Vll

DEGREE OF REACTION BETWEEN METAI S "AND OXIDES AT 1800°C <REF.3)

Oxide

Metal A1203 BeO ° MgO ThO 2 TiO 2 ZrO 2
: ..... :, ., _ . .

Mo N

Ni N

Cb N

Ti P, SC

Zr P, SC

Be P, SC

Si P, NPh

N

N

P, C, NPh

P, SC

P

N, P

P,C

N

N

N, P

P, SC, NPh

SC

P, SC

NPh

N

N

N, P, C

N, P

N, P

N, P

P,C

N

N

N,C

SC

SC

C

N

N

N, P

P, SC

N, P

N, P

NPh

N

P

C

SC

NPh

No physical alteration of interface.

Penetration along grain boundaries and alteration of oxide.

Corrosion of oxide observed.

Severe corrosion of oxide.

New phase formed at interface.
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maximum resistance will decrease significantly with increasing cesium

temperatures and with increasing time.

Burger postulated that the principal phenomena res-

ponsible for the leakage resistance characteristics were cesium

absorption on the ceramic surface and the creation of a layer of new

semiconductor materials due to chemical reaction. The peaked curve

resulted from a combinatfon of these two effects, surface absorption

being the dominant mechanism at lower ceramic temperatures and the

effects of the semiconductor layer being dominant _t higher ceramic

temperatures. At low ceramic temperatures where a large amount of

cesium is retained on the ceramic surface, the experimental resistance

curves indicated absorption behavior i. e., decreasing resistance as

the amount of absorbed cesium becomes less at higher ceramic tempera-

tures. The experimental leakage behavior at high temperatures correlated

with typical semiconductor action; i.e., as ceramic temperature

increases bulk resistance decreases.

1.2.3 Compatibility with Refractory Metals

The stability of refractory oxides in contact with

different metals cannot be predicted with accuracy since the amount

of reaction of attack that occurs depends upon physical factors as

well as thermodynamic properties. It often is possible, therefore,

to use materialsthat thermodynamically are not stable, in contact

with each other athigh temperatures. For general stability with

metals at very high temperatures, Kingery (Ref. 3) lists some of the

most refractory of the oxides in the following order of decreasing

reactivity; thoria, beryl|ia, zirconia, alumina, and magnesia.

This order by no means holds for all metals and is completely changed

for contact with some nonmetallic materials. Thoria, beryllia, and

zirconia, however, not only have high chemical inertness but also have

relatively low vapor pressures at high temperatures, and they may be

used in many applications, particularly under vacuum, where other

refractories fail.
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the temperature exceeds about 2200°C. Therefore, where a reasonably

long service life is demanded at temperatures higher than this, tungsten

must be used in such a manner that surfaces above 2200°C are contact

free.

Table 1-IX shows some Russian data (Ref. 27) regarding

the reaction of oxides with refractory metals.

1.2.4 Vapor Pressure

At very high temperatures the vapor pressure so some

of the refractory oxides become appreciable and may limit their use-

fulness. Comparative data regarding volatization, as indicated by

weight losses of the samples during firing, are given below (Ref. 3).

Thoria - 2800°C

Zirconia - 2300°C

Beryllia - 2100°C

Magnesia - 1600°C

Equations relating the vapor pressure as a function

of temperature for refractory oxides can be derived from the known

free energies of formation. However, the theoretical calculations can

differ considerably from reality due to the effects of chemical

reactions with specimen containers and the difficulty of identifying

quantitatively and qualitatively, the chemical species that exist

in the vapor phase. In general, very complex molecules exist in the

metal oxide systems, which may be of minor importance under reducing

or neutral conditions, but which ma 7 minor consequence under oxidizing

conditions.

Figure I-9 shows the measured values of the vapor

pressure of several refractory oxides. As indicated, most of the

oxides of interest can be used in ceramic seal structures where tempera-

tures of operation are expected to 5e less than lO00°K.

1.2.5 Mechanical Properties

The main variables that have been found to effect

results of material strength and creep characteristics are temperature,
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Contacted

Material

Niobium

Molybdenum

Tungsten

Niobium

Molybdenum

Tungs ten

Niobium

Molyb<:

Tungsten

TABLE l-IX

THE REACTION OF CERTAIN OXIDES WIll F_EFRACTORY

HETALS (UI:DER VACb'I_I) (REF. _)7)

Duration

of

Reaction

Hours 1600 1700

Temperature, °C

1800 1900 2000 2100

. Beryllium.Oxide

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

W

W

N

N

N

S

N

W

Q

S

N

S

N

W

S

S

Q

0.5

1.0

5.0

0.5

1.0

5.0

0.5

1.0

5.0

MagneslumOxide

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

W

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

W

S

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

0.5

1.0

5.0

0.5

1.0

5.0

0.5

1.0

5.0

Zirconium Dioxide (+CaO)

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

N N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

W

W

N N

N S

W W

N

N -

N

N

W

W

These symbols were used: N - no reaction; W - weak reaction;

S - strong reaction.
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I

stress, strain rate, environment, sample composition (including

porosity) and sample microstructure. Comparison between different

experimenters is sometimes difficult due to failure to report all of

these variables. Comparative data for tensile, shear, and compressive

strength is given in Tables l-X, I-XI, and I-XII (see Ref. 5) for a

number of nominally pure oxide materials as a function of temperature.

Figure l-lOillustrates the tensile strength of several

oxides (Ref. 3) as a function of temperature and illustrates the

sharpness of the break in the curve of tensile strength that is charac-

teristic of these materials. This sharp decrease in the high tempera-

ture short term strength of polycrystalline oxides corresponds to the

temperature at which th_ nature of the fracture changes from intra-

granular at the lower temperatures to intergranular grain boundary

fracture at the higher temperatures. _asurements of Figure I-I0 are

all for samples of nominal purity corresponding to better than 99

percent of the oxide that is a meier phase. However, they all contain

a certain fraction of impurity that is probably concentrated along

grain boundaries. The effect of this impurity concentration in

lowering the temperature at which grain boundary deformation and

fraction occur is not known. Comparison between Figure I-I0, Table l-X,
.

and other available data indicates the same trends and conclusions;

e.g., AI203 exhibits the highest material strengths for the ceramic

oxides of interest.

In the same way that the short time strength at

elevated temperatures indicates failure by grain boundary cracking,

deformation of polycrystalline oxides in long time tests corresponds

to grain boundary creep as the major process taking place. There is

a large temperature dependence for the process, and the rate of de-

formation is strongly dependent on grain size and the details of

composition that effect the structure of the boundary material.

Tables I-XIII and I-XIV summarize the available creep data for-_eramic

materials of interest from various literature sources. Insufficient

data are available to draw general curves.
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Tempera-

ture, °C

20

200

300

400

500

550

600

800

900

I000

io56

II00

1130

1140

1160

1200

1300

1400

1460

TABLE I-X
e

TENSILE STRE_GTH OF SO>_ REFRACTORY OXIDES, psi (REF. 5)

A1202"

37,700

33,600

34,200

33,900

31,400

18,500

6,400 §

4,300

1,500

BeO*

II,I00

7,000

2,000

600

Mgo_

(11% porosity)

14,000

14,200"

Zr02_

(4% porosity)

15,200

16,000

ll,500

10,000

m

8,000

6,000

20,000

16,800

17,500

17,600

16,000

14,800

13,500

12,100

10,200

MgO-AI203

• 19,200

13,700

10,800

6,100

I,I00

8,700

3,600

* Circular rods pulled in tension. Rods of small diameters gave higher specific

strengths than rods of large diameters.

_Rectangular rods made by slip casting. ZrO2sstabillzed with 4% CaO. Tensile
strengths determined by transverse loading.

+ Specimens hot-pressed machined, and pulled in tension.
+

§ Calculated tensile strengths of ii,000 psi for AI202 and 20,000 psi for ZrO 2
from torsion measurements at 1300°C.
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TABLE l-Xl

STRE_G_I UNDER SIIEAR BY TORSION OF SOME

REFRACTORY OXIDES, psi _REF. 5)

Tempera-

ture, °C

25 -30

200

400

500

600

800

iOOO

iiO0

1200

1300

1400

1500

A 1202 *
(nonporous)

29,400

o

29,300

23,600

19,800

13,200

II ,400

6,500

3,350

HgO*

(12% porosity)

12,100

8,500

7,700

o

5,700

ThO2_

(1.7% porosity)

o

3,500

1,200

MgO-Al203*
( 5% porosity)

9,400

9,300

9,100

8,700

8,200

7,500

6,.400

5,300

+
Sllp-cast specimens.

Hydrostatically pressed specimens.
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" TABLE l-Xll

CO>_RESSIVE STRENGTI; OF SO._ P_EFRACTORY OXIDES a psi (REF. 5)

Tempera-
ture, °C

2O

400

5OO

6_o

800

i000

ii00

1200

1400

1500

1600

AI203

427,000

214,000

199,000

185,000

128,000

85,000

71,000

35,600

14,000

7,000

BeO ThO 2 ZrO 2

114,000

71,000

64,000

35,500

28,500

24,000

17,000

7,000

214,000

156,000

85,000

71,000

51,000

28,500

5,700

1,500

300,000

228,000

w

171,000

m

114,000

18,500

2,800

MgO "A1203

270,000

199,000

171,000

o

85,500

71,000

21,400

8,500

NOTE : Samples were powder-pressed cubes about 6 nun square. The ZrO 2

was stabilized with MgO. Cylindrical shapes yielded values

15-20% higher. Bodies were fired at 1900°C.
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TABLE I -XIII

LIEEAR CREEP STREI_G_I CERAMIC OXIDES (TENSION_

Haterial

(Polycrys ta IIine)

AI^O^ - Sintered
J

(7_ perosity)

A 1203

A 1203

A 1203

AI203

AI203

Mgo

Mgo

Cast MgO

Hydrostatically

Pressed HgO

Stress,

psi

600

50

50

5O

327

278

50

50

1200

1200

ThO 2

BeO

BeO

BeO

BeO

BeO

BeO

1200

108

108

108

54

108

216

Temperature °C

20

1500

1600

1700

1462

1467

1400

1300

II00

Ii00

ii00

1650

1700

1744

1550

1550

1550

Creep Rate

(in/in hr)

i.5xlO -6

6xlO "4

2x10 "3 ,

6xlO -3

6xlO-l(Frac _

tured in 6

min. at 2.3Z

elongation)

3xl0-2(after

40 minutes)

4xlO "2

9x10 -5

0.7xlO -6

O.15xlO -6

2.06xlO -6

3.3xlO -5

-5
7.7xlO

1.47xi0 "4

9.5xlO -6

2. Ox]_O-5

-5
4.0xlO

References

Csee below)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(b)

(b)

(d)

(d)

(d)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

(e)

Reference (a)

(b)

Coble, R. L. and Kingery, W. D., "Effect of Porosity on

Physical Properties of Sintered Alumina," J. Am. Ceram.

Soc., Vol. 39, 1956.

Kingery, W. D._ "Oxides for IIigh Termperature Applications,"

'_ligh Temperature Technology, 1959 Symposium."
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TABLE l-Xlll (Cont.)

(c) Chang, Roger, "Creep and Anelastic Studies of AI_O_ "
U. S. Atomic Energy Comm. Research and Developmen_ j'

Report, _A SR 2770, Atomics International, Sept. 1958.

(d) Wygant, F., '_lastic and Flow Properties of Dense, Pure
Oxide Refractories," J. Am. Ceram. Soe., 39 (12), 1951.

(e) Chang, R.. "Creep of Polyerystalline BeO at High

Temperatures and Low Stresses," U. S. Atomic Energy

Comm. R and D Rept., _A SR-2458, May i, 1958.
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TABLE1-XlV.

__ TORSIO_AL CREEP FOR SEVERAL OXIDES (REF. A-3)

Ox ide

A1203, sapphire crystal

AI203 , polycrystalline

BeO, polycrystalllne

MgO, polycrystalline, slip cast

MgO, polycrystalline,

hydrostatically pressed

MgAI_O&, polycrystalline
(2r5-_ grain size)

MgAIpO&, polycrystalllne

(ir3-mm. grain size)

ThO 2 , polycrystalline

UO2, polycrystalline

ZrO 2, polycrystalline, stabilized

ZrSiOA, polycrystalline

(Cofitaining SiO 2 glass?)

Creep Rate at 1300°C, 1800 psi*

-5
0.01 x I0 in/in/hr

0.13 x 10 -5

(30 x 10 -5)

33 x 10 -5

3.3 x 10 -5

26.3 x 10 "5

0.1 x 10 -5

(100 x 10 -5)

(18 x 10 '5)

3 x 10 -5

(10,000 x 10 5)

*Values in parentheses are extrapolated.

t
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The difference between polycrystalline and single crystal

deformation is illustrated for AI203 in Table I-XIV. In the same

Way, data for spinel indicates the large effect of crystallite size

for a single phase polycrystalline material; in this case, the creep

rate for a 2-5 micron grain size sample was found to be 263 times

that for a 1-3 millimeter grain size sample of the same composition.

Unfortunately, there are few descriptions of grain sizes, detailed

microstructures, and grain boundary composition reported in the

literature.

A small amount of porosity will have a particularly

large affect on the deformation of polycrystalline oxides. Kingery has

shown (Ref. 3) that the presence of I0 volume percent porosity (which

is common in sintered oxides refractories) decreases the creep

strength by an order of magnitude. Because of the combined and large

affects of grain size and porosity, Kingery est_lates that most of the

creep strength data and literature for polycrystalline oxides is

lower by at least an order of magnitude than the optimum values that

could be achieved'. He predicts that, for materials such as aluminum

oxides that have strongly crystallographic def_rmation with only one

active slip plane, it is probable that completely dense polycrystalline

material of high purity would have greater deformation resistance than

a random orientation of single line crystals. This prediction is

borne out by the strength data of Table I-II, which shows that I00

percent dense alumina (GE Lucalox and National Beryllia Alox) exhibits

tensile strengths almost double that of 99 percent alumina bodies.

1.2.6 Thermal Properties and Thermal Shock Resistance

The thermal properties of main interest for thermionic

diode application are the thermal expansion coefficient, conductivity,

stress resistance and emissivity. These properties for the refractory

oxides of interest are presented in Figures I-II through 1-14. The curves

represent a selection of best or average values from extensive compliations

of data presented in Ref. I.
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p The expansion coefficient, as shown in Table I-II,

will tend to decrease when increasing amounts of silica are used which

can absorb considerable energy without increasing the specific volume.

The thermal conductivity is a strong function of porosity as illustrated

in Figure I-II. As illustrated in Table i-II, the thermal conductivity

also depends greatly on the details of composition and structure. In

particular,'solid solutions have a substantially decreased thermal

conductivity. Therefore, a smal! amount of impurities can cause a

substantial decrease in conductivity.

Thermal stresses which result in fracture of ceramic

materials arise as a result of differential expansion tendencies of

different parts of a structure caused by different changes in tempera-

ture relative to some average value. These may be particularly harmful

in oxides during cooling when the surface has a lower than average

temperature and surface tensile stresses result. The magnitude of

these stresses depends on the dtails of the thermal treatment and

the thermal-mechanical properties of the material. These relation-

ships are complex (see Refs. i and 5). In general, the thermal stress

resistance determining the temperature difference between initial

conditions and final conditions that can be withstood without failure

is proportional to a shape factor times a material stress resistance

factor as given _elow.

ATf = Cts)(l-_) • S rapid rate of coolingE_

k_ts) (I-_) . S slow rate of cooling
_Tf = F_

where

ts = tensile strength

= Poisson's ratio

E = elastic modulus

k = thermal conductivity

= expansion coefficient

s = shape factor
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The relationship between the maximumtemperature dif-

ference required for surface stresses equal to the tensile strength for

different sample sizes and conditions was calculated by Kingery and is

shown in Figure 1-13. As indicated there, the relative utility of

different kinds of materials changeswith the conditions of heat

transfer. All of the values can be substantially raised if data

corresponding to the optimum strength values that can be obtained are

used. The thermal shock resistance shown in Figure 1-13 corresponds

to the initiation of fracture at a surface. In practice it is found

that cracks initiated at the surface in porous bodies or in polyphase
ceramics are frequently not transferred from the highly stressed area

in the surface into the interior. Consequently, while surface checking

mayoccur, complete fracture and spalling of pieces from the body does

not take place. For this reason sampleswith moderate porosity frequently

are described as having superior thermal spalling resistance. Cracks
initiate but do not propagate; consequently, the thermal _tress cracks

are not observed unless they are very carefully searched out. In
general, the thermal shock resistance is most satisfactory for high

conductivity ceramics such as beryllium oxide, aluminumoxide and,

perhaps, magnesiumoxide. For materials of lower thermal conductivity,
such as zerconia and thoria, resistance to thermal stresses |s less

satisfactory.
Figure 1-14 shows somecurves of measureddata for

normal thermal emissivity of ceramic bodies and coatings. Emissivity

will be strongly effected by porosity, the nature of the sintering

and coating process, and other factors.

In recent years it has becomepossible to coat metallic

structures with thin layers of refractory oxides by flame spraying

and other techniques. Co,_ercially available coatings include

alumina, stabilized zercon_a, thoria, magnesia, chromic oxide, several

types of silicates, and mixtures of refractory oxides. For safety

reasons, beryllia has not yet been commercially applied.
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The material properties of the flame spray coatings

are changed somewhat. Porosities on the order of 7 to 15 percent can

be expected, and, at least in the case of zirconia, somechanges

in crystal structure can result.

1.2.7 Electrical Properties

The two electrical properties of most interest to

thermionic diode application are the electrical resistivity of the

material and the dielectric breakdown strength. A surmnary of the

experimental data regarding electrical resistivity of the ceramic

oxides of interest is presented in Ref. II and is shown in Figure 1-15.

The curves refer is dense samples with low porosity; however, the exact

nature of the material is generally not specified. As shown, alumina

and beryllia exhibit high resistivity at all temperatures of interest.

Some care must be used in selecting zirconia, thoria, and chromic

oxide for structural bodies and for coatings.

Very little data have been accumulated on the dielectric

strength of ceramic materials. Dielectric strength, i.e., the voltage

at which electrical breakdown will occur through a sample slab of a

given thickness is generally dependent on ten_erature, specimen thick-

ness and the vacuum environment. From observation of the scattered

data in Table I-XV it appears that dielectric breakdown may be a

strong function of the glassy constituents of the ceramic body.

Since the output voltage of the thermionic diode is

in the range of a few volt_, the chances of dielectric breakdown across

the seal structure are remote. However, it may be desirable to use

ceramic coatings on the exterior of the diode for thermal or electrical

insulation. During testing with electron bombardment heater, up to

several kilovolts may exist as a potential across these coatings and

dielectric breakdown must be considered as a source of potential trouble.
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TABLE L-XV

DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN OF F_kTERIALS

Material

A 1203

MgO

BeO

ZrO 2

A 1203

A 1203

A 1203

AI203

Purity
Z

99.9+

94

99

96

BeO

BeO

BeO

99.5

98.5

96

Sample

Thickness

in.

0.200

0.200

0.200

0.200

0.25

0.125

0.25

0.125

0.030

0.030

0.25

0.125

Tempe ra ture

°C

1200

1200

I000

780

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

Breakdown

Strength

volts/mil

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

1700

225

220 -240

330

220- 240

340

200

300

238

339

:;ote

Ref. 9

Ref. 9

Ref. 9

Ref. 9

Mfg. data G.E.

Mfg. - Frenchtown

Nfg. - Coors

}Ifg. - Coors

Mfg. Coors

Mfg. - Coors

Mfg. - Brush Bery.

Mfg. - Brush Bery.

Mfg. - Coors

Mfg. Coors

D

0
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REFERENCES

The following references summarize the material on hand at EO$

that was used in preparation of the chapter on High Temperature

Ceramic Materials. Many of these references are summary-type

articles which represent collections of data from more specific types

of literature. References'l through 8 sun_narize the generai state-of-

the-art in ceramic materials and contain about 80 or 90 percent of

the available data of interest, including most of the pertinent

specific references.
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2. MATERIALS

2.1 Emission Properties of Emitter and Collector Materials.

and In Particular Various Refractory Substrates

Thermionic emission from cesium films on tungsten was given

early theoretical and experimental treatment by a number of investigators

(Refs. I - 4). Tile majority of experimental work was involved with low

orders of cesium arrival rates, low emitter temperatures, and a narrow

selection of emitter materials. On the other hand, the theoretical

contributions were somewhat complete and have sustained only minor

corrections and few further significant contributions to date. The

impetus for most of these early investigations was research knowledge

in itself (e.g., the formulation of general theories for evaporation,

condensation , and absorption).

At present, advanced power requirements for space flight

have involved thermioni¢ emission from cesiated surfaces as an agent

for direct conversion of heat into useable electric energy. These

applications generally require long life and high emission densities.

The research areas have accordingly been directed towards higher cesium

arrival rates, higher emitter temperatures, and the thermionic performance

of a wide selection of cesiated refractory materials.

This section is devoted to a presentation and discussion of

the thermionic emission data presently available for various cesiated refractory

substrates. Thermionic theory, as it applies to the emission from cesJated

surfaces, is also briefly reviewed. Where applicable, the text is directed

to the problems of design and operation of practical converter devices.

The data presented on thermionic emission from ceslated substrates applies

equally well to thermionic converter emitters or collectors.

The predicted electron emission from a cesium layer on tungsten

follows from a model first proposed by Langmuir (Ref. I). There have since been

reinterpretations, revisions, and additions to this work (Refs. 5 - 7) but

it still stands today as the primary source of acceptable theory and experiment
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for adsorption and emission phenomena pertaining to cesiated surfaces.

This model asserts that the energy difference between the work function

of tungsten (4.62 volts) and the ionization potential of cesium (3.88

volts) favors the transfer of a valence electron from the cesium atom to

the tungsten. The cesiumj now .a positively charged ion, forms a dipole

with its electrostatic image in the tungsten. By considering this dipole

layer as a parallel plate condenser, a potential energy of the dipole layer

derives as:

wh e re

V. = 2_M_ (e.s.u.) Eq. (1)

M is the dipole moment of the positive ion and its negative image

_ the surface concentration of cesium ions as a percentage of
w

tl_e total available surface

V can more appropriately be regarded as the change in work

function or _he contact potential because it is the change in energy

required to remove an electron from the substrate material covered by

an adsorbed laver of cesium.

The ratio of electron emission from a ceslated tungsten surface

to the bare tungsten surface in thermodynamic equilibrium is given as:

Ve/kT Eq. (2)Uel% •

where:

u is the electron emission from the cesiated tungsten surfacee

_w is the electron emission from bare tungsten surface

V is the contact potential between bare tungsten and the

cesiated tungsten

T is the surface temperature in OK

Since the emission, _w' i, known from vacuum emission experiments_

the emission from cesiated surfaces,u , may be computed. In practlce_ it ise

found that the contact potential does not increase as predicted beyond a surface

coverage of approximately 47 percent of the bare surface. Insteadj repulsive

short range forces between adions causes the contact potential to decrease

2210-Final 2-2



as the coverage increases beyond 67 percent.

This phenomenon gives rise to a maximum electron emission at

that coverage. At higher coverages the emission decreases. When the

electron emission as a function of emitted temperature is plotted in the

proper fashion one obtains the familiar Langmuir "S" curve. Because the

cesium arrival rate and the emitter temperature define a certain emitter

coverage, 6, each "S" curve is associated with a particular arrival rate

and an entire family of curves nmy be generated with different arrival
&

rates as a parameter as indicated in Fig. 2-I.

Langmuir summed up the behavior of such adsorbed films on

surfaces in his surface phase postulate, "All the properties of an

adsorbed film on an underlying surface of given composition are uniquely

determi:_ed by 6 and T."

2.1.1 Survey of Existing Thermionic Data

In this section the _urrently available data for

emission from cesiated surfaces is reviewed. Figure 2-2 references the

data and includes a summary of .re_mrks that ide,¢ify the appropriate

experimental areas. Figures 2-3 through 2-7 are a compendium of recent

thermionic data displayed on Langmuir plots with lines of constant work

function (A = 120 amps/cm2K 2) for reference.

2.1.2 Measurement Evaluation

There appear to be six areas pertaining to measurement

of electron emission from cesiated substrates where extreme care concerning

experimental technique and interpretation is required. The six areas are

enumerated and discussed as follows:

I°

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Zero-field emission measurements

Emitter temperature measurement

Cesium arrival rate

Emission area and electrode geometry

Emitter heating method

Material preparation

2210-Final 2-3
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2.1.2.1 Zero-Field Measurements

Since equation (2) is the result of a

mathematical analysis which assumes thermodynamic equilibrium, exper-

imei_tal data to be cempared with this theory must be extrapolated to

zero- field conditions.

The data from practical thermionic c_,nverter

devices is usually displayed as a volt-ampere curve in the power quadrant

as shown in Fig. 2-8 (after Thermo Electron Engineering Corporation).

The break in the curve is identified with the departure from the electron

space charge limited mode to the electron emission limited mode. This is to

be taken as the zero-;field electron emission. Some workers prefer to

extrapolate the electron emission saturated mode to the zero voltage axis

definin G this value as zero-field current. Schottky, type effects in this

region lead to zero-field emission values which n_ay be a factor of two to

f_,ur times larger than the values obtained from the break. Moreover, if

the curve saturates poorly as in Fig. 2-9 (after Westinghouse) there probably

exists an ill defined emission area resulting from side wall emission. It

should be remembered that emission current densities of 30 amperes per square

centimeter can be obtained from many of the refractory metals for arrival

rate of 1021 atoms/cm2/sec and substrate temperatures near 1300°K. This

indicates tile need for carefully defined emission area.

Field free electron emission is difficult to

obtain from plasma discharge tubes such as llouston's. In operation the

emitter is run at a potential negative with respect to the plasma, lons

extracted from the plasma neutralize the electron space charge in the sheath

permitting current flow. If the ion current exceeds the value necessary to

neutralize the space charge, a field ,_xists at the emitter and the measured

current is in excess of zero-field. Figure 2-10 (after Houston) illustrates

the disagreement between two separate probe measurements of zero-field

emission under the same experimental conditions. The variance in data may

well be attributed to affects other than interpreting the value of the zero-

field electron emission from probe plots. Temperature profile on the probes,

probe position relative to the discharge electrodes, or leakage currents

2210-Final 2-11
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could be responsible in part. At any rate, it is unfortunate that

this data is ill-defined since the work function determination of cesiated

surfaces at low temperatures (1000°K) is of vital concern to the output of

practical devices.

Consider a device whose collector is to be

operated with a work function of 1.7 volts. In reality_ if a collector

work function of 1.4 volts can be achieved the converter may operate at

a power level which is 30 percent to 80 percent greater than a converter

with a 1.7 volt collector work function with no increase in input thermal

energy.

An assortment of experimental apparatus falls

outside the category of practical devices or discharge tubes. These have

been generally constructed to c_nduct parametric studies of electrode spacing,

arrival rate_ and emitter materials. Occasional data may be analyzed for

zero-field current as in Fig. 2-11 (after Campbell). A Child's plot of

current versus applied voltage was examined for a break in the space charge

limited region and found suitable to interpret as zero-field emission.

2.1.2.2 Temperature Measurements

The dependence of electron emission upon emitter

temperature is obvious from Equation 2 presented in the theory. What is not

too obvious and should be stated here is that the temperature of the emitter

must be uniformly the same.

The most common means of measuring the emitter

temperature of practical devices is with a micro-optical pyrometer. Since

surface conditions resulting from grain growth 2 thermal etching_ oxide

formation, or machining exhibit greatly different spectral emissivities,

brightness temperature readings are almost meaningless.

It is well known t|,at tLe radiation e_itted

from a properly dlmt.nsioned hole is characteristic of unit emisslvity_

hence the brightness temperature of the hole is the true temperature of

the body a_t tha_____t_olnt. The proper hole depth to diameter ratio has been

interpreted as being between 4 (Ref. 8a) and six to eight (Ref. 8). Jensen_

Wilson 3 and Thermo Electron Engineering Corporation have employed this

technique to obtain emitter temperatures.
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Inevitably pyremeter measurements require

corrections for transmission losses in glass, sapphire, or pyrex. More-

over, contaminating films from brazing and outgassing operations or

obstructions from bell jar cages can reduce true temperature readings

literally by huudreds of degrees. Finally, pyrometers themselves require

periodic calibration by standard lamps to maintain desirable accuracy.

High temperature thermocouples can also be

employed to measure emitter temperatures. To this end, commercially available

tungsten-tungsten rhenium wire has become increasingly popular for the high

temperature region (1800°C). The couple must be calibrated for each

application. Figure 2-12 (after Campbell) illustrates the necessity for i

thermocouple calibration.

Thern_couples are subject to a variety of

limitations. Their millivolt response is extremely sensitive to impurities

such as oxides, nitrides, and silicides. At high temperatures constituent

materials such as rhenium and rhodium may undergo excessive diffusion, thus

changing the thermo-electric properties of the couple.

Some workers employing filaments as emitters_

have chosen to measure temperature indirectly by means of resistivity measurements

on the filament. This scheme has inherent limitations.

I. The resistance which is measured at the

terminals is an average resistance for both the hot and cold portions'of

the filament. Only in those cases where the resistance of the hot portion

is greater than the resistance of the cold portion by a factor of approximately

I00 can these measurements be meaningful.

2. The radiation shielding of the wire filament

and the filament end supports must be designed in such a fashion that the

temperature is constant over the major portion of the filament. This is a

difficult feat particularly Mien a large electron emission density is being

drawn from the central part of the filament.

3. Grain growth which results from high

temperature operation tends to change the resistivity, rendering initial

calibration of little value.
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4. Evaporation of emitter material as a

result of life testing is certain to alter the resistivity.

2.1.2.3 Cesium Arrival Rate

Theoretical considerations have indicated that

the emitter surface coverage and temperature determine the Langmuir "S"

curve characteristic for a particular arrival rate of atoms. From kinetic

theory considerations the cesium arrival rate, _a, is related to the cesium

vapor pressure, p, and cesium reservoir temperature, T, by the formula:

_a = P(2_mkT)-I/2 (3)

A practical device is usually operated such

that the electrode gap is much greater than the atom-atom mean free path

for cesium. At a vapor pressure of i0 rata I_ the ceslum atom collision

frequency is so high that even spacings of .001 inches are large compared

to the mean free path. Under such conditions the pressure is constant

throughout the device and arrival rate corrections are necessary for

temperature differences in the device geometry. Calculations show the

corrected arrival rate to be higher by a factor of 1.5 to 2 times the

rate computed from equation (3).

The construction of converter devices requires

careful attention to the problem of cesium reservoir attachment. Long

transfer tubes have been employed by a number of investigators (Wilson,

and Thermo Electron Engineering Corporation). Analytic and experimental

evidence indicate that temperature distributions may occur in long tube

geometry, which establish in effect, a low temperature parasitic reservoir.

Such parasitic reservoirs, which set the device vapor pressure, may lower

the arrival rate by a factor of 8 to I0.

Other types of laboratory apparatus such as

those operated by Aamodt, Gust, and Westinghouse, are immersed in mechanically

stirred oil baths to ensure controlled arrival rates. Consequently, the

envelope or encasement of this apparatus sets the arrival rate. Precision

work requires envelopes of glass since metal is affected by emitter radiation

at high temperatures resulting in areas of i0-20°C higher than the "iso-

thermal" bath.
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The geometry of these devices can be critical

in determining tile arrival rate. If the wall temperature is to govern the

vapor pressure, then the mean free path of arriving cesium atoms must be

greater than the electrode spacing. Low bath temperatures (100°C and below)

guarantee long mean free paths with an arrival rate at the emitter set by

the envelope temperature. Higher bath temperatures increase the frequency

of atom-atom collision creating a temperature gradient in the vapor near

the emitter. It is necessary to correct the arrival rate in such situations.

Discharge apparatus shch as that employed by

Houston require vapor pressure correction when the main discharge current

is flowing. Shukhtin (Ref.9a) has measured the positive column vapor pressure

under various degrees of current flow. His results indicate that the arrival

rate present at the measuring probes may be seven times the value obtained

from envelope temperatures.

2.1.2.4 Emitter Area and Electrode Geometry

Since the Langmuir "S" plot relates the zero

field electron emission current density to the emitter temperature, it is

of particular importance to properly define the emitting area since one

measures only total current.

The most common means of isolating or defining

the area of electron emission is the use of a guard ring. The collector

is so situated that it collects the electron emission from an emitting area

of constant temperature. The guard ring surrounds or is adjacent to the

collector and operated at the same electrical potential. It is important

to note that the guard ring and collector form an equipotential surface,

hence, insuring that the electric field lines are perpendicular to the

electrode under study. Figures 2-13 and 2-14 illustrate a guard ring

geometry for plane parallel or cylindrical electrodes, i "i

Practical devices are rarely fitted with guard

rings and the measured current usually involves emission from side walls

(Jensen and Thermo Electron Engineering Corporation).

A seemingly overlooked fact concerning the

emitting area of the device is the discrepancy between the apparent and
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true surface area. Langmuir (Ref. 2) considered this for a tungsten

filament and it was established that the actual area was 1.3 times the

apparent area.

There has been no extensive mention of this

problem in the current literature. Emission densities are gen_rally given

as measured current divided by apparent area.

2.1.2.5 Emitter Heating

This discussion and the following two are

three areas mentioned earlier that have resulted from the experience

of investigators in thermionics and allied fields. These contributions

are perhaps as valuable, if not more so, than th_se previously mentioned.

Consideration of the method of delivering

heat energy to an emitter is often important for correct interpretation

of the thermlonic emission data. Indirect heating by electron bombardment

is generally recognized as the most practical laboratory means for achieving

high emitter temperatures; however, direct heating has also been used in

some cases O_estinghouse and Gust). The two most common heating methods

are presented and discussed below:

i. Indirect heating by electron bombardment

requires the proper assembly of an auxiliary electron emitter and a high

voltage direct current power supply. The auxiliary emitter, generally

tungsten wire, is hot wound to a shape compatible with the emitter geometry.

A low voltage source of alternating current heats the auxiliary emitter

to a temperature adequate for electron emission. The electrons from the

auxiliary emitter are accelerated to the emitter under study by potentials

of the order of one kilovolt. The energy released on impact with the emitter

under study is sufficient to achieve temperatures up to the melting point

of the substrate. If the auxiliary emitter is properly designed and

located with respect to the emitter under study a uniform temperature

can be achieved over the entire emitter sample.

2. Direct or resistive heating is accomplished

by the passage of current, usually pulsed direct current, through the emitter

sample. The geometry is limited somewhat to emitters of wire or strap,
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since the current requirements for the resistive heating of large cross

sections is enormous. Coupled to this problem is the attachment of

current carrying electrodes to the emitter. The contact resistance

of attachment can almost equal that of the emitter resulting in 12R

losses and subsequent heating at undesirable points in the emitter

circuit. For correct interpretation the diode current and voltage

output should be measured in the interval between pulses for now the

emitter is no longer a unipotential surface during the heating cycle.

The presence of a voltage drop along a directly heated emitter can

introduce effects which lead to erroneous conclusions when this method

is used to study electron emission from a sample located in a cesium
i

vapor environment.

Occasional use is made of indirect

heating by radiatibn from hot filaments (Firle). Indirect filament

heating is generally inefficient, depends heavily on material properties

such as e_issivity_ and resistivity, and has quite limited application

at temperatures above 1500°K.

2.1.2.6 Predominant Crystal Orientation and

Material Preparation

Nothing in the thermionic emission theory

infallibly predicts or accounts for the variation of emission from

cesiated surfaces possesing different substrate crystal orientations.

Therefore, the treatment of this topic is empirical and the resultant

measurements are herein described.

Emission current densities of an order of

magnitude difference have been observed by Webster (Ref. 9) from cesiated
.

tantalum with different crystal surfaces exposed. The failure of many

investigators to identify the gross nature of their emitter material

(i.e., bar stock, sheet, arc cast ingot, etc.) indicates an unaware-

ness of this problem. Polycrystalline material after recrystallization

always presents predominantsurface crystal orientations dependent not

only upon the type of material and previous heat treatment history but

also upon the fabrication procedures used in forming or working the

original metal.
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Langmuir and Taylor (Ref. 2) gained early

insight into the necessity for extensive thermal aging to insure re-

producible emission results. Presumably this aging treatment yielded

II0 and 112 crystal surfaces on their tungsten wire sample. The bulk

of their data is, therefore, single crystal data.

Hughes and Levinstein (Ref. I0) have employed

aging and" etching methods to grow and identify predominant crystal directions

on tungsten wire. Vacuum emission measurements taken at a pressure of

5 x I0 -I0
nun Hg. yield an experimental field free work function of 5.25

electron Jolts which was independently checked by surface ionization

measurements. Virtually no one has conducted post operation metallurgical

examination to identify the predominant crystal orientation of the emission

data. Hughes and Levinstein's results may be compared to a work function

of 4.62 electron volts for tungsten wire without sp@cif[ed treatment or

indicated crystal plane direction (Houston). IIence, his emission data

in this report can only be associated with the form of the material

as indicated in Fig. 2-2.

Material preparation such as extensive out-

gassing, gettering, hydrogen firing, and sputtering have reached converter

development by way of the electron tube industry. _le general rule of

thumb for any device operation is to vacuum outgas the part substantially

above the intended temperature level of operation. The literature is

abundant with con_nents concerning the deleterious affects of gases, metal

impurities, water vapor, etc. as it pertains to the rmionic emission.

Therefore, there are occasional procedures to be noted which appear to

present a paradox. To cite two examples:

i. Oxide layers are removed from tungsten

by "flashing" in vacuo to extremely high temperatures (>1900°K), wherein

the adsorbed contaminants (i.e., oxides and nitrides) are evaporated from

the surface. Without this treatment investigators are reporting emission

data from a system similar to Cs-O-W, which has been examined earlier

(Ref. Ii).
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2. To maintain a clean platinum surface

after outgassing, it is necessary to bombard the sample with positive

oxygen ions which are deposited in and below the surface. The oxygen

forms a barrier to the diffusien of other body contaminants. The

actual surface layer of oxygen is then removed by sputtering with

rare gas positive ions. A similar treatment is employed for iron,

however, nitrogen forms a better diffusion barrier than oxygen.

2.1.3 Recommendations

The-lack of high arrival rate data (I020-I021 atoms/

cm2/sec) and definitive emissic,n measurements precludes the specific

recommendation for one e_.itter material. It would appear that all

body-centered cubic high temperature materials are potential emitters

for practical devices.

For high temper lture applications (1800°K or higher)

tantalum or tungsten has suitablc emission properties. Availability

of data and material cost disfav,,rs rhenium. FL, r less stringent tem-

perature requiren:ents (1600°K or lower) molybdenum appears satisfactory.
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2.2 Thermophysical Properties of CGnverter Materials

This section is a s_rvey of the thermal and physical properties

of metals that are pertinent to the range of temperatures, times, and

stresses common to the operation of practical converter devices.

It is to be noted that in many instances these data are quite

recent (Ref. I) and are the results of one laboratory or investigator.

HLwe_er, where it is possible, ample data. are given so that average values

may be used with a degree of confidence.

The context is arranged to present with a minimum of discussion

those materials _nd material properties of prime interest to converter

technology. _e sections are as follows:

I. Creep Strength

2. Grain growth

3. Thermal expansion

4. "'F_issivity

5. Vapor pressure

6. Resistivity

7. Thermal conductivity and specific heat

8. Young' s medulus

A variety of metals of interest to thermionic converter

technology are reviewed and the section is concluded with specific

recon=nendations on material selection for practical converter appli-

cation.
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2.2.1 Creep strength ........

Creep may be defined as the plastic strain occurring

from constant or nearly constant stress. The rate of creep in a specific

material depends on the temperature, the _mposed stress, and time.

Possibly the most important design consideration for high temperature,

long life thermionic devices, the creep strength of materia]s has

been given only scant attention in converter literature.

It appears that the fleld of direct energy conversion

has failed to profit fully from the pertinent literature of allied fields.

An example of germaine, but neglected, informatiun is the fact that the

con:inertial turbine and turbejet industries have been designing devices

and asse, blies to operate at high temperatures under applied loads for

three to ten years. Likewise, the electron tube industry and the

electric bulb industry have designed and operated long life devices for

years with much design emphasis on creep strength of materials at

elevated temperatures.

Creep data for materials useful to thermicnic converters

are displayed on graphs which show limiting stress in i000 psi as a

function of creep rate in percent per hour with temperature as a para-

geter. A converter may, therefore, be properly designed mechanically

if the pertinent loads or stresses, temperature, life requirements, and

creep properties of available materials are taken into accdunt. Where

closed-spaced parts must maintain a specific clearance for a specified

life at a given temperature, the loading stresses must be compensated

through design to meet the creep requirement.

Tensile strength or yield point data, even at elevated

temperature, is of little value in the design of a long life converter.

For instance, the ultimate tensile strength of tantalum at 1000°C is

55,000 psi. However, for I00 hours operation at the same temperature

for 0.5 percent creep, the limiting stress value from the creep strength

diagram is 3,000 psi. Creep strength data for eight _aterials of

interest to thermionic converter technology are shown in the following

pages.
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2.2.2 Grain Growth and Re_rystallizatiun

The recrystallization of cold worked metals at elevated

temperatures is well documented in the literature (Ref. 2). Depending

upon the temperature, time at temperature, and the amount of cold work

reduction, new small crystals are formed along the grain boundaries and

slip planes of the metal. Increasing tile temperature results in a

coalescence of crystals and a deterioration of mechanical properties.

It has been pointed out in a previous section (Process-

ing of E_itter Materials) that all metals intended for use in a cenverter

will probably be used in the recrystallized state resulting from pro-

longed vacuum outgassing. C_nsequently, design considerations for
.J

practical devi,es should be based on the physical and mechanical

properties of recrystallized materials. There is often a considerable

difference in creep strength between a cold worked material and the

same material in a recrystallized condition. The use of hot strength

data for cold worked material will usually tend to be t_o optimistic.

Examination of the recrystallization and grain growth

diagrams of a n:aterial is often helpful in interpreting its thermionic

emission phen,,mena and its mechanical strength behavior. It has been

shown that recrystallization and grain growth in materials such as

tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum and vanadium is often accompanied by

processes of growth selectivity, in which a particular set of crystal

faces in the surface of the material tends to grow at the expense of

others present.

Recrystallization and grain growth diagrams for two

n,aterials of interest to the thermionic converter technology are shown

in the following pages,

P
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FIG,, 2-23 DIAGRAM OF RECRYSTALLIZATION OF THE FIRST KIND,

FOR MOLYBDENUM
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2.2.3 Thermal Expansion

P The linear expansion of heated materials is given over

a moderate temperature range by the simple relation

aL = _oo(_t)

AL = the difference between the original length and

final length

o = coefficient of linear expansion

Ar = the difference between the original temperature

and final temperature 4

Over a very wide temperature range, however , _ does not remain constant,

and generally becomes a function of temperature.

Thermal expansion or contraction data are very

important for matching metals to ceramics in a manner such that thermal

stresses in the seal area are maintained within tolerable limits. Some

c_nverter design have used the expansion properties cf materials to

provide interelectr_de spacing. This technique is commented on in

Section 3.

Pertinent thermal expension data for eleven materials

follow.
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2.2.4 F_,issiv_ty

Two, types of emissivity dat_i are included in th_s

section. They are t_tal (nc_rmal) en;issivity and spectral (0.665_)

emissivity as a function of temperature°

The total emissivity is useful _n converter design

and cperation for the calculati,,n of heat losses resulting from radiation

between emitter and co_lector and from emitter leads, reservoir tubu-

lation, and envelopes.

The spectral emissivity of a material may be used t_

• ascertain its temperature when the preferred n;eans of observing a black

body hole temperature is not possible. Cauti¢,n must be exercised,

however, since the spectra[ emissivity is a critical functiL,n _f surface

conditions. The values are reported for a wavelength of 0.665, since

this corresponds to the optics of most common pyrometers.

Spectral and total emissivity data for a number of

pertinent materials may be found in the following pages.
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2.2.5 Vapor Pressure

Ce,nverters have been constructed and operated wherein

high vapor pressure materials were operated at impractically high

temperatures resulting in harmful behaviour or inminent failure (Ref. 3).

Vapor pressure data is a necessity in the choice of

braze materials for joining structures to be operated at high temperatures.

Critical to the long life _,peration of _mitter materials

is the consideration of surface weight loss derived from, vapor pressure

data. Figure _-79 is a presentation of emitter material weight loss and

surface depletion in _/cm2/lO00 hr as a function of ten'perature. Weight

loss considerations may well preclude, for example, the use of molybdenum

emitters for high temperature (1900°K) application. The weight loss data

has been presented in terms of _/cm2/1000 hr for en_phasis. Only a few

hundred angstrom layers of material need be evaporated in a low vacuum

environment in _rder to produce a "black" deposit on a collecting surface.

Such a deposit radically changes the total emissivity of the surface and

may increase the combined emissivity of an emitter and collector combi-

nation by a factor of two to three. The evaporation of coatings in

environments containing a few mm Hg of Argon has been used in the vidieon

tube industry to.produce fluffy dark coatings at coating thicknesses of

less than I000 _.

The point to be made is that life time estimates for

emitter materials have been made in the thermionic converter art where

the assumption has been that one mil of material thickness could be lost

before performance of a converter is degraded. It would appear that,

practically speaking, the loss of even a few hundred _ layers of material

is deleterious.
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2.2.6 Resistivity

The resistivity of materials as a function of tempera-

ture is a necessary consideration in the design of leads and envelopes.

It is to be noted that some materials suffer a transition in the solid

state that radically affect the resistive and mechanical properties of

the material. Resistivity versus temperature data for a number of

selected materials follow in the next few pages.

|
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2.2.7 Thermal Conductivity and Specific Reat

Thermal conductivity and specific heat are essential

design data for heat transfer calculations involving the entire converter

structure. This would include seals, reservoirs, enyelopes, collectors,

and leads. The heat transfer calculations usually require in addition

resistivity data, for 12R losses, and emissivity data for radiation

losses, as previously mentioned.

The subject of heat transfer as applied to converter

technology is given treatment in _ separate chapter.

Representative thermal conductivity and specific heat

data follow in the next few pages.
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2.2.8 YounK's Modulus

Young's modulus is simply the constant of proportionality

relating the elastic strain of a material to the applied stress. It is

to be noted that Young's modulus is applicable to the region where strain

is plastic, but additional empirical terms are required to fit the observed

data_(Ref. 4).

It was pointed out in Sec. 1 (Ceramics) that Young's

modulus is a factor in the determination of the maximum cooling or heating

rate for ceramic materials. Poisson's ratio is also required in thls

analysis but a lack of high temperature data precludes reporting this

quantity in detail. Poisson's ratio is generally found to be in the region

of .30 - .38 for most metals.
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2.2.9 Recommendations

Envelope materials should possess high creep strength,

high thermal conductivity, low electrical resistivity, and low vapor

pressure. Tantalum and tantalum-tungsten alloys are suitable materials

choices. A separate chapter (Heat Transfer) discusses envelope and lead

design more thoroughly.

Radiator materials should be chosen to effectively

reject heat from a converter, blolybdenum probably best satisfies the

requirement of strength at high rejection temperatures (900_ and higher).

While copper has excellent thermal properties, it fails to meet the

strength requirement.

Emitter materials were discussed previously from the

standpoint of emission. In addition to the obvious requirements of low

vapor pressure or weight loss, low total emissivity, land high conductivity

(to limit temperature gradients at high heat flux), emitter materials

ought to possess minimum creep rate for given stress and life require-

ments.
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2.3 Processing _f Emitter Materials

Great care should be taken in erdering refractory materials

for use in thermionic converters. The "electron tube grade" materials

classification usually _ndicates the highest grade of commercially

available material. At the insistence of the electron tube industry,

the metals suppliers have developed more stringent standardizatioh and

processing n_thods for tube grade materials than for other commercial

applications. It is fairly certain that material ordered to electron

tube standards will be the same (within limits) on different orders.

However, it must not be assumed that absolutely pure material is being

purchased. As the table below indicates, even the highest purity
f

materials generally available contain gases and low vapor pressure

constituents that must be removed or at least reduced in quantity before

they can be used in a thermionic converter.

Another factor which is often overlooked is the problem of

impurities which may be introduced in a relatively pure material during

a fabrication process. The process of sawing a piece from a bar of

molybdenum can introduce iron impurities from the saw blade. The iron

impurity content in a small piece of sawed molybdenum may be as high as

2 percent.

Lubricants and other contaminants introduced to the metals

during machining and handling operations must be removed by a series of

processes involving chemical cleaning and vacuum firing at high

temperature•

Typical impurity content of several clean "as received"

refractory metals is shown below• Electron beam _nd arc melted stock

have substantially lower impurity levels than average melts, as is

shown in Table 2-I for tantalum and molybdenum (Ref. I).

The adverse effect of gaseous impurities on thermionic

measurements has been known for some time (Ref. 2). Metallic impurities

such as silicon, iron, and chromium are certain to evaporate from the

emitter during converter operation, if not correctly processed.
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Recently, original impurity elements have been recovered from converter

collectors during post-operation examination (Ref. 3). Their presence

could well affect device efficiency by altering the collector emissivity.

The critical point in processing is control of the process.

Vacuum degassing requires a vacuum of 5xlO "6 mm I{g or better, w_th a

minimum of hydrocarbon residual background present-, hydrocarbon

compounds have an extremely deleterious effect upon refractory materials

such as tantalum. Figure 2-91 illustrates the formation and diffusion of

tantalum carbide in an emitter structure as a result of vapor back stream

from an improperly trapped oil diffusion pump.

Hydrogen firing where applicable is also a processing technique

to consider. The hydrogen must have a minimum water vapor content in

order to allow the reduction of surface oxides. Dew points of -70°C are

not uncommon in the practice of hydrogen brazing and firing. Such low

dew points may be achieved in a number of ways, among which is routing

the hydrogen over hot zirconium chips or molten sodium.

Five promising emitter materials are listed below and discussed

from a processing standpoint. The investigators in the materi:lls process-

ing field differ widely on technique (probably due to the wide variety of

applications). Ballpark numbers will have to suffice at this time.

2..3.1 Tungsten

Some oxides of tungsten are tenacious even at tempera-

tures as high as 1900°K. Most workers (Refs. 4and5) favor outgasslng

of tungsten at 2000°C and above. Knoll _Ref. 6) prescribes a "preoutgas"

treatment of 1800°C for eight hours before final assembly. WADD report

No. 60-325 page 185, recommends an outgas of 800°C - lO00°C for I0 to 30

minutes. This is substantially hower than any other source. Trappnel

(Ref. 4) notes that silicon outgases efficiently frc_m tungsten at 2130°C.

In fact, of the common metal impurities found in tungsten, chromium has

the highest melting point at about 1900°C.

Langmuir (Ref. 7) established that the temperature for

thermal aging tungsten necessary to yield reproducible cesium adsorption
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data was 2800°K. At this temperature the tungsten surface atoms are

mobile, the dislocations are homogeneously distributed, and all

impurities from the metallic matrix are removed.

For device applications a temperature of 2600°K and a

pressure of I x 10 -6 nnn Hg or better are reco,amended. The firing time

should be on the order of I hour.

2.3.2 Molybdenum

The gases removed from molybdenum upon degassing are

reported (Ref. 5) to contain 60 percent nigrogen, 15 to 36 percent CO,

3 to 65 percent C02, and a negligible amount of hydrogen. Some

investigators have reported that the process of first hydrogen ff_ing

and then vacuum outgassing facilitates the removal of the oxide layers

from molybdenum. It is recommended that molybdenum be vacuum outgassed

at approximately 1900°C at 1 x 10 -6 r_n Hg or better. The treatment

should remove all gaseous and metal impurities in a matter of 20 minutes

to one hour.

2.3.3 Tantalum

Tantalum has received a great deal of attention as a

getter in vacuum tubes. It forms extremely stable oxides and nitrid@s,

and absorbs hydrogen readily. It has been specifically inserted in

some converters and operated at the proper temperatures to better

evolve gases (Ref. 8). Gebhardt and Preisendanz (Ref. 9) have out-

gassed tantalum at 2600 ° to 2800°C at 5 x 10 -6 mm Hg to remove all

oxygen. They report that at 2200°-2300°C not quite all oxygen is

removed. _drogen is effectively removed from tantalum by heating in

vacuo at lO00°C. Hydrogen is known to embrittle tantalum and is used

as a processing technique at high temperatures. For practical converter

applications it is reconunended that tantalum be outgassed at 2300 ° to

2400°C at 1 x 10 -6 mm Hg or lower for approximately one hour.

2.3.4 Rhenium

Rhenium, because of its cost and limited commercial

availability, has been mentioned only briefly in the processing
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literature. WADD report No. 60-325 recommends hydrogen firing and

vacuum outgas at 2000°C or higher (Ref. I_).

No recommendations are made concerning this material.

2.3.5 Iridium

No recommendations are made concerning this material.

The bulk of the thermal-physical properties and

processing techniques for iridium have yet to be developed.

2.3.6 General Remarks

Generally, a rule of thumb for processing converter

materials is to outgas at temperatures at least 400 ° to 500°C higher

/than the highest intended temperature of operation. This is only

approximate since, in the case of molybdenum, which is to be used for

a collector, it would be preferable to vacuum outgas the material at

about 1800°C for at least 20 minutes even though tile collector

temperature during operation might not exceed 900°C.

The time at temperature during the outgassing

procedure is governed by at least two considerations. The first

consideration involves the bulk diffusion time of impurities in the

material. An emitter material which is to operate in a device for

many thousands of hours may have to be outgassed for a considerably

longer period than usual in order to allow sufficient time for the

impurities in the bulk of the material to diffuse to the surface an_

evaporate.

The second consideration has to do with grain growth

in converter materials. In some cases, too much of a good thing (very

long time at very high temperature) during outgassing may actually be

detrimental to satisfactory converter operation. The subject of the

effect of grain growth on the electronic operation of a converter is

only now being investigated.

The presence of oxygen and nitrogen in materials

which are to be joined by welding inevitably leads to weld embrittle-

ment in the fabricated assemblies. This subject is discussed more

fully in the text concerning fabricatiDn.
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2.4 Fabrication c f Converter Materials

This section deals with fabrication techniques that are appli-

cable to the joining of high-temperature thermionic converter materials.

For the usual case where the joints must be vacuum tight, there are four

cGmm.on techniques available to effect this joining of materials. Speci-

fically, these techniques are:

I. Electron beam welding

2. Tungsten inert gas welding

3. Brazing

4. Vapor deposition
J

Each of these techniques will be discussed in the following

pages with the emphasis being placed upon the elements of the technique,

the major area of application of the technique to converter fabrication,

and the advantages and disadvantages of each particular technique. It

should be emphasized from the outset that there prc_bably is no one par-

ticular technique which is th____ecorrect technique for the joining of ma-

terials in a thermionic converter• Each technique has its specific

areas of application and in many cases where a method of joining is in-

adequate in one region of a converter it may well be the most effective

joining method for another region _f the ctnverter.

2.4.1 Electron Beam Weldin_

2.4.1.1 Elements uf the Technique

In the most elemental sense the method of elec-

tron beam welding involves three components. These components are an

-6
electron gun, a vacuum environment of approximately lO rm_ Hg, and the

workpiece to be welded• In essence the electron gun furnishes a well

focused electron beam of energy cf the order of 25 kv to 150 kv. The

werkpiece serves as the anode or collector for the electron beam. Energy

densities of appr_ximately one megawatt per square centimeter can be

achieved on the wurkpiece with such a scheme. These energy densities are

sufficient to melt even the very high temperature refractory materials

such as tungsten. Since the electron beam is very well defined, the energy
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density is very high, and the dwell-time on a particular area of the

joint is very small, welds can be achieved that have very small heat-

affected zones. Minimization of the heat-affected zone in a weld usually
leads to a much stronger weld Joint.

The technique of electr_,n beamwelding is very effective
when the joint possesses cylindrical-symmetry, _r°i_f a linear nature.

There are a numberc,f companies in the United States today that are de-
veloping techniques for the electron beamwelding of refractory materials.

Becausethe electron beamwelding process is reasonably novel from a

commercial viewpoint, the results achieved by job-shopping small precision
parts to these companies is often disappointing. The vacuumwelding en-

vironment used by manyof these c_mpaniesleaves a great deal to be de-

sired. _ It is not unusual to find companiesoperating an electron beam

welding apparatus in a vacuum chamber which is evacuated by an oil dif-

fusion pump without a cold trap. In such situations refractory metals

such as tantalum and tungsten develop carbide layers in the vicinity _f

the weld zone. The refractory carbides are almost impossible to remove

in subsequent cleaning operations. In the event that vendors must be

used to fabricate parts by the electron beam welding method, careful

examination ef the capabilities of the company doing the work is advisable.

2.4.1.2 Major Area of Application to Converter Fabrication

Considering the rather extensive apparatus and jigging

required to make an electron beam weld, it is possible that the only

joint which merits such a weld in a thermionic converter is the envelope-

to-emitter joint. This is the only joint in a thermionic converter that

operates at temperatures which are too high for usual brazing techniques.

This j,,int may sustain an excessive heat-affected zone and loss of me-

chanical strength if fabricated by tungsten inert gas techniques. In a

practical sense, there have not been enough vacuum tight, high temperature

structures fabricated by the electron beam welding technique to fully

assess its applicability to converter technology.
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2.4.1.3 Ad_utages and Disadvantages of Electron

Beam Weldin_

Perhaps the n;ain advantage of electron

beam welding is a result of the high vacuum environment which is re-

quired for the process. If properly done, this technique has the

potential of introducing a minimum of contaminants to the weld joint.

In addition, "the joint should be capable of operation up to the melt-

ing temperature of the structural metals. The latter fact presents

a distinct advantage over techniques such as brazing, in which a

relatively low melting point braze alloy usually limits the maximum"

operating temperature for the joint. Other than cost and availability,

the most serious disadvantage of electron beam welding is involved

with c_ntrol of the electron beam welder. It has been found in prac-

tice that perhaps the most important component of the electron beam

welding apparatus is an experienced technician who knows how to operate

the apparatus in a consistent manner. Even in the event that such a

technician is available, much time and money is requlred to acquaint

him with the idiosyncrasies of a specific design. In conclusion, it

would appear that the process of electron beam welding has the potential

of becoming a superior fabrication technique for thermionic converter

application. At this time, however, the _ost, availability, and control

of such a welder prohibit widespread application of the technique to

small one-of-a-kind development projects.

2.4.2 Tungsten Inert Gas Welding

2.4.2.1 Elements of the Technique

Tungsten inert gas welding has been used for

many years in the electron tube industry for the joining of refractory

metals.

Joining:

1.

2.

3.

Essentially three elements are involved in this technique of

tungsten electrode and the joint to be welded.
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An inert atmosphere, such as helium

The piece to be welded

A tungsten electrode

In operation an arc is struck between the

The heat developed by
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the arc is sufficient to melt one or both of the materials to be

Joined. The technique is relatively simple and has been in wide-

spread use for production joining of stainless steels, molybdenum

tubing, zircalloy, and other high temperature-_f=_ctory metals.

In the welding of stainless steel by the tungsten

inert gas method, a shielded arc may be used. The shielded arc depends

upon the shielding effect of a stream of inert gas blowing on the weld

area to prevent oxidation of the weld. While such a technique has been

fGund satisfactory for stainless steels, it is not adequate for the re-

fractory metals such as tantalum or tungsten. Inert arc welding of

these refractory metals requires a drybox containing an appropriate

inert gas atmosphere having very low levels of oxygen, nitrogen, and

hydrogen impurities. Inert arc welds of refractory metals utilizing

the latter technique have been found to be quite satisfactory.

2.4.2.2 Major Area of Application to Converter Fabricatlon

The process of tungsten inert arc welding can be

used for joining in every area of a thermionic converter except the

metal ceramic seal region. This method has been successfully used to

join molybdenum to molybdenum, tantalum to molybdenum, and tantalum to

tantalum, to mention a few specific cases. In no case, where _ proper

environment and jigging procedure has been used, has this method failed

to produce successful joints. This method has been used to successfully

join a tantalum envelope to a molybdenum emitter slug which was subse-

quently operated for many hundreds of hours in a cesium vapor environ-

ment without failure. The temperature of the tantalum-molybdenum joint

was 1530°C during operation. It remains to be seen whether this tech-

nique will prove adequate for emitter to envelope joint temperatures in

the region of 1700 ° to 1800°C. The technique has also Seen used to Joln

the cesium reservoir to the collector structure and the metal seal

flanges to the collector and emitter structures.

2.4.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Tungsten Inert

Gas Weldin_ Method

One of the major advantages of the tungsten inert

arc welding method for the fabrication of thermionic converter substructure8
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is that the method is relatively cheap and easy to apply. The technique

requires a small investment in a controlled atmosphere chamber and

welding power supplies which i6 a fraction of that required for elec-

tron beam welding. The skill and training required for operation of the

tungsten inert gas technique is also small in comparison to that required

for electron beam welding.

There are two major disadvantages associated with

the tungsten inert gas wel_ing technique. The first concerns the en-

vironment in which the weld is made. Very great care must be exercised

to assure the absence of oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen impurities in

the inert atmosphere. In tlle past, many methods have been proposed for

the gettering of a drybox to assure the absence of these impurities.

Some methods involve the heating of titanium ribbons, running an arc

on zirconium metal, the use cf desiccants, and various other materials

effective for the gettering of oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen.

Probably the most effective method for achieving a

pure inert atmosphere has been the use of alkali metal getters. Essen-

tially the method consists of exposing liquid alkali metals, such as

sodium, potassium, or a sodium potassium alloy, to the chamber atmos-

phere after the chamber has been baked out, evacuated, and thoroughly

flushed with gas. When such a chamber is sealed for one or two days,

it is usually found that the chamber atmosphere ccntains almost no oxy-

gen, nitrogen, or hydrogen due to the gettering action of the liquid

alkali metal.

Inert arc welds made in such an environment are

clean and exhibit no oxidation or nitriding of the weld zone. Onc_ the

proper atmosphere has been established in the drybox with the technique,

it becomes quite simple to make a continuous series of welds of high

quality by introducing the parts through an evacuated airlock.

The second major disadvantage of the inert arc

welding method involves grain growth in the weld zone of the Joined

materials. Because the area of heat application in this method cannot
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be as carefully controlled as with the electron beam welding technique_

a large region in the vicinity of the weld zone is brought to a tempera-

ture very close to the melting point of the participating materials. The

high temperatures promote large grain growth in the weld region. Failure

of inert arc welded joints at the joint during high temperature tensile

tests is often attributed to this grain growth. It should be pointed

out, however, that the occurrence of grain growth in the inert arc

welding method need not necessarily be a limitation in the application

of this technique to converter technology. The high operational tempera-

tures which most converter components experience during life has a

tendency to promote grain growth tSat is as large as that in the heat-

affected zone in an inert arc weld.

2.4.3 Brazing

2.4.3.1 Elements of the Technique

Metals-joining by the process of brazing

has received much attention in a number of industries for well over

fifty years. Of all the methods of metals-joining which have been men-

tioned in this section, the process of brazing is in the most widespread

use and has been most widely studied. In the elementary case, brazing

reduces to a process of bonding two structural materials together with

a metal brazing alloy that has a lower melting point than either of the

structural members.

In this section discussion concerns only

those brazes and braze materials that can operate for long periods at

temperatures in excess of 600°C. This dispenses with all low'melting

point, high vapor pressure, soft solders such as.tin-lead compounds, etc.

_e brazing process reduces in its most

elemental sense to the following:

I. The materials to be joined

2. A suitable braze material

3. An appropriate source of heat

4. A proper atmosphere
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The discussion here will be limited to the

brazing of fractory metal parts and to those brazes which are compatible

with cesium vapor, which removes from consideration all braze alloys

containing noble metals or compounds containing silica. Within this

framework the brazing atmosphere is also specified, being limited to

those atmospheres that do not react with refractory materials. In

essence, the atmosphere may be pure noble gas, high vacuum (on the
D

order of 10-6 rm_ Hg), or hydrogen where applicable.

Appropriate temperature on the joint to be

brazed is most conanonly achieved by radiofrequency induction heating, or

by resistance heating. In the case of radiofrequency induction heatlng,

induced currents in the workpiece may heat the Joint directly, or induced

currents may heat a suscepter can surrounding the workpiece, which heats

the joint indirectly by radiation. The latter method is preferred be-

cause the workpiece is 16cared in a_othermal oven.
@

The resistance heating method consists of

surrounding the workpiece with a high temperature refractory metal heater

which is shielded so that the workpiece is enclosed in an isothermal

oven. The resistance heating method allows very careful control of

brazing temperature and yields highly reproducible results.

The major disadvantage of the resistance

heating method is that each different joint design which is to be brazed

must have its own properly sized oven. The radiofrequency induction

method, on the other hand, offers a very flexible heating unit for all

conceivable sizes and shapes of work. It tends t,_ require, however,

much care in controlling temperature to achieve reproducible results.

One essential component of the brazing tech-

nique is an appropriate braze material. There are, however, techniques

well known in the electron tube industry that require no braze alloy

or only one braze shim of a pure metal. The technique is known as ac-

tive alloy brazing or eutectic brazing. Two metals which are to be

Joined are placed in contact and brought to an appropriate temperature.

The appropriate temperature is dictated by the temperature at which a

low melting point eutectic is formed between the two materials to be

joined.
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One example of the method is the Joining

of rhenium to tungsten. Rhenium melts at approximately 3180°C; tungsten

melts at approximately 3300°C. Yet when these materials are placed in

contact and brought to a temper,lture of approximately 2800°C, a eutectic

mixture between tt_gsten and rhenium is formed at points of contact and

the mixture suffices to bond the materials. A phase diagram for the

rhenlum-tungsten system is shown in Fig. 2-91. In Figs. 2-92 through

2-96 are shown the phase diagrams for various nickel-refractory metal

systems. It is of interest to note that several of the diagrams, such

as the nickel-tltanium, the nickel-niobium, and the nickel-zirconium

phase diagrams, are useful not only in the metals-joining area but
.I

also in the metal-to-ceramic seal joining area. The eutectic mixtures

formed in systems containing an active metal, such as zirconium,

titanium, or niobium, are very active, and readily promote wettlngof

the structural members by reducti_,n of oxides on the surface. This

entire area of eutectic brazing as applied to practical electron de-

vices was pioneered by J. E. Beggs of the General Electric Company.

Several other phase diagrams of interest

are shown in Figs. 2-97 through 2-100. One interesting feature of the

eutectic brazing method is that the braze is made at a temperature con-

siderably below the melting point of any of the constituents of the

system. This feature leads to brazes which are clean and do not tend

to contaminate other regions of a device with evaporated braze material,

as is the case when pure copper is used as a braze material.

2.4.3.2 _ljor Area of Application to Converter

Fabrication

Except for eutectic brazing involving sys-

tems such as the rhenium-tungsten system shown in Fig. 2-91, brazing

is not recommended for the emitter end of a thermionic converter. This

is because the formation of alloys and eutectlcs between structural

members involves diffusion of one material into the other. In the prac-

tical operation of a thermionlc converter, such a high temperature braze
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joint usually experiences embrittlement and/or diffusion of braze ma-

terial from the braze zone. In general this leads to cracks or vacuum

leaks and poor thermal impedance of the joint. The latter point dic-

tates against brazes being used in a high temperature heatflow path.

The major area of application for brazing

in the thermlonlc converter technology is in the collector region,

the cesium reservoir system, and in the _etal-to-ceramic seal area.

These are areas where the operating temperatures do n_,t exceed approxi-

mately lO00°C to 1200°C. Even at these temperatures, material combi-

nations and braze materials which have a tendency to diffuse mmst be

excluded. A case in point is the system of nickel and tantalum, the

phase diagram for which is shown in Fig. 2-95. Although the lowest

melting point in the nickel-tantalum system is approximately 1360°C,

there are a number of references in the electron tube literature to the

rapid diffusion of nickel in tantalu_1 at temperatures as low as 600uC.

The net result of such diffusion is that the tantalum tends to become

embrittled, and is subsequently subject to cracking along grain bound-

aries when subjected to thermal stresses. The same general considera-

tions also hold for the molybdenum-nickel system shown in Fig. 2-95.

In addition, molybdenum-nickel alloys tend to be very brittle

and have expansion coefficients _{ch are significantly different from

both pure molybdenum and nickel.

2.4.3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of BrazinK

The main advantage of brazing in Joining

thermionic converter materials is that the method is well established,

is reasonably simple, and can be made highly reproducible if'proper

care is taken. The main disadvantages of the method are the care re-

quired in the jigging of parts to be joined and the environment in which

the braze is made.

When brazes are to be made to materials such

as tantalum, niobium, and titanium, the partial pressure of oxygen in

the brazing environment must be kept at a minimum. Figures 2-101 and
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2-102 show the phase diagrams for the niobium-oxygen and the titanium-

oxygen systems, respectively. A small percentage of oxygen in these

materials tends to produce embrittlement and outgassing during continued

high temperature operation. Very large background pressures of oxygen,

of course, lead to severe oxidation andalmost catastrophic destruction

of these materials.

A somewhat different case exists for the

systems of tantalum and hydrogen, and titanium and hydrogen. The phase

diagrams for these two systems are sh_,wn in Figs. 2-103 and 2-104. It

will be noted that these materials are very active getters or can absorb

large amounts of hydrogen in the temperature range from 500°C to 1000°C.

A practical use is made of this behavior in dex,ices such as the hydrogen

thyratron where a controllable hydrogen reservoir is made by enclosing

titanium hydride, tantalum hydride, or zirc_,nlum hydride within a

heater structure. Therefore the active refractory materials such as

titanium, tantalum, zirconium and niobium should never be processed in

a hydrogen environment if they are to be used subsequently in a high

vacuum enclosure.

That other atmospheric gases, such as nitro-

gen, may be a problem is illustrated in Fig. 2-i05_ which shows the phase

diagram for the nitrogen-titanium system. In general it might be pointed

out that the nitrides of the refractory materials are usually much more

stable than the oxides or the hydrides.

Perhaps the most critical part of the braz-

ing procedure pertains to the question of time and temperature. During

the brazing cycle, if the joint is not held at the braze temperature

for a sufficient time to allow braze materials to diffuse and wet the

surface, an unsound joint can result. On the other hand, if the joint

is held too long at the brazing temperature, excessive diffusion of

braze materials occurs, excessive evaporation of the braze material takes

place, and structural members may be severely embrittled by the pene-

tration of brazing alloy along the grain boundaries. The net result is
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an unsound braze joint.

2.4.4 Vapor Depositions

2.4.4.1 Elements of the Technique

The technique of vapor deposition as a

process for joining high temperature materials such as tungsten is

only beginning to receive some limited attention. Essentially this

method amounts to the decomposition of a gas, such as tungsten hexa-

carbonyl or tungsten hexafloride, on the materials to be joined. Ex-

tremely good vacuum backgrounds are net required, and the auxiliary

equipment necessary for the vapor deposition is not extensive. The

materials to be joined are placed on a heated mandrel, which rais@s

the temperature of the joint to approximately 600°C to 800°C. A gas

such as tungsten hexacarbonyl is f0[ced over the heated joint. The

tungsten hexacarbonyl decomposes on the hot surface, leaving pure

tungsten on tlle surface with the r_ainder of the decomposition pro-

ducts being carried downstream and out of the region of concern.

Other materials, such as tantalum hexafloride and rhenium hexafloride,

may be used in much the same fashion.

2.4.4.2 Major Area of Application to Converter

Fabrication

It would appear from the limited data

available concerning this process that the major area of application

of a vapor deposition Joinin_ technique would be to the emitter and

emitter-support structure. For example, this technique may be very

useful in joining a tungsten emitter slug to a tantalum envelope or

emitter lead. Vapor deposition has been used by some experimenters

to fabricate an entire emitter and emitter-support structure from

tungsten. Emitter thickness and sidewall thickness up to i00 mils can

easily be achieved with this technique. In general the method is still

too newand untried to make sound recommendations concerning its ap-

plicability to converter fabrication.
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2.4.4.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Vapor

Deposition

The major advantage of the vapor deposi-

tion joining technique is the possibility of forming extremely high

temperature junctlons at low processing temperatures. Another advan-

tage is the relatively simple and inexpensive apparatus required to

effect the joining.

The main disadvantage of this technique

is in the area of porosity, or vacuum integrity, of the finished

joint. It has generally been found that a minimum thickness of ap-

proximately 20 mils is required for a vapor deposited layer to insure

vacuum tightness at,high temperatures. Structures that have been

fabricated by the vapor deposition technique are found to be leak-

tight at room temperature but exhibit very large leaks at temperatures

on the order of 1500°C to 1700o£.

Another area of concern with _his tech-

nique is the temperature control required in the region where vapor

deposition is to take place. Since the material deposits most rapidly

on the hottest area, a uniform ten:perature at the joint must be pro-

vided or uneven deposit thicknesses will result.

2.4.5 Recommendations

In general only two of the'foregoing fabrication

techniques, if highly developed, would be useful for metals Joining

in all areas of a thermionic converter. This includes the emitter

structure, the collector structure, the radiator, and cesium reservoir

structures. The methods referred to are electron beam welding, and

as a secondary choice, tungsten inert gas welding. At the present

time, perhaps only tungsten inert gas welding is really feasible as

a single joining process from the standpoint of availability and cost.

The electron beam welding technique is still in the infant stage of

development, and at the present time is very costly and yields some-

what unreproducible results. The situation could, however, be sub-

stantially different in the event literally millions of converter
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structures were to be fabricated. Specific recommendations for fabrl-

cation techniques to be used in the various converter structure areas

follow.

2.4.5.1 Recommended Emitter Structure Fabrication

Technique

As was previously mentioned there are two

techniques that are generally superior for use in a high temperature

zone. They are the electron beam welding method and the tungsten inert

gas method. Both methods have previously been used by experimenters

in the thermionic converter field for fabrication of emitter structures.

Except for very few brazing possibilities,

such as the rhenium-tungsten eutectic.system, the method of brazing is

generally not recommended for use in the emitter area of a thermionic

converter.
..

2.4.5.2 Recommended Collector Structure Fabrication

Techniques

All the abovementioned methods of joining

metals are applicable to the joining problems encountered in the col-

lector structure in a thermionic converter. The cheapest and most

highly developed methods for use in this area are the tungsten inert

gas method and brazing. Again, one has to be extremely careful in

using the brazing method to exclude all braze alloys or materials not

compatible with cesium vapor and which may deteriorate at temperatures

on the order of 900°C during the life of the converter. There are,

however, a large number of potentially useful braze materials for this

application. Among them are the nickel-zirconium, nickel-titanlum,

and nickel-niobium eutectic mixtures. Other possibilities which have

been used successfully in ion engine fabrication are the moly-boron-

carbon-ternery system and the moly-boron system. Those braze materials

not containing noble metals are generally satisfactory as braze ma-

terials for the collector structure of a converter.

The tungsten inert gas welding method has

been used for fabrication of collector structures and metal seal
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flanges. Once developed for this specific application, this technique

yields very reliable results. Jigging of the parts to be assembled

by this technique can be somewhat tricky.

2.4.5.3 Recommended Fabrication Techniques for the

Radiator and Cesium Reservoir Substructures

Joining of the cesium reservoir substructure

to the collector structure of the thermionic converter can be effected

most easily by brazing or tungsten inert gas welding techniques. This

particular _egion of the converter operates at perhaps a maximum tem-

perature of 800°C during the life of a converter. Furthermore, the only

part of the reservoir which operates at such a high temperature is that

part which is in contact with the collectL, r of the converter. Other
.I

areas in the reservoir structure usually operate at maximum tempera-

tures near 400°C. In some cases low temperature braze materials could

be used at the low temperature end of the cesium reservoir. From an

overall consideration of life and reliability of a there, ionic converter,

however, it is generally not recon_ended that low temperature brazes

be used on this structure. In general it might be stated that all com-

ponents of a thermionic converter should have fabrication process tem-

peratures in excess of 1200°C, except, perhaps, for the metal-to-ceramic

seal.

The radiator of a thermionic converter can

be assembled or joined to the collector most easily by brazing or tung-

sten inert gas welding. A diffusion bond technique, in which the radi-

ator is bonded to the collector by subjecting the joint to high tem-

peratures for long periods of time, may be used. The application of

pressure to the high temperature joint promotes diffusion bonding.

Since this joint does not usually have to be vacuum tight in a thermi-

onic converter, the use of a diffusion bond here does not meet the

same objections which are raised to this technique in the electron tube

field. In the electron tube field it has been found that diffusion

bond techniques are not reliable, particularly in high temperature
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devices because difficulty is experienced with leaks.

In the realm of diffusion bonding in a

practical converter device, a clean radiator may be bolted to a clean

collector structure, and in the process of operating the converter

for a number of hours at high temperatures, a diffusion bond will auto-

matically be effected between these two elements. Such a technique

has been used successfully in the fabrication of thermionic converters.

D 6

./
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3o CERAMIC-METAL SEALS

3.1 Introduction

The metal-ceramic seal is composed of at least one metal unit

in conjunction with one or more ceramic units_ or of several ceramic

units sharing metallic bonding interfaces. The ceramic, metal, and the

bond areas must be impervioua to the passage of liquids or gases. Ob-

viously_ the ceramic may function as a nonconductorj as a structural

member, or as both. Likewise I the metal may be only a structural or

bonding member, an electrical conduct0r t or both.

Thermionlc converters presently under development consist of

two primary device ge_netries - concentric and parallel plate. In each

case the principal functions of the seals and insulators are the same:

I. To support in the structural sense the emitter with respect

to the collector

2. To electrically insulate the emitter from the collector

3. To provide a hermetic seal between the inside of the device

and the ambient environment

To perform these three basic functions certain physical and

mechanical requirements are evident. These are defined and limited by

operating temperatures, the requirement of co_patibillty with other

optimUm materials of construction of the device components, the pos-

sible presence of the radiation spectrum of a nuclear reactor or Van

Allen radiation, the presence of cesium vapor_ and mechanical require-

ments demanded by the design of the thermionic cell and the mission to

be fulfilled.

The type of bond discussed in this text is formed by a brazing

operation; the braze materials and techniques may vary according to

specific thermionic diode design. Prior to discussion of the operational

details, it is possible to establish several ground rules regarding the
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braze which include:

I. The trend towards high emitter temperatures in order to

raise diode efficiency will also raise the seal operational

temperature. Seals should be designed to operate reliably

at about 600 _ C.

2. None of the seal components should contain any of the noble

metals such as Au_ Ag_ Pt_ and P13 as these metals are sub-

ject to extreme corrosion by the Cs vapor. The corrosion

problem eliminates many of the commercial brazes used in

electron tubes.

3. None of the seal components should contain materials that

exhibit high vapor pressures at the temperatures encountered

during final brazing or operation (nominally less than 10 -6

mm Hg for brazing_ 10 -8 n_n Hg for operation).

4. The combined yield point of the braze and metal components
# •

should be less than the tensile yield point of the ceramlc_

or the thermal expansion of the braze and metal component

should match the ceramic closely enough so that the yield

point of the ceramic is not exceeded.

The selection of materials for metal structural components

and ceramics is discussed in other chapters; the following materials

are of interest:

i. Metal structural components - Ta_ Nb s Mo_ W

2. Ceramics - AI203 (high purity)# BeO 2

It should be noted that most workers in the hlgh-temperature

thermlonic field favor the use of Ta and/or Nb in combination with

AI203 due to the close thermal expansion match between metal and

ceramic and the availability of high purity alumina.

The following paragraphs review the types of ceramlc-metal

seals that might find application to thermlonlc converters. The braze

techniques of possible application are reviewed along with factors for

consideration In'seal design. The last subsection briefly su_arlzes
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the avenues of approach reconzmended for metal-ceramic seals for thermionlc

converter application.

3.1.1 Types of Metal-Ceramic Bonds

Metal-to-ceramic bonds fall into three general cate-

gories_ based in large part on the mechanism by which the required

intimacy of contact at the ceramic-metal interface is obtained.

The first of these utilizes a molten ceramic wetting

a relatively more refractory metal. Porcelain enamel on metal is of

this type as are the glass bonded decorative metals applied to pottery

and glass. Another application o_ this type of bond is found in the

glass-to-metal seals commonly used in electronic work. Since this

bond employs a molten or glassy ceramic phase the finished unit dis-

plays many of the brittle properties of glass. Fairly low melting

ceramic composition are required, so the bond is generally restricted

to low-temperature operations. Furthermore, the glass phases are un-

suitable for operation in a cesium vapor.

A second type of bonding comes about in solld-state

reactions. The intimacy of contact is provided mechanically by pres-

sure, spraying 3 tipping, or painting_ or gradual mixing technlques_

and solid-state reactions occur during firing at a temperature slightly

below the melting point of either metal or ceramic. This reaction is

typical of refractory cermets.

The third type, pertinent to this discusslon_ occurs

where the metal provides the fluid phase to wet a relatively more re-

fractory ceramic. Examples of this sort may be found in certain classes

of cermet, and in the "hard solder" metal-to-ceramic seals that are of

particular interest in this discussion.

3.1.2 Geometrical Design of Brazed Joints

Brazed joints normally fall into one of three classes_

which are shown in Part A of Fig. 3-1; lapp s butt s or scarf. The lapp

joint has been used for many years in ceramic electron tubes and is

illustrated by the radial-compression seals of part B. The lapp Joint
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is preferred for several reasons. First I the load is generally spread

over a much larger braze area. Second, the problems associated with

minor misalignment or with voids or bubbles are of lesser consequence.

Ceramic-metal butt seals are those in which the metal

part is sealed or bonded directly to the end of the ceramic cylinder.

The most reliable type is the compensated butt seal (also known as

"disc" seal) illustrated in part C of Fig. 3-11 which has a ceramic

cylinder bonded to each side of a flat metal member. In recent years

there has been increasing use of butt seals in ceramlc-metal electronic

tubes and similar devices and butt seals are gradually replacing the

more conventional concentric or compression types in which the metal

is sealed around the outside circumference of the ceramic cylinder.

The scarf joint is actually an attempt to combine the

neatness of a butt joint with the strength of the large area lap joint.

Joint preparation and ]igglng are much more difficult than for the

other two types and the scarf joint is therefore_not commonly used.

Advantages of a butt joint over compression seals

for electron tubes are:

I. Simple geometry - parts are easier and cheaper to make.

2. Tolerances on parts are less stringent.

3. Metalizing and braze can be more easily applied and

thickness more easily controlled.

4. Structures are more adaptable to simple modular design,

miniaturization and automative assembly.

5. Assembly procedures are simpler and metal parts need not

be restricted by binding with refractory wire.

6. There is less tendency to form gaps and voids in the braze

joint.

7. Butt joints are readily adaptable to active alloy sealing

processes whereas lapp seals are generally restricted to the

moly-manganese or similar processes.
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as follows:

Compression seals have some advantages over butt seals_

I. Much more is known about comparative strength and design

parameters.

2. A better expansion match between metal and ceramic is required

with butt seals compared to compression seals.

3. Stresses in a butt seal are concentrated in a small volume

increment near the ceramic-metal interface and _he whole

load is put on a small braze area. Further, bubbles and

voids in the braze area can serve as stress risers, putting

as much as three times the normal stress on an immediately

adjacent braze area.

4. Braze yield strength and brittleness complicate the alignment

problem of butt seals. If there is misalignment I some area

of the braze is usually stressed disproportionately and local

rupture or local yielding is possible. Depending on the

relative properties of braze and base materials, the rupture

or tear may occur in one or the other or at the interface.

Ruptures are usually catastrophic.

Parts D and E of Fig. 3-1 illustrate a number of flexible-

type seals that are used when it is difficult to obtain adequate expan-

sion and temperature match with available materials 3 or when outside

forces may exert a force on the metal component. Stresses in the seal

can be equalized by a slight movement of the metal members. Terminal

and pin seals used In feedthroughs for vacuum systems are of this type.

For a thermionic converter application, movement of the metal member Is

usually undesirable and flexible joints are restricted to laboratory

models where a change in the position of the metal member may be wanted.

Several forms that ceramic-metal seals and assemblies may take are i1 _

lustrated in Fig. 3-2.

The dimensions of the metal and ceramic parts are

generally dictated by the tensile stress limits of the ceramic_ as
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discussed in subsection 3.2.4. Generally, the metal member should be

much thinner than the ceramic to promote yielding. For successful butt

seals the parts must be flat to within 0.001" or less, and successful

lapp seals demand even closer tolerances.

3.1.3 Brazin_ Processes Applicable Towards Thennionlc Converters

There are three basic techniques for developing metal-

ceramic seals that are considered useful for thermlonic converter ap-

plications. The techniques are similar in that each utilizes one or

more of the metals which exhibit an affinity for ceramic bondlmg as

the "active ingredient", and in the fact that a reducing or inert at-

mosphere is necessary before firing to prevent excessive oxidation of

the metal before it can seal with a ceramic. The three techniques are

known as the moly-manganese active metal and titanium hydride processes.

The moly-manganese process consists of the following

. basic steps:

I. The precleaned ceramic is painted, to a thickness of O.OO1

to 0.002 inches 2 with a mixture of finely divided molybdenum

and manganese powder held in a suitable organic binder.

2. This coating is air dried and then slntered in wet hydrogen

for half an hour at a high temperature thac is below the

softening point of the ceramic being used. This treatment

causes the powder mixture to bond firmly to the ceramic

and provide a metalizlng layer.

3. The bonded-metal layer is now electroplated with copper or

nickel to improve wetting during the brazing operation.

4. _le electroplated layers (or a nickel powder) are sfntered

in wet hydrogen to create a firm bond to the metalizlng layer.

5. The body is now assembled with a shim of brazing metal or

alloy in position and the braze is completed byheating the

parts in a hydrogen atmosphere.

There are many other additives to the molybdenum

powder other than manganese that can be used depending on the nature

of the ceramic and many other factors. The moly-manganese process
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will provide a strong bond, good reproducibility, and good dimensional

control of metalized areas.

Furthermore t within the present state of the art s a

moly-manganese (or sintered powder) seal is the only type applicable

to reliable lapp or compression joints. Several disadvantages of the

moly-manganese seal which result in their application being less fav_-

able than active alloy or hydride seals in thermionic diode application.

These include:

I. A mul_step process that uses three firings at high °tempera-

ture is required. _,e process controls on material prepara-

tion and time and temperature history are extremely stringent_

and much of the success will depend on the individual skill

of the operator.

2. The final braze or alloy is limited to a few materials such

as Cu, which are not recon_nended f0r high temperature service

in cesium vapor.

Seals of the sintered type have been made with the

refractory metals in powder form in place of the molybdenum-manganese

combination. Rhenium and tungsten have been used, generally with ad-

ditions such as nickel, iron, or cobalt to improve seal properties.

Burnside used a tungsten-i_on seal, an important feature of whlch was

that a rigid schedule was not required to produce successful seals_

and considerably more varlatlon in metal powder compositlon_ firing

rate 3 temperature and atmosphere could be tolerated.

It should be noted that premetallzed ceramics are

available from many sources, limiting the effort of the thermlonic

converter fabricator to the final braze operation.

Bondley in 1947 introduced the use of titanium hydride

in conjunction with silver and copper solder andused the active metal

hydride process. In this technique:

I. The precleaned ceramic is painted with a layer of titanium

hydride powder in a sultsble binder.
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2. The coating is allowed to dry and the metal parts and alloying

metal are located in position.

3. The fully assembled body is then heated in a vacuum (at least

10"4n_m Hg) or very dry hydrogen.

4. The hydride disassociates into hydrogen and active metal and

the latter forms an alloy with the brazing metal already

located in position. This alloy bonds to the ceramic and

brazes to the metal member of the e_velope in one operation.

Later work by Pearsall and Zingeser demonstrated the

suitability of other hydrides, notably zirconium, and also showed that

the active metals themselves produced comparable results. They found

that active metals, particularly titanium and Zironium, could be used

to produce excellent seals in precut forms of an alloy with a brazing

solder_ or in powder form used much like the hYdrides_ or as a sand-

wiched thin layer between sheets of solder.

Active alloy and hydride techniques will provide

strong bonds and excellent reproducibility. Only one firing operation

is required in a vacuum or inert atmosphere rather than hydrogen, and

firing temperatures are well below the softening point of the body.

These low-firing temperatures enable outgassing of the seal components

to occur well above brazing temperatures, thus reducing the danger of

bubbles or voids. Braze materials that are recommended for high

temperature service can be used. One disadvantage of the active alloy

and hydride processes is the high fluidity of the solder at the brazing

temperature, which may make dimensional control of the metallzed area

more difficult. Application of the hydride involves handwork of con-

siderable skill to achieve product uniformity; however_ precut shims

of active alloy require relatively little skill. Design limitations

may be necessary to control the flow of the superheated solder t e.g. 2

enclosing the sealing zone between matching parts of the assembly

where the length of the fl_ is relatively short and where the final

brazed zone is quite thin.
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Other methods of joining metals in ceramics have been

investigated but possess inherent difficulties in processing that make

them less attractive at the present time than the methods mentioned.

These methods can be classified as pressed-diffusion seals_ soldered

seals_ graded-powder seals, and electroformed seals.

Pressed-diffusionseals involve the simple procedure

of pushing two surfaces against each" other and letting the surface

forces provide the permanent coupling. Commercial use is made of cold

welding by interdiffusion in the construction of large power tubes
t

with ceramic envelopes. High alumina ceramic cylinders as large as

20 inches in diameter are ground to a blunt bevel at the end and a

copper plated tool steel cylinder of smaller i.d. than the o.d. of

the ceramic cylinder is pushed onto the latter under considerable

pressure to affect a seal. These seals have become known as crunch_

or ram, seals. The formation of this type of bond is further promoted

by making such pressure seals at an elevated temperature. A modified

diffusion seal developed by workers at Eitel-McCullough_ Inc. involves

metalizing the ceramic ring by conventional methods prior to subject-

ing the ring to pressure at a moderate temperature. _le apparently

simple techniques for diffusion seals have so far been found to be

practical only for relatively large components that can withstand the

required pressure.

Solder seals are used even today for commercial tubes

intended for low temperature applications and employ alloys of tin_

lead_ and indium. Knecht has investigated graded-powder seals consist-

ing of layers of metal powder that are gradually enriched with ceramic

powder until layers of pure ceramic are reached. This I in effect I

produces a graded seal for metal to ceramic when such layers are press-

ed together. The electron tube laboratory of the Stanford University

Electronics Research Laboratory has investigated electroformed seals

that are made by stacking up premetaled copper plated ceramic cylinders

in accurate alignment under slight pressure with disc electrodes inserted
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between the abutting cylinder surfaces. The assembled stack is then

placed in a copper plating bath for several days to build up the re- p

quired thickness of copper at the joint.

3.2 Seal Design

The detailed structure of a metal-ceramic braze is complicated

and in many instances not completely understood• This complexity is il-

lustrated by the seal cross sections of Fig. 3-3, which illustrates the

basic components of typical seals prior to assembly and the structure

of the braze zones after final assembly. The following paragraphs will

describe some of the details of these processes.

3.2.1 Brazing Me£allurg¥

Some princ_iples of physical metallurgy are reviewed

here in order to clearly understand the n_chanlsms of brazing. The

formation of alloys is governed by the mutual solubility of the various

metals used. In the case of binary al[6ys this behavior is best illus-
o

trated by constitutional diagrams, which are also called phase diagrams.

For alloys containing three or more components a graphical representa-

tion becomes a little more involved but it is still possible for ternary

systems.

• Figure 3-4 shows the constitutional diagram for a

binary alloy that represents a simple eutectic system. At composition F

the liquid and solid phases are in equilibrium and an alloy of this

composition will have a sharply defined melting point. The areas de-

noted by _ and _ are called terminal solid solutions and represent

single phases. At room temperature, TO, C percent of metal B can be

dissolved in metal A as a solid solution, either substitotlonally or

interstitially. With increasing temperature, increasing amounts of

metal B can be dissolved in metal A until temperature TE is reached,

above which the solid solubility _ B in A, decreases. Similarly_ a

small amount of metal A is soluble in metal B at room temperature and

this amount again increases with temperature up to TE and then decreases

with a further increase in temperature.
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When a melt of eutectic composition F is slowly cooled

from the molten state to temperature TE, the liquid phase solidifies to

a eutectlc mixture composed of solid solution _ of composition m and

solid solution _ of composition n. The melting point of the eutectic

composition is significantly lower than the melting point of other

compositions on either side of F.

-The melting range for any alloy composition is indi-

cated by the vertical distance between the liquidus and solidus lines.

All alloy compositions are solid in the area below the solidus llne.

An alloy of given composition is represented by a vertical line. The

first solid crystals will appear when the temperature of the liquid

melt is gradually lowered below the liquidus line, and very little of

the liquid phase remains when the solidus line is reached; all the

melt has solidified into a solid solution of _ + _. For example, on

lowering the temperature of the alloy of the original composition F

from the molten state, solidification will occur at temperature TE;

two separate solid phases appear that have a relative proportion,

which can be expressed by the ratio o_ = PXl/PX 2.

Constitutional diagrams for most of the con_non alloys

are compiled in the literature. Examples for specific brazing alloys

appear in these pages. It should be emphasized that constitutional

diagrams are equilibrium diagrams, i.e._ sufficient times are allowed

at any temperature to permit establishment of complete equilibrium

between the various phases present in the system. At the eutectic

point E in Fig. 3-4_ for examplej the liquid phase of composition F

is in equilibrium with the a and _ solid solutions explained above.

On cooling below temperature TE the liquid phase solidifies and must

have time to change its composition to that of the terminal solids

solutions. If temperature changes take place too rapidly in a prac-

tical process deviations from the idealized phase diagram will take

place. Advantage is taken of this fact in processes such as precipi-

tation hardening.
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Brazing operations should, in general_ be performed

quickly after the joint assembly has reached a uniform temperature

that is high enough to ensure melting of the filler metal, usually

20° to 50°C above the'meltlng point. In most brazing operations there

is a tendency for the brazing alloy to dissolve in the metal part and

vice versa. As a consequence, the composition of the alloy tends to

shift away from the eutectlc and the liquidus temperature is raised.

The_erosion of the joint area is minimized by performing the braze

quickly and staying at the brazing temperature not longer than neces -

sary. Apart from the time factor 3 the relative amounts of filler

metal and parent metal present at the joints will have a determ_nlng

affect on the extent to which erosion can take place. Very thin

members can be seriously damaged by erosion, especlally when an ex-

cessive amount of filler metal is used.

3.2.2 The Moly-Man_anese Process

The moly-manganese process requires several steps to

produce a braze joint between ceramic and metal. First_ finely divided

powders of molybdenum, tungsten, tantalum, rhenium, or iron_ plus

suitable additives in a suspension of nitrocellulose lacquer are ap-

plied singly or in combination by brushing or spraying on the clean

and smooth ceramic surface. This metal-powder coating is then sinter-

ed to the ceramic by firing in a hydrogen atmosphere at temperatures

ranging from about 1300 ° to 1600°C, depending on the ceramic composi-

tion and that of the powder coating. After the first sinterlng opera-

tion at elevated temperature, a thin film of copper and nickel is

applied by means of electroplating (or the reduction of oxide powders)

and sintered in a hydrogen atmosphere at a temperature of about IO00°C.

The metalized ceramic is then ready to be joined to the metal part by

conventional methods of brazing in a controlled-atmosphere furnace.

The discussion below divides the seal process into

three processes: metallzing of the ceramic, application of the copper

or nickel films I and the final braze.
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• A cross section of a typical sintered metal powder

seal was shown in Fig. 3-3 and illustrates the several types of bonds

that are necessary for a leak tight seal.

3.2.2.1 Metallzing the Ceramic

3.2.2.1.1 Ceramic Composition

For thermionlc diode application

alumina and beryllia ceramics appear of most interest. Con_nerclal
6

alumina can be obtained in qualities ranging from I00 percent alumina

(e.g., G. E. Lucalox) to ceramics containing large percentages of

SIO23 CaO_ MgO and other oxides. Since cesium vapor will attack

silica 3 magnesia, and other impurities at high temperatures,lonly

those bodies with a high percentage of alumina are of interest.

A ceramic is generally a hetero-

geneous material, often not in an equilibrium state. The properties

of a given product can vary widely. The constituents of the ceramic
O

generally include the following:

i. AI203 or BeO Crystals

2. A glassy phase

3. Voids made of closed pores which are vacuum tight or

interconnecting pores which are not vacuum tight.

One hundred percent pore-free

sintered alumina consists of grains of R-alumina and has no glassy

phase. It is less costly to sinter alumina with a little glassy

phase I such as a 99_ body with a remainder of Si02_ CaO_ and MgO t

which will contain some pores.

A 94_ alumina body is even easier

tO make. To reduce both the temperature and the time of firing_ glass

forming constitutes are added to the finely ground alumina. These con-

sist of Si02, MgO 3 CaO_ Fe203 and traces of other elements. These form

a liquid phase at sintering temperatures and assist the slnterlng

process. On cooling, the phase diagrams indicate that the primary

phase is _-AI203 with secondary crystallization of Mullite (3A1203 " 2SIO2)
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Anorthlte (CaO " AI203 2SIO2) I plus smaller amounts of spinel and

traces of other compounds which can lower the melting point to;1400°C.

However_ the cooling rate is too rapid to allow significant crystalli-

zation to proceed• This results in a glassy matrix surrounding the

alumina crystals.

It is considerably easier to

metallze to 941 alumina than to I00_ alumina because of the glassy

phase_ Tensile test pieces of 99 or i00_ alumina generally show low

strength and the break occurs at the metalizing-ceramic interface.

Beryllia ceramics are useful and

are available up to 99.6% BeO. The BeO-SiO 2 phase diagram indicates

that liquids form a't 1670°C and that 2BeO " SiO 2 crystallizes out as

a secondary phase. The discussion that follows is about alumlna_

but most of the comments also apply to BeO.

3.2.2.1.2 Metalizing Paint Composition and

Application

_,e conventional means of apply-

ing a metalizing layer of a refractory metal or its oxide to a ceramic

surface is as a pigment (powder) suspended in a paint vehicle consist-

ing oT an organic binder 3 solvents and thinners• A large number of

variables controls the effectiveness of the palnt I including:

I. Method of application - brush, spray, or roller

2. Hetal particle size

3. Metalizing paint thickness

4. Metalizing composition

5. Sintering temperature

6. Sintering time

7. Sintering rate

8. Impurities and additions to the metalizing composition

9. Furnace dew point

I0. Hydrogen-nitrogen ratio

II. Type of electroplate coating
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Each laboratory_ while using sub-

stantially the same type of ingredients in the metalizing paint I has

slightly different procedures developed over a long period of trial

and error. Therefore, a process that has been successfully practiced

in one plant may not be successful in another unless care is taken to

duplicate the exact methods, equipment, materials 3 and in some Instances_

personnel.

In considering a method of apply-

ing the metalizing composition, the primary objective is to obtain

both a uniform and reproducible thickness. This becomes difficult

with hand brushing, which tends to create low spots in the center of

coatings a_d hi_ spots on the edges. Brush, roller, and spray coa£-

ing techniques have been used.

The recommended thickness of the

metalizing coating varies between 0.5 and 2 mils_ depending upon

specific composition. Recommended particle size for metal powders

varies between I and 2 microns. Uniform particle sizes are generally

achieved by ball milling the powder for as long as several days.

Consistency of a paint is an

important characteristic. After application it must flatten out under

the surface tension of its vehicle so as to eliminate irregularities;

it must not run down on inclined surfaces nor sag off the underside of

horizontal ones. The paint must act essentially as a non-newtonian

liquid. The yield point must be high enough to prevent running or

sagging. Viscosity, rate of particle settling, and rate of gel formation

are important characteristics for consideration.

The manufacture of a satisfactory

paint requires complete dispersion of the pigment in the vehicle.

This is accomplished by ball milling, a process that breaks up floeculent

pigment into the individual particles. There is an optimum vehicle-

pigment ratio for grlnding_ involving the presence of enough vehicle

to make complete particle dispersion possible, and sufficient pigment

to accentuate interparticle friction as the mass flows between the

grinding falls.
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Large supplies of nitrocellulose

are used rather extensively for binder purposes, and it has been avail-

able since World War I. The purpose of the binder is to hold the metal-

izing particles together during drying and firing until a sintered bond

can be established.

The solvents are added to dissolve

the binder and any grinding resins from the ball-milling process. They

are adjusted to provide a good drying rate and viscosity compatible with

the metalizing painting process. The installation of a clean, tempera-

ture and humidity controlled room and infrared drying for some parts

greatly aids control of the process. Solvents used include ketones,

alcohols, socals, ethers, pthalates, and esters.
J

In summary, many factors must be

controlled in order to insure constant paint characteristics. These in-

clude:

I. The pigment - particle size, particle shape, particle size

distribution, milling variations, initial particle character-

istics, the form of paint, oxide, metal, or mixtures

2. The binders - purity and tolerance of variation, dissolved

H20 , burnout rate, chemical reaction with metalizing powders

3. Solvents - as above (2) plus evaporation rate for different

applications

4. The paint - aging effects, gelling, settling, viscosity,

density, the grind, surface tension, thixotropic behavior,

dilatant behavior

5. Application - temperature, cleanliness, humidity, time for

drying, thickness of layer, method of application

The metalizing compounds used almost

universally are based on a molybdenum power base with additives that are

selected depending on the ceramic used and individual experience. Manga-

nese and titanium are commonly added in a ratio of about 20 percent and

3 percent by weight respectively. "Activated" mixtures, using small
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percentages of alumina, silica, and titanium hydride are also used.
l

Table 3-1 lists some of the metal-

izing compounds reported in the literature and indicates the percentage

of additions, the type of ceramics used, and the slntering temperatures

reported. Specific additives are used to provide strong adherence to the

ceramic, as discussed in later paragraphs. The metalizing compound mix-

tures I through 6 in Table 3-1 are reported by Kohl and are used com-

mercially in electron tube applications. Mixtures 7 and 8 were used by

Cole, et al. in an experimental study of adherence mechanisms. Mixtures

9 through 14 were se]ected by Cole, et al. from over 200 metalizing com-

positions as the mixtures that provided greatest seal strength. The

tungsten-iron mixture was used successfully by Burnside at the Radio

Corporation of America.

contains three zones:

I.

2.

3.

3.!.2.1.3 The Metalizing Process

The metalizing furnace generally

Preheat zene; room temperature to 1000°C

The sintering zone; I000 ° to 1500°C

The cooling zone; 1000°C to room temperature

The kiln atmosphere will vary ac-

cording to the kinetics of the gas interactions and the the_nodynamlc

requirements. Carbon boats are generally used in metalizing furnaces and

react with the water vapor in the kiln atmosphere to form mostly CO 2 and

H 2 below 1000°C. Above 1000°C hydrogen will react with the CO 2 to form

CO and water vapor.

Hydrogen and nitrogen are admitted

to the furnace in each zone. The nitrogen will contain some oxygen and,

in addition, oxygen and methane will enter an inefficient furnace. The

several percent of oxygen will combine with hydrogen below 1000°C to form

water vapor. In each of the three zones, hydrogen, nitrogen, water vapor,

and carbon monoxide are generally present.

In the pre-sintering stage the dried

paint loses its binder in the range of 300 ° to 400°C. At this point the
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layer is held together by mechanical interlocking of the particles.

The nature of the reaction dependsupon whether the metallic particles

consist predominantly of the oxides or of pure metal. Starting with
an all-metal paint, manganeseand titanium react with water to form

the oxides. The more water vapor'present the quicker the oxide will

be formed and gives reason for maintaining a high dew point in the
furnace.

Starting with an all-oxide paint,
the measuredc_ange that occurs is a conversion of the molybdenum-oxide

to the metal. Depending on the time, temperature, and hydrogen flow

rate, a resultant size of the moly particles ranges from 0.I to 6

microns. Final size of the moly particles depends upon the source of

moly-oxide powder and its firing treatment. Accompanying the reduction

of molybdenum-oxide is a large contraction in volume, which may lead

to the cracking of the pre-sintered paint layer.

3.2.2.1.4 Adherence of the Metalizing Layer
to the Ceramic

Several arguments have been ad-

vanced regarding the adherence of the metalizing layer to the ceramic.

These are:

I. The alumina-reaction theory, which depends upon a _he_ical

reaction of the metalizing composition and the ceramic. This

theory, as proposed by Pincus, predicts a compound formation

between the alumina and one of the metals used in the metal-

izing mixtures. The presence of oxides of the metals can be

predicted by thermodynamic calculations and can be enhanced

by the presence of water vapor or hydrogen in the sintering

furnace (e.g., MnO and Ti02). It is possible to predict from

phase diagrams the reactivity of aluminum oxides with other

oxides.

2. The molybdenum-oxide theory, which depends upon the reaction

of molybdenum oxide with ceramic to form a chemical bond.

f
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•' 3. The glass migration theory, which depends on glass migration

from the ceramic into the metalizing coating. It has been

proposed by Cole and Hynes that certain metals, such as tita-

nium, after having oxidized in a wet hydrogen atmosphere enter

the glassy phase of the ceramic and lower the viscosity of that

glass. The glass is then free to flow out slightly and lock

the ceramic to the somewhat porous molybdenum coating that

remains.

4. The molybdenum-sintering mechanism postulates that the bond

strength can be increased significantly by more thorough sin-

tering of the molybdenum particles and cells. For sintering

to occur, the sintering particles must be in intimate contact

with each other so that bonding can take place at the point of

centact. Theoretically, anything that would increase this

contact area would enhance subsequent sintering by supplying

more bonding points. An increase in temperature not above

the melting point will enhance the sintering rate because of

increased diffusion rate and plastic deformation. Additions

to the _etal_zing mixture should be mutually soluble with the

primary metalizing compound and should not oxidize in a wet

hydrogen atmosphere (e.g., iron, nickel, and cobalt).

5. The glass-additive mechanism postulates that glassy or glass

forming materials (e.g., Si02, CaO, MgO) can be added to a

metalizing mixture composed basically of a refractory metal

such as molybdenum. The glass that is added is then able to

fuse to both the ceramic and the metal particles.

The mechanisms which apply will

depend on the percentage of glassy phase present in the ceramic. As

an illustration, it is of interest to discuss possible reactions of a

paint that contains MOO3, MnO, and TiO 2.

TiO 2 melts at 1830°C and MnO at

1785°C. These oxides react to form compounds 2MnO-TiO 2 and MnO-TiO 2 at

temperatures above 1000°C, and will sinter and shrink to a green-black
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mass within the framework of the Mo structure.

The phase diagram of this system

are shown in Fig. 3-51 and indicate a liquid eutectic at 1330°C. This

eutectic point will occur within the ratio of _O/TiO 2 used in the

paint. TiO 2 is beneficial because it reduces the melting temperature

of the active cumponent of the paint phase from the 1785°C of the

straight MnO3/Mn_ paint to 1330°C. This means that the reaction with

the ceramic becomes a liquid-solid reaction rather than a solid-solid

reaction, s

At sintering temperatures many

reactions are possible, including the following:

TiO 2 + MnO-----_ xMnO'TiO 2 eutectics at 1330°C and 1290°C

TiO 2 + AI203 ----_TiO2"AliO 3 eutectic 1850°C

MnO + AI203 -----_ MnO'Al203 eutectic 1520°C

These are indicated by the binary phase diagrams Figs. 3-6 and 3-7.

Unfortunately, no ternary phase

diagram is available; a ternary eutectic point may occur below 1290°C.

It is probable that there is a mixed Spinel (2MnO'TiO2-MnO'AI203)

formed as the reaction between TiO2, MnO, and AI203 proceeds. This

would remove the liquid phase from the system. MnO'AI203 decomposes

at 1560°C; the mixed Spinel may melt between 1500°C and 1600°C.

The system can be metalized if

held at a sufficiently high temperature for sufficient time to allow

reaction of the MnO and TiO 2 of the metalizing to proceed with the

alumina phase. An interface layer of solid mixed Spinel crystals is

laid down between the active 2MnO.Ti02-_O liquid phase and the

alumina. Further reaction is thus substantially prevented by this

solid crystal barrier. An addition to the metalizing mix which will

prevent this Spinel precipitation is necessary if 100% alumina is to

be metalized at low temperatures. Silica, with perhaps one percent

of MnO'SiO 2 in place of the MnO/TiO 2 combination, or the alumina-

silicate glass might serve as an additive.
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The introduction of a viscous
i'

glassy phase and porosity into the ceramic system alters the metalizing

interactions drastically. Consider a 94% alumina ceramic. The composi-

tion of a typical alumina ceramic glassy phase is as follows_

sio 2 - 30%

A1203 -- 42% .

CaO - 15.8%

MgO - 11.8%

FeO -- 0.2%

The glass is essentially an alumina-silicate glass.

The viscous glassy phase will

interact with the MnO-TiO 2 liquid phase of the metalizing. This phase

will be comparatively fluid. A new flow of the liquid metalizing phase

will occur to fill the pores and cracks in the ceramic. _le counter

diffusion of the silicate liquid into the metalizing will involve

initial movement of the Ca 2+, Mg 2+, A13+, Fe 2+ ions into the metalizing

and flow of the Mn 2+, Ti 4+ ions into the ceramic, superimposed on which

isthe mass flow of the silicate network.

The driving force for the mixing

of the liquid metalizing and the glassy ceramic phases will be diffusion

gradients and "sucking effects," the surface tension forces tending to

fill up the pores in the ceramic and the molybdenum layer.

If the reaction is allowed to

proceed for sufficient time at a high enough temperature all MnO and

TiO Z will be drawn into the glassy phase which will, in turn, bond the

sintered molybdenum metalizing to the ceramic. As equilibrium will not

be completely obtained, a gradient from a rich MnO, TiO 2 glass at the

metalizing to a glass devoid of MnO, TiO 2 at the ceramic will result.

There is no doubt that at

conditions approaching equilibrium fluid low-melting liquids (1100°C)

exist at the interface between the molybdenum metalizlng and 94 percent
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alumina ceramics. These liquids result from reaction of the alumina
P

phase and glassy phase with the MnO, TiO 2 metallzing components (see

Figs. 3-6 and 3-7). The rate of formation of these liquids will be

low at this temperature and in practice the reaction is allowed to pro-

ceed at 1400°C for one-half hour. The resultant seal structure is

shown in Fig. 3-8.

3.2.2.2 The Intermediate Layer

The molybdenum (or tungsten) metalizing layer

is not readily wetted by brazing materials; copper, for example does

not wet molybdenum. Nielsen has carried out wetting studies of various

systems in a helium atmosphere which verify this fact.

A nickel or copper coating electroplated and/

or sintered onto the moly layer will remedy this deficiency. If the

nickel plating is correctly processed, an adherent layer of nickel is

deposited on the molybdenum. This layer may be firmly consolidated

by a sintering operating. A further advantage of sintering the nickel

layer on is that chance contaminants from the plating bath which have

worked their way beneath the electroplated nickel will volatilize,

their presence being denoted by blistering of the nickel layer.

The plating operation may be eliminated by

silk screening the nickel or nickel oxide onto the metalizing by using

a paint vehicle. The layer is subsequently sintered on.

The sintering time-temperature relationships

are very important if the nickel layer on top of the metalizing is to

be retained. This is evident from a study of the molybdenum-nickel

phase diagram in Fig. 3-9.

The nickel-molybdenum interface from the

metalizing side will start off with a phase having a very small

solubility of Ni and Mo and end with a phase of 30 percent Mo and Ni;

obviously the reaction must not be allowed to proceed too far or the

molybdenum metalizing will be lost.

Copper plating onto the metalizing is also

practiced. The solid solubility of copper in molybdenum at 900°C is

almost zero. (The solubility of copper in tungsten is zero.) Copper
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does not wet molybdenum and tungsten well and is therefore a good

intermediate layer material as it will not be absorbed by the

molybdenum phase.

Some efforts have been directed at eliminat-

ing the intermediate layer but no successful process has been developed.

3.2.2.3 Brazing Operation

In commercial application the brazing of the

metalized ceramic is typic_lly accomplished by using the metal combina-

tions given in Table 3-11, which all use a noble metal. In the presence

of cesium vapor, the use of silver and gold is made undesirable by

corrosion. Furthermore, tile presence of silver is undesirable because

of itstendency to migrate considerable distances across the ceramic.

Materials that do not dissolve the metalizing

layer must be used in the inte!_diate plated layer and in the braze.

Copper is one such material and is commonly used as a brazing layer

between a nickel electroplate and a tantalum n_obium, or tungsten

structural component. The solid solubility of copper in the

molybdenum at 900°C is almost zero. Typically a braze will be made

with a 0.004 inch copper solder washer at I140°C using a cycle which

allows th_ copper to remain molten for 2 minutes. Another possibility "

is the use of a titanium_copper braze in which molybdenum structural

part is used. A third possibility is the use of nickel-titanium.

A major problem with the use of copper at

500°C or higher is the corrosion of the copper in cesium vapor (copper

should be OFHC type or corrosion will take place at much lower temper-

atures).

The amount of brazing alloy applied and its

location at or near the joint are also critical factors which frequently

must be determined by experimentation on test samples. The furnace

atmosphere has a critical influence on the seal quality, and it is

generally recognized that moly-manganese seals require a slightly oxidiz-

ing atmosphere. A dew point of 25°C is often chosen for the hydrogen.
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TABLE 3-II

Metal

Nicoro

Wesgo

35% Au-65% Cu

Nioro

Wesgo

50Z Au-50% Cu

Nicoro 80

Cusil-

Decarbonized

Com posltipn

Ni, Cu, Au

Au, Cu

Ni, Au

Au, Cu

Au, Cu, Ni

Ag, Cu

Liquidus

, UC

1020

1005

950

950

910

780

Solidus

°C Characteristics

990

&

970

950

930

900

780

Excellent wetting

and flow on Kovar,

copper, nickel and
steel.

For copper, Kovar,
nickel brazes.

Will "wet" Tung-

sten and Moly as

well as copper,

Kovar, nickel,
stainless steel.

Excellent flow.

For copper, Kovar,

nickel brazes where

lower melting range
dictates its use

in place of more

economical 35ZAu-

65Z Cu alloy.

Very low vapor

presure, excellent

wetting and flow.

For secondary brazes

on Kovar structures.

The eutectic alloy

of silver and copper.

Excellent flow, low

melting, higher

vapor pressure than

gold alloys.
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3.2.3 Active Alloy and llydride Seals
I"

Metal and ceramic parts are sealed in the active

alloy process by inserting a thin sheet of metal that will form a

reactive alloy with the ceramic and will also form an alloy with a

brazing solder, as illustrated in Fig. 3-3. A wide choice of materials

can be used, including many that seal at high temperature with little

metallic evaporation. Materials can be used that can be predegassed

at temperatures considerably above those used for final sealing.

Seals are made in a vacuum or inert gas. The parts

can be sticked one on ancther so that several seals can be made at

the same time. Seals have been made which can operate for many hours

at temperatures as high as 800°C.

Figure 3-10 shows the seal components. Except for the

usual cleaning and degassing, the metal and ceramic parts require no

preparation prior to sealing. After being placed accurately into

position, the parts are heated to a temperature high enough for the

active metal and brazing solder to form a reactive alloy which can

react with the ceramic and wet the structural metal part.

Titanium and copper can be used to form such a reactive

alloy. If a shim of titanium is placed between copper and ceramic parts_

an alloy will form at 875°C. _lat this should occur is evident from an

inspection of the copper-titanlum constitution diagram shown in Fig. 3-11.

As soon as the temperature reaches 875°CI the titanium shim will alloy

with the amount of copper needed to form a 28 percent titanlumj 72 per-

cent copper alloy. The thickness of the shim can be varied to control

the amount of alloy formed. In the alloy 3 titanium is present in a

liquid phase and can immediately come in contact with and react with the

ceramic material and form the seal. Thus_ the seal is completed and the

heating can be stopped.

A typical seal is made by inserting a O.0003-inch thick

titanium shim between a copper shim and alumina parts. In this case 2

the amount of alloy that is formed causes the transition from metal to

ceramic to occur over a region about two mils in width. The titanium
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in the alloy reacts directly with the ceramic material to form an

intimate bond.

Nickel is another metal that alloys readily with

titanium. Figure 3-12 shows the Ni-Ti constitution diagram. It will

be noted that about II percent nickel will reduce the melting point of

titanium from approximately 1700°C to 955°C. _iree eutectic points

are present: 955°C, Ii00°C3 and 1285°C at 30, 66, and 84 percent

nickel. Successful seals have been made in the range of temperatures

from 955 C to 1300°C by using nickel parts with titanium shims, and

from 955°C to ll00°C by using titanium parts with nickel shims.

A wide variety of materials can be _ealed in this

manner. Table 3-111 shows a tabulation of a few of the materials that

have been sealed and C_e temperatures at which the reactive alloys are

formed. Also listed for each combination is the maximum temperature

at which an enclosure can be sealed without formation of visible or

conducting films. This is the temperature at which the most volatile

component has a vapor pressure of lO-6mm of Hg. Prolonged heating

would require this maximum temperature to be somewhat lower, and rapid

heating might permit it to be somewhat higher.

Molybdenum, tantalum, mobium, and tungsten do not

form alloys with the active metals except at extremely high temperatures.

They can be sealed to ceramic parts by using shims of two metals such

as Ti and NI, which will form a reactive alloy and wet the structural

metal. In this case, it is usually desirable to use shim thicknesses

that will give the eutectic proportions.

There are many combinations of metalsthat can be used

to form reactive alloys. One of the metal shims must be an active metal

such as titanium or zirconium. The other must be one that will form an

alloy. It makes no difference which shim supplies the active metal.

Nor does it make any difference whether or not the active metal is in

contact with the ceramic. The sealing occurs as soon as the active

metal is present in a liquid phase_ when it can readily come in contact

with and react with the ceramic material.
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The amount of alloy that is formed depends largely on
%

the particular metals chosen and the thicknesses of the shims that are

used. In addition, it depends on the sealing temperature and the

ceramic composition. Usually I the thickness of the shims necessary to

provide a reasonable amount of reactive alloy might be in the range

from 0.0003 to 0.0005 inch. Howeverj they may be as thin as 0.0001 inch

when the sealing is dQne at a temperature considerably above the eutectlc

temperature, or when ceramic bodies are used that have constituents that

contribute to the amount of liquid formed. In fact, vacuum-tight se_Is

can be made directly between titanium parts and some ceramic materials

by heating to a temperature high enough for one of the ceramic ingre-

dients to form an alloy with the titanium.

Satisfactory seals have been made to various alumlna_

forsterite, and zircon bodies. Usually, the strength of the seal is

greater than 50 percent of the strength of the ceramic part. For large

parts or where considerable heat shock might be encountered_ it is de-

sirable to use strong insulators and parts made of metals having now

tensile strengths or materials having closely similar expansion-

contraction characteristics. By proper choice of materlals_ it is

possible to produce seals up to or even larger than 3 inches in diameter.

The seals are strongest when they are made in a vacuum

of 10"4mm of Hg or better, or in a pure 3 dry, inert gas. Impurities

such as oxygen, nitrogenj carbon monoxide, and water vapor are detri-

mental because they reduce the ductility of the alloy t impair its re-

action with the ceramic, and in general weaken the bond.

Prior to sealing, the parts must be flat to within a

mil or less if successful butt seals are to be made with a minimum

amount of alloy. Enough pressure must be applied during sealing to

keep the parts intimately in contact. Formation of a minimum amount

of sealing alloy is helpful in producing seals that are strong and is

necessary when extremely small or thin insulators are being sealed.

By stacking the parts one on the other_ a large number of seals can

be made at one time.
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The ability of an alloy to bond with a ceramic body

depends on the active metal used and the stability of the ceramic in-

gredlents. For instance, an alloy containing titanium is more reactive

than one containing tantalum, so that it will make a stronger bond to a

stable oxide like alumina. On the other hand, if the ceramic body con-

tains a material which is readily dissociated by the reactive alloy_

porous seals can result.

TABLE 3-III

TYPICAL MATERIALS AND TEMPERATURES USED

TO MAKE REACTIVE ALLOY SEALS WITH ALUMINA
|

Active

Metal Part

Cu

CU

Ti

Zr

Zr

Ni

Braze

Shim

Material

Minimum

Sealing

Temperature
o C*

Ti

Zr

Ni

Ni

Fe

Ti

875

885

955

960

934

955

Maximum

Sealing

Temperature
Oc**

910

910

1050

1050

1015

1050

!

Degassing
Temperature

OC***

1000

I000

1200

1200

1200

1200

* Temperature for formation of eutectlc alloy.

** Limited by vapor pressure of most volatile material.

*** For the lowest melting material.

Powdered metals or metal hydrides can be used in lleu

of foil shims. They can be painted on the ceramic surfaces in a manner

similar to the molymanganese process using organic binders. The coated

ceramics are placed in contact with the metal parts and, upon reaching

an elevated temperature 3 a reactive alloy is formed and the seal is

made as in the active alloy process.

Pearsall and Zingeser investigated the brazing of

ceramics using the hydrides of titanium, zir conlum_ tantalum I and

columbium. Zirconium hydrides showed somewhat superior wetting and

bonding qualities of those of titanium hydride. Good results were

also obtained with the hydrides of tantalum and columbium. It was
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found possible to braze with alloys of these active metalsas well as

with their hydrides; silver s copper, and aluminum alloys w_re tried.

For the case of zirconium, the brazing operation was successfully

carried out in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen, while the titanium braze

worked best in an inert atmosphere.

It was observed during the formation of alloys pro-

duced by heating brazing metals and metallic hydrides that most of

the hydrogen was evolved at or near the melting point of the alloy 2

which was considerably below the values given for the dissociation of

the hydride alone. After placing a piece of suitable solder in con-

tact with the hydride-coated surface s the material is heated to approxi-

mately 1000°C o_ to a temperature at which the solder flows freely in

a vacuum or in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen or pure inert gas. When

the proper temperature is reached s the brazing alloy will melt and flow

over the hydride coated surfaces in a manner somewhat similar to that

in the brazing of metals.

Titanium hydride s used by Bondley, exhibited consider-

able sensitivity to small amounts of oxygen and water and somewhat less

sensitivity to nitrogen during the brazing operation. Large amounts of

n_trogen will promote formation of titanium nitride and prevent bonding.

Both titanium and zironium hydrides are very sensitive to small amounts

of oxygen; conversion to their respective oxides will completely inhibit

the brazing operation.

Zirconium hydride can be heated in vacuum at approxi-

mately 800 ° to 1000°C to remove most of the hydrogen, leaving behind a

relatively pure zirconium metal powder• _lis partially sintered metal

powder may be exposed to air and then used in a manner similar to

zirconium hydride to produce an equally good braze• In contrast to most

zirconium metal powders, the sintered metal does not seem to be highly

pyrophoric. The fact that the hydrogen may be removed prior to the

brazing s and the reduced hydride exposed to the air, indicates that

hydrogen is not essential to the process. Attempts to use titanium
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hydride in a similar mannerwere not successful; this may be attributed

to oxidation of the titanium metal and air. Apparently the function of

the hydride is to yield a relatively pure active metal, free to alloy

with a suitable solder. Pearsall and Zingser investigated a large

number of brazing alloys, most of which are not particularly suitable

for thermionic converter application because they contained a noble

metal such as silver and gold.

3.2.4 Seal Strength

_lere are two primary factors to consider when evalu-

ating the strength of a ceramic-me_al seal.

i. The adherance of the braze to the ceramic and metal parts.

i 2. The relative thermal expansion coefficients of the ceramic_

the metal 3 and the braze material.

Braze adherance can be measured by several methods 3

the most con=non of which is a tensile test where the ceramic and metal

specimens are pulled apart with a force parallel to the axis of sym-

metry. Compression and peel tests are also used for evaluation. Cole

presents a description of each test and shows an empirical equivalence

between the tensile, peel, and compression tests.

A good braze will have tensile strength on the order of

or greater than the safe limit on ceramic tensile stress. Although

alumina tensile strengths of over 30_000 psi have been demonstrat_d_ a

limit of I0,000 to 15_000 psi is regarded as maximum for consistently

leak-tight seals.

Cole presents the results of tensile tests of several

samples using alumina ceramics with a moly-manganese type of braze using

copper solder. As shown in Tables 3-1V and 3-V, the results illustrate

the Wide variation in adheranee strengths _lich can occur with minor

variations in braze composition and time and temperature history.

It has been shown previously that the sealing _one

between a metal and ceramic is complex, and displays fairly extensive

cation diffusion and the formation of intermediate oxide or glassy layers.
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TABLE 3-1V

TENSILE STRENGTII OF SEVERAL SEALS 1

Composition and

Weight (gin)

295.5 Mo

7.5 Ti

270 Mo

30 LiMnO 3

291Mo

9 (MgO, SiO2)

240 Mo

73.6 CeO 2

255 Mo

&8 SiO 2
22 Mn

255 Mo

48 SiO 2
22 Mn

255 Mo

48 SiO_

26 MnO z

Sinterlng

Temperature

1500 °C

Body

AD-942

1500

1600

AD-94

AD-94

1500

1300

1500

AD.963

AD-96

AL-234

Tensile Test Values

1500 AL-23

J

28 s 400
19,350

16, 400

15,500

15,700

14, 500

12,300

17,900

16, I00

9,430

22,000

16,050

15, 700

13,200

i0,700

14, 000

16, I00

15, 200

II, 300

II, 600

16, I00

I Copper brazing solder was used

2 Coors 94 percent alumina

3 Coors 96 percent alumina

4 Materials for Electronics, Inc. 99.6 percent alumina

Ceramic

type*

AD-99

AD-94

TABLE 3-V

RESULTS OF TENSILE TESTS

Metallizing

sintering

temperature
Co)

1700

1600

1500

1700

1600

1500

Tensile strength of seals (ib/sq in.)

97_ Mo

Ti

66OO

2700

2900

12000

12000**

I0 I00

2900

75O

3 I00

9400

9700

8000**

I00_ Mo

1700

600

220

9600
13000

10600

* Designation of the Coors Porcelain Company, Golden, Colorado

** Average values based on several hundred production control tests
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It might be expected that this area should be weaker than either the

ceramic or metal_ and that its strength should be strongly affected by

the development of the bonding layer. It is a rather surprising fact I

therefore I that seals commonly fail in the ceramic adjacent tos but not

directly atj the metal-ceramlc interface. This might result from the

following factors:

i. The surrounding ceramic is weakened during the sealing process.

Mechanisms for such a deterioration are certainly available;

for example I _nfiltration of Ti and other impurity ions I as

well as liquids, can catalyze harmful grain growth in the

ceramic. Furthermor% if these liquids solidify to glasses,

strength will be much reduced in the permeated areas. How-

ever 3 these processes also occur in the seal zone itself--

and probably to a greater extent than in the neighboring

ceramic; consequently, there is no reason for the deteriora-

tion to be greater outside the bondlng, layers than at the

seal interface.

2. The bonding layer can undergo limited plastic deformation

above its elastic limit whereas the adjacent ceramic fails

by cracking. In the case of active metal or hydride seals

on a pure oxide I the plasticity argument is supported by "

observations on alumina and zirconla ceramics containing

very thin films of titanium. Such composites show a ductile

type of indentation and have even been bent through an angle

of about 3-1/2 degrees at 660°F.

Ductility at the seal interface is a desirable con-

dition since this area is normally a zone of weakness. However, if

plastic deformation is a possibility, the strength of the joint is

set by that of the ceramic itself (minus residual stresses caused by

expansion discrepancies) and it is in the ceramic that failure occurs.

This limited ductility probably has its highest development in active

metal or hydride seals on pure oxides. Where bonding occurs through
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f a glassy phase rather than through suboxide layers 3 it might be pre-

dicted that plastic deformation at I_ temperature will be at a mini-

mum and that the seal will fail right at the interface. In this case_

the strength of the seal will probably depend on the amount of glassy

phase present and on such other factors as the extent of penetration

of the glass into the ceramic_ the development and characteristics of

the oxide layer on the metal_ and its solution in the glass.

Few metals have coefficients of expansion similar to

the ceramics of interest to thermlonic converters. For a tellable

sealj careful consideration must be given to the individual component

expansion curves 3 the thermal cycl% the section size and strength of

the ceramlc_ the strength and dimensions of the metallic body I the

expansion coefficient and ductility of the filler alloy 3 and the

geometry of the component being joined. A rough analysis of the

stresses developed during bonding can be made if these factors are

understood.

The thermal expansion curves for several materials

of interest are shown in Fig. 3-13, based on manufacturer's data and

several literature references. The refractory metals tungsten_

molybdenumj niobium and tantalume_ibit expansion coefficients which

are less than the coefficients for alumina bodies. Niobium is closest

to matching alumina, particularly the I00 percent pure alumina;

tantalum also appears usable. An increase in the glassy constituents

of an alumina body increases the expansion coefficient_ a desirable

feature of pure alumina.

For thermionic converter application, the combination

of high purity alumina in combination with either niobium or tantalum

is used almost exclusively where high seal temperatures will occur.

This selection is made because of the thermal expansion match and the

relatively low yield strength of the metals (about I0,000 psi for

tantalum at 1000°C and about 301000 psi for niobium at 1000°C).
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Consider a compensated butt seal such as is shown in

Fig. 3-141 made of tantalum and AD-94 alumina ceramic. Differences in

thermal contraction between metal and ceramic cause stresses to be set

up in the ceramic (and metal) during cooling of the seal from the

temperature at which the brazing alloy freezes. _lese stresses may

be diminished 5y the yielding or plastic flow of the metal or brazing

alloy during cooling.

Residual stresses produced in the ceramic by the

differential contraction are the result of radial shear forces I Vo,

which act around the circumference on the end of the ceramic cylinder

(Fig. 3-14). Associated with these shear forces is a bending moment_

Mol which tends to cause the walls of the cylinder near the seal end

to bend outward toward its axis. Figure 3-14 and the discussion in

this section are based on the sltuation in which the ceramic Ims a

higher thermal expansion coefficient than the metal. For the opposite

case, the direction of forces and sign of stresses will be reversed.

_le bending moment creates axial tension on the inner surface of the

cylinder and axial compression on the outer surface with maxima for

each occurring a short distance from the seal interface. A tensile

circumferential or hoop stress is also produced in the ceramic cylinder

as a result of the radial shear forces. _

The forces cause a radial displacement of the ceramic

cylinder walls away from its axis and_ if unrestrained I a change of

slope_ 01 of the ceramic wall. Because the ceramic cylinder is rigidly

held at the interface, the effect of a change in slope can be consider-

ed to be counteracted by a second bending moment which acts as shown

in Fig. 3-14 to make 8 zero.

For well-matching combinations of ceramic and metal,

residual stresses which result from sealing the two materials together

will be low. Most ceramic-metal seals employed today_ however I rely

on yielding of the metal part to limit the stresses on the ceramic.

This condition exists, for example I for alumina or forsterite ceramics
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sealed to copper, nickel 3 copper-clad stainless steel_ tantalum and

niobium. Under these conditions 3 therefore3 it can be assumed that

the maximum residual stress on the ceramic will be determined by

complete yielding of the metal to which it is bonded so as to limit

the radial shearing force V . A metal washer with a ceramic cylinder
O

sealed to each face will have a radial shearing force V per unit
O

length of circumference acting on each face as shown in Fig. 3-14.

For thin metal washers, this force can be represented, as shown, by

a radlal shearing force equal to V = 2V acting on the mean radius R
O

in the plane through the center of the disk parallel to its surfaces.

This force will exert a radial pressure inward equal to:

2V
O

r h

where he is the thickness of the metal disk in inches.

A wasiler may be considered as a short cylinder under

internal pressure. According to Timoshenko, the internal pressure re-

quired to bring the entire wall of a cylinder into a state os plastic

flow is:

Where T is the yield point of the metal in shear_ P is the internal
YP

pressure in psi and a and b are the internal and external radii of the

cylinder, respectively.

Expressing the pressure on the mean radius R as a

function of the internal pressure

p = a_PP=____y_ . _n
r R R

Substituting the value for P gives for V , the radial
r o

shearing force per unit length of circumference of the ceramic

V =-----Y_ " _n
o R
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- where

me equation above represents the maximum radial

shearing force resulting from complete yielding of the metal washer.

Using the expression for V _tained above I the
O

maximum hoop and axial stresses on the ceramic cylinder can be cal-

culated as a function of the axial distance fr_ the seal interface.

Substituting equations from Roark, the foll_ing

formulas can be derived (see Fig. 3-14 for nomenclature).

Maximum Hoop Stress

VIR ah_T (b){Shl _ ____..YR,nmax t t a

1/4

R2t 2

and

u = PoissonTs ratio for the ceramic (about 0.3)

Maximum Axial Stress

2.22 V 2.22 ahT

Sa max _ t2 ;_Rt2 a

(Sh) max (1.335)

The maximum axial stress occurs at a distance X from

the interface where

1.095

X= X

For the case under consideration where the ceramic has a higher co-

efficient of expansion tha£ the metal, both Sh max

are tensile stresses. For the case where the expansion coefficient
J a

of the metal is lower, (SJ is compressive.max

Using the equation above, calculations can be made to

determine the effect of seal dimensions on the maximum residual stress

on the ceramic which could be produced by sealing together mismatching

combinations of metal and ceramic. _tual stresses may be below this

level if the elastic stresses are insufficient to cause complete
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yielding of the metal. In Fig. 3-151 the maximum axial stress I (Sa)max_

divided by the thickness of the metal I h I and _ts yield point in shear_

T has been plotted against the wall thickness of the ceramic cylinder
yp3

for cylinders of 1/21 I, 2, and 4 inches in outside diameter. The curves

are applicable to any ceramic inasmuch as the only distinctive factor

involved in these calculations is Poissonls ratlo I u, which does not

vary greatly for ceramics.

The curves in Fig. 3--15 show that the maximum residual

axial stress diminishes _apidly with increasing wall thickness of the

ceramic. The maximum axial stres_ also decreases with increasing diam-

eter of ceramic cylinders of constant wall thickn=_. These relation-
J

ships apply to the effect of variables cited on stress limits_ not to

stresses themselves.

The effects indicated in the figure and in the equation

apply only to maximum stresses which can result from differences in

thermal expansion between the metal and ceramic as limited by yielding

of the metal. Other important factors also contribute to actual stresses

developed in seals. Among these are thermal stresses arising from

temperature gradients. It is well known that large thick-walled

ceramics will fail from thermal shock alone if heated or cooled too

quickly, whereas small thin-walled pieces may often be taken in and

out of very hot furnaces without failure. Large pieces are also.

statistically subject to a greater number of flaws I which lower

strength and produce localized stresses. These factors make the de-

sign of brazing fixtures and the rate of heating or cooling extremely

important.

_le maximum hoop or axial stress as limited by yield-

ing of the metal in the butt seal is directly proportional to the

thickness of the metal. Below these stress limits in the elastic

behavior region_ this proportlonality may not apply. For metal thlck-

nesses.of from about i0 to 30 mils 3 the relationship between thickness

and strength does not differ greatly from a linear one.
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To summarize, residual stresses in ceramlc-metal

butt seals of the type shown in Fig. 3-14 may be reduced by one or

more of the following methods:

I. Using of materials having comparable thermal expansions.

2. Keeping metal thickness at the minimum consistent with

strength requirements.

3. Increasing wall thickness of the ceramic and the width of

seal area for a constant outside diameter.

4. Using sandwlch-type seals_ i.e_ ceramlc cyllnders on

both sides of the metal.

5. Using ductile metals or brazing alloys_ alloys clad with a

ductile metal 3 or buffer washers of a ductile metal placed

between the nonmatching metal part and the ceramics.

6. Heat treating seals.

The case for cylindrical seals is well explored in

the literature and formulas can be found for maximum stress in Roark.

Timenskiko and other standard texts. If the ceramic has a higher

expansion coefficient than the metal 3 the metal should be sealed in-

side the ceramic to maintain the ceramic in compression. At the seal

the metal wall should be very thin to provide a yielding member.

r r

w F
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4. HEAT TRANSFER IN A THERMIONIC COI_VERTER

4.1 Electron Coolin_ in a Converter

4.1.1 Electron Coolin_ of an Emitter in Vacuum

The evaporation of electrons from the surface of a

hot conductorj similar to the evaporation of molecules from a llquid_

causes a cooling of that surface. If a steady state is to be maintained_

heat must be supplied to the emitter surface from external sources such

as a power supply. The entropy per electron of the electron gas near

the emitter depends on its density and, hence_ the work function of

the surface. To compute this entropy_ note that in any process the

change in the Helmholtz free energy F = U - TS of the electron gas is:

dF = -SdT-pdv + _ dn

where B is the electrochemical potential defined as

o

v

The work function of a surface is defined as the difference between

inside the c_nductor and _ just outside it. One may view the

electrochemical potential as equivalent to the Fermi level.

Since the Gebbs function, G, is defined as F + pv_

dG = -SdT + vdp + _dn

and

The number of electrons outside of the emitter in the interelectrode

spacing is changed but the tempeature and pressure of the space are
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constant. If electrons are removed from the emitter by an accelerating

field or a distribution of positive charges such that a constant potential

exists between collec_ng electrode and emitter_ then_

( >u

T,p

3/2 kT - ee

v
= kT

_p

• ". i_ = (5/2) kT - e¢ - T (_S/_n)T,p

where ¢ is the potential of the region outside the emitter. Froxu the

relation of work function to electrochemical potential

( Sl n)T, = e*IT + (512)kentropy/electron = P

hence, the heat removed per electron is

p = e® + 5/2 kT

or in terms of practical units

• • q

P {watts) - J* + 5/2 kT
e=

where J is current flow in amps/c/.

This is strictly a classical derivation involving

the ther_odynamic potentials and assuming the ideal gas laws. A more

sophisticated argument employing the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics yield,

P = J* +2 kT
e=

Additionally s the assumption of a constant potential region between

emitter and collector is not usually realized. A space charge

minimum of some magnitude generally exists and a more useful expression
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for electron cooling in a vacuum operated or space charge limited

device Is:

P = JV + 2 kT
ec m

Even this expression does not account for the possibility of back-

scattered electrons from Vm which in turn may reduce the cooling

expression.

I
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4.1.2 Electron Cooltn_ in a Plasma p

An exact analysis of electron cooling in a practical

converter does not exist for lack of sufficient data concerning the

emitter sheath and density of excited states in the plasma. A general

expression for electron cooling _ith plasr_a l_resent may be written as

fo I lows:

P ',, JV 4- 2kT - fJg_V
ec In

The first two terms are repeated from the classical derivation Inthe

preceding section. It may be noted that if a Langmuir do_ble sheath

exists at the emitter then V m is the potential height of the sheath

n_ximum. The term of interest is the last term _hich identifies a

population of excited states derived by any process and returning to

the emitter. A certain fraction, f, of these excited atoms arrives

at the emitter and (l-f) arrives at the collector. For lack of better

information f my be assumed to eq,al one-half, reasoning that the

velocity distribution of states is Maxwellian. f may well be more

than I/2 considerSng the orlgi:l of excited atoms.

From data based on practical and some experimental

devices, electron cooling of an emitter may vary from I0 - 20 watts/tin 2.

The return of excited states to an emitting surface is capable of

reducing this amount by I0 to 20 percent. These estimates are based

on devices oper, tlng in the discharge mode. Devices or vehicles

that operate in the space charge mode evaporate electrons from the

emitter by consideration in the preceding section. Electron cooling

in this mode is an order of magnitude less than in the discharge

mode.
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4.2 Radiation Iteat Transfer

4.2.1 Radiation Heat Transfer in Vacuum

The problem of heat transmission between two parallel

surfaces in a vacuum is most simply treated by the Stephan Boltzmann

Radiation Law. The effective emissivity for the system 3 as descrlbed_

is given by:

1

Geff = l I
-- +
¢coli Eemltt

hence the equation of heat transfer is:

PRad. = Ceff _ (Temitt 4 - Tcoll 4)

One must excerclse some caution in the calculation since the emissivity

of both electrodes is a function of temperature. Figures 4- I_ 42

and 4-3_ are representative examples of materials and temperature pertinent

to converter technology. For a given emitter temperature the heat trans-

fer follows a pattern as expected; i.e. s at low Colle_tor temperatures

the collector emissivity is quite low (N_05) and, therefore I the effective

emissivity is low, allowing only a small amount of heat transfer. At high

collector temperatures as the temperature difference between electrodes

becomes less_ the heat transfered is less and is null when the two

temperatures are equal.
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4.2.2 Radiation Heat Transfer in the Presence of a Plasma Medium

The problem of examining radiation heat transfer between

two flat parallel plane electrodes is somewhat more complicated when an

absorbing medium such as cesium vapor exists between these electrodes.

This is the case in a cesium vapor thermionic converter. When the cesium

vapor pressure is low (in the range of I micron to I00 microns) and the

spacing between emitter and collector is small (I0 mils) one might expect

that the radiation heat transfer would be little different than that

observed when the electrodes are separated by vacuum. For most cast= _f

interest in practical cesium vapor thermionlc converters, the cesium vapor

pressures are substantially higher (in the millimeter mercury range) with

spacings of approximately I0 mils and below. In this instance, one might

expect a very large percentage of the radiation from the emitter to be a

absorbed in the cesium vapor medium. One would qualitatively expect a

minimum of approximately 1/2 of this absorbed radiation to be returned to

the emitter, with the net result that the radiation loss would be reduced

in a practical converter structure. This is due to the fact that if the

cesium vapor medium between the electrodes is uniformly excited one could

logically expect at least 50 percent of this energy ultimately to be

transferred to the emitter and 50 percent of said energy to the collector.

In a more quantitative vein_ it is impossibl_, at this time, to calculate

the exact rad4atlon losses in a cesium converter vapor thermionic since

the absorption in cesium vapor as a function of wavelength is not known

for the nmjor spectrum of interest to converter technology. Data Is not

available in the infrared region where most of the radiation occurs.

At this time, about all that can be said about the radiation losses be-

tween emitter and collector in the presence of cesium Vapor isthat

these losses might be expected to be the same as or less than the radiation

heat transfer between the same two surfaces in vacuum. In order to make

an exact calculation of the radiation heat transfer between two parallel

electrodes immersed in cesium vapor_ one _st know both the absorption

characteristics of cesium vapor over the entire wavelength spectrum of
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interest and the spectral emissivity characteristics of both the

emitter and collector over the wavelength region of interest.

Generally speaking, this wavelength spectrum of

interest for thermionJc conversion would extend from approximately

0.7 microns through about 6 microns. In the wavelength region from

0.9 to abeut 6 microns one would find approximately 90 percent of the

emitted radiation from the emitter for emitter temperatures near

1600°K. _or emitter temperatures near 2000°K the wavelength band

from approximately .72 microns to 4.8 microns would include approx-

imately 90 percent of the emitted radiation. The spectral emissivity

of the collector should be known over a much greater wavelength region

since it operates at a considerably lower temperature than the emitter.

The collector spectral emissivity characteristics would not appear to

be as critical, however, as those of the emitter.
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4.3 Conduction Losses in a Vapor Converter

4.3.1 Cesium Vapor Thermal Conductivity

One of the mechanisms through which heat is lost

from the emitter is that of conduction by cesium vapor. A paucity of

data and the spread cf existing data p_c!ud_ an accurate estinmte of

the amount of heat lost by this mechanism.

Fig. 7-8 _chapter 7: cesium properties) displays data recently

obtained for cesium conditions vs cesium pressure. In the region of

interesting pressure s i.e. l-lOn_.Hg. 3 the spread in data gi_es a

condition value of 2 + 2 watts
-

In spite of recent information released at the 1962 Thermlonlc

Power Conferenc% definitive data from carefully controlled experimental

conditions is lacking. Theoretical predictions of vapor conductivity

depends upon cross-section estimates which vary widely. The conclusion

is a requirement for more basic data.
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4.3.2 Converter Lead Design

The electrical leads of a thermionlc converter have

received previous attention (Ref. 1 ) in more generalized papers concerned

with overall converter efficiency. This section discusses the specific

problem of proportioning converter leads relaeive to the balance between

thermal and electrical losses. The analysis and accqmpanying assumptions

are as follows: Let _ be defined as the ratio of electrical loss to

thermal loss, AT is the temperature difference across the lead, I is

the current through the lead in amperes, _ is the electrical resistivity

in ohm-cm, K is the thermal conductivity in watt cm "I °c'l. The electrical
2

loss may be written i_ediately as I _oL/A). The thermal loss may be

written as K_T(A]L) when no current is flowing in the lead. When current

flows it is assumed that half the Joule loss will flow in either direction.

_onoe conducted in the wrong direction (i.e., to the

hottest end)and must be subtracted from the thermal loss without current.

K&T (_L)'- 1/2 (I2p (L_A)

It is assumed _n this analysis that there is no radiant heat loss, which

is a reasonable assumption for _ < 0.2. Additionally, a more exact treat-

men, of the problem would account for the resistance varying along the

lead due to a non-uniform temperature distribution.

Figures 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6, are thermal loss and I_A

lead ratios calculated from the above expression for _. Values for

electrical resistlvity and thermal conductivity were taken from Malter

and Langmuir, Phys. Rev. 55, 743-747, 1939 and The American Institute

of Physics Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book Co. I Inc., New York, 1957. The

temperatures assumed in these illustrations are:
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4.3.3 Ceramic Conduction Losses

The requirement for positive spacing in a close-

spaced thermlonic converter will result in some sort of conduction

loss across the spacer. Resorting to elementrary heat transfer

methods, a calculation may be made as follows:

Assume that two sapphire rod: (lO mils in diameter and

3/4" long) are employed between converter electrode_ to preserve

spacing for prolonged, reliable operation.

Q.. KAY--!
L_X"

where,

K =" .08 watts/cm°C

A--, I0 =3 cm 2

AT is difficult to ascertain since intimate contact is not achieved.

Hence, there is obviously heat transfer by radiation and the calcula-

tion suffers considerably.

If AT is uf the order of 700°C and the transfer is only

I0 percent efficient due to the aforementioned reasons, then

Q =" 2 watts.

Thus it is seen that the conduction mechanism is

small and positive spacing is certainly justified from a heat loss

mech an ism.
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5. SPACING TECI_IQUES

A variety of techniques has been employed for separating the

emitter and collector of experimental and prototype thermionic diodes.

Many of these techniques are borrowed from the previous experience of

the electron tube industry.

The required spacing may vary from 0.00025 inches up to 0.25

inches_ depending upon specific diode design. It is known that power

output and efficiency will increase when a vacuum converter spacing
J

decreases. However, insufficient data are available to tell whether

extremely close spacing_ (less than 2 to 5 mils) is desirable I partic-

ularly at emitter temperatures below about 1500°C.

Whatever the selected spacing distance, the spacing technique

must accurately maintain relative collector-emitter spacing over long

periods of time at the temperatures of operation. Problem areas in-

clude the effects of long term creep of materials_ recrystallization

phenomena, corrosion by cesium vapor and incompatible materials, and

gradual changes in the temperature distribution throughout the diode.

The following paragraphs comprise the first draft of a chapter

that will be included in the final report of this contract. A variety

of spacing techniques described in the technical literature are re-

viewed. The material in this first draft will be augmented for the

final report by inclusion of additional spacing techniques and an

analysis of their relative merit.

5.1 Use of Positive Spacers for Close _nitter-Collector Positionin_

Small spacers inserted between the collector-emitter structure

have been used at G.E., Thermo Eleqtron Engineering Corporation, and

other companies to maintain close spacing. _te spacing is maintained

by positive pressure upon the spacers resulting from the thermal expan-

sion characteristics of the structural materials. Figures 5-1, 5-2, and

5-3 illustrate several positive spacing techniques used and/or designed

by C.E. (Ref. 5-1).
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For any positive spacing technique s the collector and emitter

structures must be made of materials that are strong and rigid at

high temperatures at which they operate and must be capable of being

ground flat and smooth so they can be spaced very close to each other.

The spacing technique would preferably aid in preventing warpage and

eventual shorting of the two electrodes.

Figure 5-1 illustrates the use of ceramic in_ert_ in the electrode

structure. _lese inserts are usually placed in the _ullector to avoid

the problems associated with high emitter temperatures. In Figure 5-I t

the collector electrode is made of tungsten and is provided with three

inserts of ceramic material. Hafnia is used for these inserts be-

cause of its low thermal conductivity and its excellent insulation

properties. The surfaces of the collector and emitter electrodes are

ground smooth and flat by conventional surface grinding techniques.

_ree small pieces of molybdenum foil are placed on the ceramic In-
°

serts to space the electrodes from each other.

In order to ensure that a reasonably uniform g@p exists between

the electrodes 3 it has been customary to use spacers for test purposes

that are thinner than the ones to be used in the final assembly. For

example, if a converter is to be placed at 0.003 in., it is assembled

and tested prior to exhaust with spacers half that thickness. The

actual sp@cing is determined by a capacitance test.

Figure 5-I is a cross sectional view of a planar type of vacuum

thermionic converter that has been placed on a semi-production basis

at the G.E. Power Tube Laboratory. Spacings ranging from 0.0022 inches

up to 0.005 inches have been achieved reproducibly. The uncertainty

in spacing is about _ 0.005 inches. The spacing will change during

the llfe of the converter due to warpage, gradual "sinking" of the

inserts into the emitter and other effects.

Figure 5-2 shows a converter design in which the spacing pins

are anchored to a part of the collector structure that is electrically

part of the emitter structure. The spacers can be brazed into position
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to hold the emitter and collector structure rigid and in correct

relationship to each other regardless of whether or not external

pressure is applied.

Figure 5-_ illustrates a third method of positive spacing,

and shows the cross section of a thermionic converter and radiator de-

signed for solar thermionic application. The collector-emitter

spacing was maintained by permitting the emitter to rest upon three

0.020-inch diameter tungsten pins brazed with nlckel-titanium into

alumina cups, in turn nickel-titanium brazed to a small nickel disc.

A tantalum spinning piece was used as part of the enclosure and to

hold the spacer pin assemblies in place. Tile radiator was copper

brazed to the tantalum piece. The emitter assembly and thelthree

spacer assemblies were first brazed, and then the entire tube was

assembled and vacuum brazed in one operation.

5.2 Thermal ExpansiQn Spacing

It is theoretically possible to control the emitter-collector

spacing by differential thermal expansion of the structural members.

The accuracy of the spacing depends upon the degree of knowledge con-

cerning the temperature distribution in the diode structure and the

thermal expansion characteristics of the di6de structure.

Figure 5-4 illustrates a cross section of a thermionlc diode,

which uses differential thermal expansion as a means for spacing,

that was built for the SET program by Thermo Electron Engineering

Corporation. _]e emitter structure is held by means of a thin cylin-

drical tantalum spacer. How large a spacing is dependent on the

accuracy of thermal expansion calculations. Unless the collector and

emitter expansion characteristics are properly matched, upon cooling

the diode, an interference fit would result at the interface of the

emitter and collector. This would produce a rather high compressive

stress at the interface and an undesirable balancing tensile stress

in the spacer ring and diode support structure. The condition chosen

for achieving the smallest interelectrode spacing at operating
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temperature, but at the same time obtaining a practical design in

terms of fab_icability I was to design the diodes so that the electrode

surfaces just come into contact when the diode is cooled to room

temperature.

For this particular diode the thermal expansion calculation

assun_ed a linear temperature gr_Jdient and that the tantalum spacer,

niobium ring, and molybdenum collector are the only affected parts.

The resultant spacing at an emitter temperature of 1700°C and an

estimated collector temperature of 900°C was about 0.0015 inches. •

The use of thermal expansion of the primary method of regulating_

spacing incurs many difficulties. _lere is no positive spacer to pre-

vent warpage and creep effects from shorting or increasing the diode

spacing. The exact thermal expansion of a structural member is often

not known to the required degree of accuracy; also, the real temper-

ature distribution can vary radically from the assumed distribution

and can change during tlle course of the diode llfe.

5.3 External Spacing

If the seal structure of the thermionic diode is designed to

be flexible, and it is possible to control the emitter-collector spacing

by means of external adjustments such as set screws I micrometer

measurements and other means. Figu[e 5-5 illustrates this arrangement_

and shows a cesium converter proposed by TRW and TEC (Ref. 5-3).

Figure 5-6 illustrates a tapering cylindrical diode wherein the

emitter structure is guided into place by means of guide Insulators

and the spacing is controlled by the vertical adjustment set by the

adjusting screw.

The problems encountered by this type of spacing adjustment are

similar to those encountered when using thermal expansion as a means

of spacing. Warpage and long term creep effects are not prevented by

positive spacers I and knowledge of final spacing is much dependent on

the thermal expansion characteristics of materials used.
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5.4 Electrode Support by the Ceramic Seal

Ceramic-metal electron tubes often utilize a sin;ple support

mechanism for the collector-emitter and grid wherein these members

are simply brazed to the ceramic spacer that is also used as the

insulator between these electrodes. This configuration is illustrated

in Fig. 5-7 (Ref. 5-4), which shows a low temperature arc mode con-

verter being developed by Ford Instrument Company. For this particular

converter the emitter-collector spacing is quite large and bendlng 3

warping and long term creep effects are likely to be small. The cup

design of the converter in Fig. 5-7 provides a high thermal impedance

(1200°C) between the emitter and the ceramic spacer, thus enabling"

the ceramic to operate at relatively low temperatures and minimizing

the effects of cesium attack.

Ceramic-metal tubes made by General El_,ctric (Ref. 5-5) and

other companies use cathode-to-g_rid and grid-to-anode spacings as small

as 0.003 inches. To maintain these close spacings, it has been found

necessary to provide schemes for stretching and tensioning the gr_d

during the sealing process. An illustration of one of these schemes

shown in Fig. 5-8 has been used in the experimental development of

ceramic-metal tubes. Techniques of a similar nature could be applied

towards thermionic diode development.

5.5 Variable Spacing Techniques

D_fficulties _n realizing very small spacings, such as uneven

thermal expansion and warping 3 have led to feasibility studies of

variable anode surfaces that automatically adapt themselves to the

contour of the cathode. This work has been conducted at ITT Federal

Laboratories, C.E. Research Lab., G.E. Power Tube Lab., Thermo Electron

Engineering Corporation, and other places and has been confined thus

far to analytical study and preliminary experiments.

One method, studied by ITT, employs a subliming anode surface

that automatically adapts itself to the cathode surface. ITT explains

the physical mechanism in the following manner:
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The heat required to control sublimation of the anode is

derived from the electron stream as it enters the anode and

converts potential energy (corresponding to the anode work func-

tion) into heat. _is mechanism tends tomaintaln a uniform

spacing over the anode surfac% provided that the current distri-

bution is at least partially controlled by the local space charge.

In the temperature saturation reglon_ where a space charge

no longer regulates the current_ the anode surface can be expected

to approach very close to the cathod% until a second regulatory

mechanism comes into play_ which may be explained as a reduction

of work function of the cathode. In this regionj the cathode

current again increases until its eating effect on the anode stops

further deposition of subliming _netal at that location.

If the cathode and anode were both perfectly un_formj then

the anode-cathode spacihg required to affect the work function

would be only a few angstrom units. However_ actual cathodes

and anodes are probably rather patchy in this _espect 3 so that

an effective change in work function is expected at considerably

greater distances. No experimental data are reported from the

ITT work thus far.

A second method o5 variable spacing is the employment of liquid

anode consisting of cesium liquid that also acts as the reservoir.

The cesium is separated from the emitter by the pressure of the cesium

vapor. TEC reports (Ref. 5-7) that a controlled experiment has been

conducted and has shown it is possible to achieve a stable cesium

vapor balance in the liquid collector that will not collapse.

Several advantages of the liquid collector are the independence

of the emitter shap% the ability of the cesium bath to absorb im-

purities, and the low work function of the cesium surface. However_

the liquid collector is extremely limited in terms of the heat transfer

capabilities of the cesium bath and the inability to independently ad-

just cesium vapor and collector temperature in an optimum fashion.
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6. CONVERTERP}_rSICS

6.1 Ionization Processes

Much confusion exists in the. literature as to the exact ion-

ization and space charge neutralization processes which are dominant

in cesium vapor thermlonic converters. One school of thought ascribes

space charge neutralization in cesium vapor converters to ions formed

by surface ionization processes at the emitter (or collector) surface

which then drift out into tile interelectrode region and there become

effective in neutralizing space charge. This particular concept is

not in agreement with findings in the alkali vapor discharge literature.

An extended study on low voltage rubidium vapor diode discharges (Ref. I)

reports an experiment wherein surface ionization at°the collector was

supposed to produce ions which would drift into the Interelectrode

space and neutralize space charge, thus lowering the arc drop to

approximately zero. The experimental findings were essentially negative

in That only a gain of approximately two in space charge limited current

from the emitter could be observed experimentally. This was in agree-

ment with the predictions of Langmuir in a paper on ion and electron

sheaths in gas discharges (Ref. 2). It might be observed that the

potential distribution in the experimental rubidium vapor diode favored

extraction of ions from the surface whereas the same situation does not

hold in the case of ions generated at the surface of the emitter in a

cesium vapor thermionic converter operating in the discharge mode. In

fact_ the field is probably retarding for ions at the emitter surface

in a converter.

A trivial calculation based on reasonable data from operating

converters indicates that in6ufficient ions are produced by surface

mechanisms to neutralizerandom electron currents in the plasma.

Figure 6-1Lsa plot of the ionization efficiency, _, the probability that
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an arriving ion or neutral atom wlll leave the emitter as an ion_

versus emitter work function• The ion current available is found

by combining the arrival rate expression with Auer*s derivation of

ion emission from an emitter• The result is:

j + = 488pP,t ,'1/2

For a converter operating at 2033°K and a cesium reservoir tempezature

of 401°C an effective work function ef 3.1 volts is obtained from the

Lang_ulr-Taylor curves. From the p plot, _ = 6 x 10 -3 and from vapor
I

pressure curves, P = 18 m Hg.

488 x 6 x 10 -3 x 18 x (2033> "1/2

1.04 amp/,:m2

This value of ion current may be compared to the random electron

current density in a plasma of electron temperature 4000°K.

and

= 6•22 x 103.J-_

= 40 x 104 meters/see

= 1019 19
Jrand 114 nec = 114 x x 1.6 x I0-

x 4.0 x 10 5

Jrand = 16 amp/cm 2

but values up to I00 amp/cm 2 are possible since the electron density

can vary by a factor of 10. At any rate, it is established that the

ion current is at least low by an order of magnitude.
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The other major school of thought maintains that in essence the

cesium vapor thermionic converter in its interesting range of operation

is little more than a gas discharge diode or plasma-diod e

with high work function emitter and low work function collector. Jensen

demonstrated in 1960 (Ref. 3) the gas discharge nature of the cesium

vapor thermlonlc converter by means of breakdown measurements on an

operating converter in the low emitter temperature region (1200°C).

More detailed breakdown curves were presented in (Ref. 5) in the spring

of 1961 at the thermionic converter contractors meeting at Cambridge,

Massachusetts. Other investigators have since corroborated these results.

The significant difference in interpretation deals with the nature of

production of ions in the interelectrode space for purposes of neutral-

ization. It has long been known that volume ionization in a gas discharge
&

diode occurs when electrons are accelerated across the cathode sheath

gaining a kinetic energy equivalent to a loss in potential energy of

eAV. In the case of noble gas hot cathode discharges this "cathode

fall" _V is of the order of the ionization potential in the gas or of

the excitation level of certain long life metastable states of the gas.

Once the Interelectrode space has been broken down (a plasma has been

established) the drift current density in the discharge is given by:

4 z 12e)I12(m>31zJsc = _ 9 o_- d2 S Jsat

where

a is a factor of 1.86 under certain conditions given by

Langmulr, AV is the cathode fall, and d is the cathode

sheath thickness, E° is the permittlvlty of free space,

e electron charge, m the electron mass, and Jsat the

saturation current possible from the emitter.

When the space charge Current approaches the saturation

current, the sheath voltage increases and an increase in current due

to Schottky effect is observed. Incases of interest to vapor thermlonlc
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converters the current may increase by a factor of two or so (Figure 6-2)

as the converter approaches the short circuit condition. This increase

in current over the zero field saturation emission is generally not of

much importance due to the fact that the output voltage of the converter

is approaching zero in order to realize the increase in current and hence

no gain in useful power output of the converter is realized. Measurements

made by this investigator (Ref. 4) on operating vapor thermionic converters

give values of the emitter sheath voltage (or cathode fall) on the order

of 0.6 volts to 0.8 volts in the low emitter temperature region. Measure-

ments of arc drop in rubidium vapor hot cathode discharges (Ref. I) give
&

values of the tube drop less than approximately 2 volts. Similar measure-

ments in hot cathode discharge in cesium vapor (Ref. 5) also show tube

drops of less than 2.0 volts. Probe measurements on the devices of

References 1 and 5 give electron temperatures in the neighborhood

of 4000°K, (characteristic of cathode falls of approximately 0.5 volts)

with no major potential maxima in the interelectrode space.

_ese measurements can be interpreted to mean that ionization

is taking place by stepwise processes involving the capture of resonance

radiation. This latter process almost certainly involves one (or two)

cesium resonance levels near 1.4 ev. One such stepwise ionization

process may be represented by the following equation:

Cs + Cs + Kinetic Energy equivalent (electron)--_Cs; + 2e-

(1.4 ev) + (1.4 ev) + (2k...._T + AV)
e

--_ 3.2 ev

The formation of the cesium molecular ion at an energy of roughly 3.2 ev

has been given in the literature. This would require a cathode fall on

the order of only a few tenths of an electron volt in order to complete

the ionization process if the cesium vapor existed in a state of high

percentage excitation at the resonance level. In the case of low

temperature emitters only a small percentage of the energy radiated

from the emitter exists in the 0.83 micron band and the excitation
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energy would have to come from electron impact (and a resultant cathode

fall of approximately 1.4 volt). As an emitter temperature increases s

the peak of the radiation from the emitter shifts to shorter wavelengths

• a

according to the Wein displacement law (_m = T ) and substantially more

energy is available near the cesium resonance wavelength. In a limiting

case at high emitter temperatue (2000°K) one might expect all excitation

in a cesium diode converter to be due to radiation from the emitter and

a small cathode fall of only a few tenths of a volt.
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6.2 Plasma and Electrode Consideration

In the last section it was advanced that the practical

cesium vapor converter functions as a gas discharge device. There are

converters which have operated and are still operating in the space

charge mode. This space charge mode can be broken down into a plasma

region by applying voltage. The breakdown phenomenon of a space charge

region in a thermionic converter may be pictured as follows: the device

may be considered to be a "double diode" wherein both electrodes are a

source of electron emission. The double diode has received preliminary

treatment from ivey (Ref. 6) and Dugan (Ref. 7) but complete analytic

solutions are not available. Complete probe measurements of the space

charge distribution in the double diode are also lacking. However, one

may visualize the potential minimum Vm (see Figure 6-3) as a virtual

electrode wherein high energy electrons are emitted and accelerated to

the other electrode. It is the product of this distance and the pressure

within the electrode gap that determine the condition for breakdown.

It may well be that the population of excited states in the interspace

(see Section 6.1: Ionization Processes) must reach a certain critical

level before the impact of electrons accelerated from this virtual

electrode produce ions.

Additional evidence of "breakdown" in a vapor thermlonlc

converter has been recently submitted in detail by investigators at

TEECO (Ref. 8). The existence of such a breakdown phenomenon wherein the

interelectrode region undergoes a transition from essentially a "vacuum"

region to a highly conducting plasnm region is the strongest possible

evidence of the plasma or gas discharge nature of the vapor converter.

The fact that a breakdown "spike" is not notlcable for high emitter

temperatures is only an indication of the greater contact potential

difference between emitter and collector which is available for In-

itiating the breakdown process (see Figure 6-4).

Langnmir and Mott-Smit|, (Ref. 9) in a series of papers

concerning electrical discharges in gases at low pressure_ experimentally
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established the existence and extent of the cathode.fall (or emitter

sheath) region. The essence of these and other similar investigations

(Ref. I0) is that the sheath thickness may be calculated very closely

from the modified space charge equation given by Langmuir.

In some cases (Ref. I0) the sheath voltage and current and

the sheath thickness have been measured directly in low voltage arcs

with excellent agreement between experiment and theory resulting.

The conclusion to be drawn from the sheath experiments is that in order

to extract the electrons which an emitter is capable of emitting a

sheath with an accelerating potential must be present. As pointed out

in _he last section_ the value of the sheath voltage need only be as

great as the resonance potential of the vapor in a well designed dis-

clmrge device (1.4 volts in cesium) where cumulative ionization is

taking place, and may be less than such a resonance potential by an amount

2kt
equal to the electron kinetic energy ( T )" In the event that the

vapor is excited by external means (radiation or contract excitation s

for example) the sheath voltage only need be large enough to draw

saturation emission from the emitter across a space equal approximately

to the Debye shield distance. Typically, this voltage would be 0.5

volts for a sheath thickness of 0.15 mils for a current density of

1012 electrons
I0 ampslcm 2 (ne _ ).

The effect of suc_man emitter sheath on the output of a vapor

thermionic is that it reduces the available output voltage from that

which would be ideally expected by simply calculating the contact

potential difference between emitter and collector.

The emitter sheath has further ramifications which bear on

the achievement of an optimum spacing in a vapor thermionic converter.

When impact ionization is necessary for establishing an adequate ion

population in the interelectrode space, it has been found in numerous

gas discharge investigations that ionization never takes place right at

the emitter sheath edge but occurs throughout a region in the plasma

which may extend to I00 times the sheath thickness. This, of course_

is a direct consequence of the electron-atom colllson probability and
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the probability of ionization on impact. As the emitter to collector

"spacing is reduced in a practical vapor thermionic converter one would

expect at first a very small increase in output voltage at constant current.
As the spacing becomestoo close (too few collision distances between

emitter and collector) the output voltage should drop since the electron

energy must rise in order to perform the same specific ionization in the

gap. The increase in electron energy is brought about by an increase

in the sheath drop at the expense of the output voltage. Such a state

of affairs is clearly depicted in Figure 6-5. These data were taken by

Jensen under carefully controlled experimental conditions and are felt

to be representative of the phenomenon. The measurements were not ex-

tended to the higher emitter temperature range. This should be done in

order to present a complete plcture.

On the basis of the data shown in Figure 6-1. further calculations

have been made concerning the optimum spacing to be anticipated at higher

emitter temperatures. Such an optimum spacing curve is shown in Figure 6.

The difference in the curves at various emitter temperatures is due to

the correction in vapor density which roust be nmde when the region of

interest has a different average temperature than the cesium reservolr.

Figure 6 is based on the similarity relationships which, with regard

to the present discussion, state that where single stage impact ionization

alone is the cause of ionization_ two plasma regions are similar if E/p

in volts/cm/_n Hg and p x d in rm_ Hg-cm are the same. It should be

pointed out that in general a cumulative ionization process does not

obey the similarity relations. The same general considerations of

pressure and distance, however, should hold for cumulative ionization

and Figure 6-6 should ji_ a reasonably accurate prediction of the state

of affairs at least in the I to 20 rm Hg region. The optimum spacing

for a high efficiency vapor converter should thus be close to 4 mils for

cesium pressures in the 5 to I0 Im_ Hg region with emitter temperature

near 2000°K. Spacings =loser than this (i.e., 1 mil) should tend to

decrease the power output of the converter. It is only when the spacing

approaches the sheath thickness (0.I mil) that the power output again
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rises and we approach a vacuum converter type of operation. Spacings

of 0.I mil are totally unrealistic for high temperature vapor converters.

In Figure 6-7 am shown v_por converters power output versus

collector temperature curves (Ref. ii) for various emitter temperatures.

If we extrapolate this curve to higher emitter temperatures (see Figure 6-8)

we see that near emitter temperatures of 2000°K, a collector temperature

of approximately 1200°K is called for.

An important 3 but often overlookedj fact about the Langmuir

curves is that they apply equally to emitter and collector. At lower

temperatures where the collector assumes a work function appropriate to

cesium, the theory (Ref. ii) predicts an optimum work function of 1.59

volts instead o_ 1.88 volts. For systems other than Cs-Wp optimum

collector work functions of 1.4 - 1.5 volts have been experimentally

observed (Refs. 12 and 13) for Cs-Ta. Figure 6-9 illustrates the necessity

of adjusting the collector temperature to maintain an optimum work function

for varying arrival rates. Since the voltage output of a converter is

directly dependent upon the contact potential difference, a loss of .3 or ._

or .4 volts at the collector would seriously impair a practical converter.

A simple consideration of optimum collector work function (1.5 ev for

Cs on molybdenum) and collector temperature (1200°K) would lead one to

predict a "back emission" of approximately I00 amps/cm 2 from the Langmulr

"S" curves. Tf the same simple considerations were applied to calculating

converteK power output 3 the results would indicate converter current in the

reverse direction since the emitter is only capable of Supplying approx-

imately 20 amps/cm 2 for a temperature o_ 2000°K and an arrival rate of

about 1021 2atoms/cm /set. What has not been taken into consideration

is the condition for matching a current collecting probe to the plasma.

One can advance a good argument to the effect that if the collector is

not to disturb the plasma it must be capable of emitting a current equal

to the random electron current in the plasma (see Figure 6-10). One can

calculate, as in the previous section, random plasma current densities

of 50 to I00 amps/cJ using reasonable assumptions. The sheath condition

at the collector is thus seen to require more than a simple treatment

and should be investigated in more detail.
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6.3 Int_erpretation of Cesium Vapor Thermionic Diode Volt-Ampere

Charac teris tics

Volt-ampere characteristics for operating cesium vapor thermlonic

converters are shown in Figures 6-4, 6-11, 6-12, and 6-13. To a large

extent these curves contain practically all of the information which is

necessary for interpretation of vapor filled thermionic converter

phenomena. The two major pieces of information which are needed to

supplement these curves for interpretational pmrposes are the curves

of Figure 6-5, concerning converter power output versus spacing and

the Langmuir-Taylor "S" curves for the particular emitter and collector

materials used (these may be found in Chapter 2). As we have already

pointed out earlier in this chapter, there appears to be no reasonable

doubt that all practical vapor thermionic converters operate as gas

devices. At low emitter temperatures a breakdown phenomena is

definitely in evidence, power output varies with spacing as would be

predicted _rom elementary gas discharge considerations, the output

voltage of the converter at maximum power is dictated not only by the

contact potential difference between emitter and collector but also

by the magnitude of the emitter and collector sheath drops and the plasma

resisitivity losses. We are in essence saying that the interpretation

of the characteristics of the practical cesium vapor thermionic converter

resolves into an understanding of the Langmuir-Taylor "S" system for

the applicable emitter and collector, an understanding of the importance

of the breakdown phenomena at low emitter tempera., res, and an under-

standing of the pre-breakdown currents in the device. With these

thoughts in mind, we will proceed to an interpretation of some typical

cesium vapor volt ampere characteristics.

In Figure 6-4 are shown a series of volt ampere chracteristics

which were observed on an operating thermionic converter with varying

emitter temperatures but for nearly constant collector and cesium reservoir

temperatures. The major point of interest is the manner in which the
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magnitude of the breakdown "spike" changes with varying cesium reservoir

temperature or with p x d (the cesium pressure x electrode spacing)

relationship in the gap between the emitter and the collector. As

may be seen in Figure 6-42 a positive voltage must be applied to the

converter in order to breakdown the gap between emitter and collector

for emitter temperatures of the order of 1260°C. Were it not for this

positive applied voltage 3 one would not observe the high current branch

of the characteristic. In fact 3 most of the misinterpretation of

cesium vapor diode phenomena probably resolves around this single point.

Many investigators being unaware of the discharge nature of this type •

of devlce 3 by not applying a positive applied voltage have never ob-

served the high current branch of the volt-ampere characteristic and

have 3 thereforej assumed the low current branch corresponded to the

saturatlon emission density from the cesium on refractory metal emitter.

As the emitter temperature is raised one can follow the reduction in

breakdown voltage required until at temperatures in the neighborhood

of 1300°C the breakdown spike almost completely disappears. The

disappearance of the breakdown spike is only evidence of the fact that

at the higher emitter temperatures sufficient voltage exists between

the space charge potential minimum in the gap and the surface of the

collector to initiate a breakdown by electron-atom impact processes

without going closer to a short circuit condition than the steeply

rising portion of the volt ampere characteristics.

To phrase the situation in another manner 3 the breakdown

condition is still present but not observable on the volt ampere

characteristics due to an increase in contact potential difference

within the device at the higher emitter temperature.

Proceeding toFigure 6-113 one readily observes the condition

just mentioned wherein the presence of the breakdown spike is no longer

observed. In evidence in Figure 6-11 is the parametric optimization

of a practical vapor converter for fixed collector and emitter temper-

atures. A further series of similar curves at various collector

and emitter temperatures is required in order to achieve complete
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parametric optimization of the converter. Points of Interest to note

about, this set of characteristics are: (I) the rather linear low current

branch which, in essence, corresponds to a slightly enhanced space

charge limited current flow in the device, (2) the point of breakdown,

(3) the rapid rise of current at nearly constant voltage (as observed

in any gas discharge diode), (4) the saturation current level, and

finally, (5) a Schottky increase in current as the diode approaches

short circuit condition.

As is evident from the curves, at the higher cesium r_servolr

temperatures the available current density from the emitter exceed

I0 amps/cm 2 in agreement with values predicted by the Langmuir-Taylor

"S" curves. As one increases the cesium reservoir temperature beyond

the optimum, which for the present case is approximately 300°C, one

observes a steady shift of the volt-ampere characteristics towards

the zero voltage axis. This is primarily due to two things: (I)

the decrease In contact potential difference due to the fact that

the collector is now operating at greater than optimum cesium coverage

and, (2) the increasing pressure which ultimately dictates increasing

elastic collison loss as in the plasma which also subtracts from the

available output voltage of the converter. The situation appears

to be more or less obvious when measurements are taken in a carefully

controlled converter wherein the spacings and element temperatures

are very carefully measured and controlled.

In many respects the curves of Figure 6-11, which were

obtained at EOS on an entirely different diode than those of Figure

6-11, reflect the identical situation just discussed with respect to

the curves of Figure 6-11. The major difference is that the whole

pattern of curves is now shifted to higher voltages and saturation

currents indicative of the higher emitter and reservoir temperatures

which increases the available contact potential difference and sat-

uration current density. The only major difference between these two

diodes is possibly in the fact that the diode of Figure 6-11 did not
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contain a positive spacing and thus the spacing of the diode may

have been varying with the current through the diode, which would

tend to obscure some of the behavlor observed in Figure 6-11.

The curves of Figures 6-13 indicate the type of volt ampere

characteristics which may be observed from a cesium vapor thermionlc

converter when the cesium pressure, the spacing, and the collector

temperature conditions are not optimized. In particular, attention

is drawn to the curve for an emitter temperature of 1822°K, which

may be compared with those curves of Figure 6-11. From these curves ,

it may be seen that at approximately 1/2 volt output, proper selection

of the spacing and collector temperatureaccounts for approximately an

increase in power density output by a factor of 5. It is obvious

that the converter whose characteristics are shown in Figure 6-13

was operated with either much too close a spacing, n_ch too low a

collector temperature, cra combination of both. The publication of

such characteristics in the past has accounted for a great deal of

confusion prevelant in the interpretation of thermionic converter

characteristics.

Observation of the characteristics which have just been

shown clearly indicates that in order to achieve maximum efficiency from

a cesium vapor thermionic converter, the converter should be operated

in the arc mode near the saturatlon current density point. Consider

for example the curves of Figure 6-11 at a cesium reservoir temperature

of 300°C; one may achieve approximately a maximum of 3 watts from the

device when operating the device in the space charge limited mode

(the lower branch of the volt-ampere characteristic). When this same

device at identical temperatures is operated in the arc mode near the

knee or saturation part of the current characterlstlcsp a power output

of 12-1/2 watts is achieved, or essentially a factor of 4 increase in

power density output. Since the efficiency of these devices will

normally increase in approximately a linear fasion with power density

output, a great increase in efficiency has been achieved by operating

the device in the most appropriate part of its characteristic. The

same considerations may be seen to hold at higher emitter temperatures
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as borne out by the curves of Figure 6-12 for emitter temperatures

of 1700°C.

Perhaps the major reason why the present interpretation

has not been considered obvious by all investigators is that the

inexperience and poor measurement technique exhibited in most exper-

imental studies of record has resulted in a bewildering array of data

which is almost impossible to correctly interpret.

J
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• PROPERTIES OF CESIUM
P

TABLE 7-1

TYPICAL ANALYSES OF COMMERCIAL CESIUH AS GIVEN BY THE SUPPLIERS

FOR CESIUM AVAILABLE - FEBRUARY 1962

Impuritles in ppm.

American

Potash

Cesium, percent 99._2

Rubidium, ppm 450

Potassium "

Sodium "

Lithium "

Alkali

Metals "

Calcium "

Iron "

Aluminum "

_gnesium "

Other Metals

Heavy Metals

(Pb,etc.)

Silicon

Oxygen

Nitrogen

Carbon

Hydrogen

Non Metal

150

<i0

5

,1000(approx)

20

6

5

2

10

22

2

20

28

48

Highest minimum

purity of Cs

guaranteed upon

special request

Bow

Chemical

99.9

270

45

24

max 400

U.S. Ind.

Chemical

99. +

900

I0

6

5

2

max 200 (Fe and AI)

(Fe and AI)

I- I00

max I00

99.97 99.0

Kaweckl

o

99.5 99.9

max i000 max I00

max I00 max I00

max II00 max I00

ND _ ND

max I000 max I00

max I00 max lO

max I00 max I0

99.9
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Refractory
Metals

W

Ta

Mo

Cb

TI

Ir

Pt

Ferrous Fe

Mild Steel

18/8 SS

308 SS

410 SS

Non-Ferrous

Au

A1

Cu

Brass

Ni

Nichrome

Inconel X

TABLE 7-II

Resistance to Corrosion in Cs Vapor

!

hrs 200 100 200 _ 450 _
°C 247 302 497 1002

G G G G

G G

G G

S

G

G S

L

S S L P

S

G G S G

G

Non-

Metals

Alumina

Pyrex

Vycor

W Glass

Soft Glass

Teflon

Nylon

Asbestos

Duroid

Rubber - 18007

66-018

Natural

Zlrconia

I00 hrs.

207oc

G •

G

G

G

G

C

C

C

C

G

C

G

G

G - Good

S - Surface Pitting

C - Color change from
white to dark
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TABLE 7-111

Suggested Limits for Structural Materials for Cesium Systems

Structural Metals

Refractory Metals

Steels

Stainless Steels

Ni and its alloys

Aluminum

Copper

Brass

Silver

Gold

Cadmium

Zinc

Tin

Lead

Insulators

Alumina

BN

Glass

Fused quartz

Teflon

KeI-F

Other

Rubber

Graphite"

Resistance °C

excellent

good

excellent

excellent

unusable

unus able

poor

unusable

unusable

unusable

unusable

unusable

unusable

good

poor

limited

limited

unusable

unusable

poor

poor

2000

6OO

I000

I000

2OO

2OO

2OO

I00

i00

I00

i00

I00

I00

800

200

500

I00

I00

I00

Usual Application

High temperature emitters

and walls

Walls

Walls

Resistance wire

Light weight wall_

electrical cond.

Electrical and thermal

cond. 3 gaskets

Walls

Braze3 electrical conductor

"O" rings

In Easy-Flo

In Easy-Flo

Soft solder

Soft Solder

Gaskets

"O" rings
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TABLE 7-IV

Corrosion by Liquid and Caseous Cesium

(from Fig. 7-1 and Fig. 7-2)

Material 352°C

in vial 240 hrs.

S$ 304 Good

SS 316 Good

SS 321 Good

SS 347 Good

17-TPH Steel Best

Ni-Cr Braze No Transport

Material

in vlal

Uranium and

boroslllcate

glasses.

T
o c

384

Result

No attack except

when strained

llke at glass-

to-metal seal.

AI203 200-400 Surface attack

Fiber 260 I00 hrs., poor.
T

Resistance Heated

Wire

Mo

W

T

oC

.008 1023

.010 1023

.015 1023

1002

Time

hrs.

Below i00

Below I00

65

6 too.

Cs press.

m Hg

0.5

O.l

Result

Broke due to

recrystallization.

Recrystalllzed and

reduced to .013 -

.014 '¢.

In progress I very

small change in
resistance.
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